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MESSAGE OF THE PRESIDENT 

Dear memb_er, 

This issue of our Magazine is dedicated to the host country of this year's 
AGA and of the 32nd International Navigation Congress: the United King
dom. 

Another four years have elapsed since the successful Congress of Estoril, during which a lot has hap
pened in the world and in our Association. Plans had to be cancelled or reconsidered, the exponential 
growth of international trade was reversed into a decline that urged all parties involved to adjust their 
forecasts and the global warming became a 'hot topic'. 

We are confident that the MMX-Congress will be the scene for many excellent presentations. The 300 
plus abstracts resulted eventually into 168 accepted full papers. ln order to avoid lacking presenters, 
the Organising Committee, in accordance with HQ, decided to accept the papers only after the authors 
registered for the Congress. PIANC's YP-Awards for presenters under 35 years of age attracted over 
30 candidates. As usual, also CEDA and IADC will grant their 2010 Awards during our Congress. 

Besides the technical sessions and visits, our British hosts also provide a nice social programme that 
will culminate in the closing banquet in the Anglican Cathedra!. 

Another highlight will undoubtedly be the presentation of PIANC's History Book at the occasion of the 
Association's 125th anniversary. Ali participants will receive a copy of this splendid publication, either 
in English or in French. 

With regard to our publications, 1 can inform you about the latest developments: You will remember last 
year's AGA decision to discontinue all printed publications from 2010 onwards and the Council's deci
sion of last October to postpone the execution of this decision and to look for a professional publisher 
to publish 'On Course' at no cost for the Association. This effort failed to be successful, which led the 
Council during its meeting of last February to fall back on the original decision of the AGA in Helsinki, 
wh,ich means that: 

From 2011 onwards, the printed 'On Cour.se' and Working Group reports will be discontinued; 
Members will receive logins and passwords to allow them to access all publications for free; 
About 25% of the contents of Working Group reports will be published on Google Books, the full 
digital version can be purchased through the webshop; 
As from 2011, a printed 'Yearbook' will be published containing an overview of the activities of the 
previous year, technical articles about the host country of the AGA, summaries of Working Group 
reports and social news. · 

We hope that this new publication policy will satisfy our members and at the same time create a poten
tial for experts throughout the world to get acquainted with PIANC through our Working Group reports. 

1 am looking forward to meeting you at Liverpool MMX. 

l@ijro1ap1i'~îQt'~~9tApril 2010, avril 4 

Yours sincerely, 

Eric Van den Eede, 
President 
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MESSAGE DU PRÉSIDENT 

Cher membre, 

Cette édition de notre magazine est consacrée au pays hôte de /'AGA et du 32ème Congrès International de 
la Navigation de cette année: le Royaume-Uni. 

De nouveau, quatre années sont passées depuis le Congrès réussi d'Estoril, à partir duquel beaucoup de 
choses se sont produites dans le monde et au sein de notre association. Quelques projets ont dû être an
nulés ou reconsidérés, la croissance exponentielle du commercé international s'est vue transformer en une 
diminution qui a forcé toutes les parties concernées d'adapter leurs prévisions. En outre, la question du 
réchauffement climatique est devenue très actuelle. 

Nous sommes convaincus que le Congrès MMX constituera une plateforme pour beaucoup de présentations 
excellentes. De plus de 300 résumés, 168 rapports complets ont ëté acceptés. Afin d'éviter que certains con
férenciers n'apparaissent pas, le Comité Organisateur, en coopération avec le Secrétariat Général, a décidé 
de n'accepter les rapports qu'après l'inscription des auteurs au Congrès. Les Prix pour les Jeunes Profes
sionnels de PIANC pour des conférenciers sous l'âge de 35 ans ont attiré plus de 30 candidats. Comme 
d'habitude, CEDA et /AOC remettront leurs Prix de 2010 aussi pendant notre Congrès. 

Outre les sessions et les visites techniques, nos hôtes britanniques ont aussi élaboré un programme social 
intéressant duquel le banquet de clôture dans la Cathédrale anglicane constituera l'apogée. 

Bien sûr, la présentation du Livre d'Histoire de PIANC, rêdigé à l'occasion du· 125ème anniversaire, sera 
sans aucun doute un autre apogée. Tous les participants recevront une copie de cette publication extraordi
naire, tant en anglais qu'en français. 

En ce qui concerne nos publications, je peux vous informêr des développements les plus récents. Vous vous 
rappelez sans doute de la décision de /'AGA de l'année passée de discontinuer toutes les publications impri
mées à partir de 2010, ainsi que la décision du Conseil du mois d'octobre dernier de remettre l'exécution de 
cette décision et de chercher un éditeur professionnel pour,publier 'On Course' sans frais pour l'association. 
Cet effort a échoué, ce qui constitue la raison pour laquelle le Conseil, pendant sa dernière réunion en février 
2010, a opté pour la décision originale de /'AGA à Helsinki, ce qui veut dire que: 

. J 

A partir de 2011, 'On Course' et tous lesiapports des groupes de travail imprimés seront discontinués; 
Les membres recevront des codes d'accès et des mots de passe pour qu'ils aient accès gratuit à toutes 
les publications; 
Environ 25% du contenu des rapports des groupes de travail sera publié sur Google Books, la version 
digitale complète pourra être achetée via la 'boutique web'; 
A partir de 2011, un 'annuaire' imprimé sera publié contenant un aperçu des activités de l'année précé
dente, des articles techniques consacrés au pays hôte de /'AGA, des résumés des rapports des groupes 
dé travail et des nouvelles sociales. 

Nous espérons que cette nouvelle stratégie de publication plaira à nos membres et qu'elle créé au même 
temps du potentiel pour des experts dans le monde entier afin de faire connaissance avec PIANC par le biais 
de nos rapports des groupes de travail. 

Je me réjouis de vous rencontrer à Liverpool MMX. 
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Bien à vous, 

Eric Van den Eede, 
Président 
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WELCOME TO LIVERPOOL 
1 

The UK Section of PIANC is delighted to be hojng the PIANC Annual 
1 

General Assembly and 125th Anniversary PIANC l\1MX International Con-
gress this year, to be held in Liverpool from 10th to 1 j4th May 201 O. We look 
forward to welcoming our PIANC friands and colle~gues from around the 
~orld to share experiences and exchange ideas duriing the Congress ses-
sions. . . 1 

Liverpool is a flourishing Atlantic port in a region with a strong maritime and inland ~aterways heritage and 
the original home of "The Mersey Sound" an·d The Beatles. Recent investment in regeneration and mod
ernisation has transformed Liverpool into a lively, modern waterfront city- chosen ab the European City of 
Culture in 2008 -while retaining its maritime history as a UNESCO World Heritage\Site. 

The Congress will be staged in the BT Convention Centre in Liverpool, newly opene~ in 2008, which is per
fectly sited on the waterfront, adjacent to the historie Albert Docks and the new crui;se line terminal in the 
flourishing Port of Liverpool. Upwards of six hundred delegates and partners from tnore than forty coun-

1 

tries are expected to attend the Congress. A choice of modern hotel accommodation t,as been reserved for 
delegates within close walking distance, and there is a wide variety of lively restaurants and bars nearby 
in the redeveloped Albert Docks and surrounding area. i 

1 
The PIANC MMX Scientific Committee has received over 300 abstracts from expei\ts worldwide offering 

' technical papers. Around 200 of these abstracts have been selected to ensure a full programme of high-
quality technical presentations made in four parallel sessions held over the four worRing days of the Con
gress. ln addition, technical visit options to both the modern port of Liverpool and wat1erway developments 
and the historie inland canais have been arranged for delegates and partners. 1 

Trelleborg Marine Systems have offered Major Sponsorship, joining Peel Ports, W~stminster Dredging, 
Dredging International, Royal Haskoning, tt,e International Association of Dredging cd

1
ntractors (IADC), At

kins Global and HR Wallingford in pledging their support and sponsorship of the PIA1C MMX Congress. 

An integral technical exhibition will also be held during the Congress, with up to 50 corpanies and organi
sations exhibiting their expertise and creating their own persona! PIANC MMX meeting place. 

The Partners' Programme includes guided tours of Liverpool with lunch in the Liverpbo1 Palm House, as 
well as tour options to the ancient walled city of Chester, and the historie workers village and art gallery 

1 

of Port Sunlight - home of Sunlight Soap. Liverpool has many museums and art galleries, which will be 
1 

visited·during the week, as well as the opportunity to take an evening buffet cruise on the Mersey Ferry. 
1 
1 

. 1 
The Congress Reception will be held in St. George's Hall, one of the finest neo classi~al buildings in Eu-
rope, and the formai Congress Banquet will be held in Liverpool Cathedra!, described ~s "one of the great 
buildings of the world". j' 
The detailed programme includes the evening AGA Dinner in the Liverpool Maritime useum on Sunday 

1 

9th May, the PIANC Annual General Assembly and Evening: Congress Welcome Redeption on Monday 
10th May, the Congress Opening Ceremony and Keynote address on Tuesday 11th May followed by three 
further days of technical presentations culminating with the Closing Ceremony and Évening: Congress 
Banquet at Liverpool Cathedra! on Friday 14th May. \ 

For further details please visit the web site on www.piancmmx.org.uk and we look forward to welcoming 
you all to Liverpool in May. 

PIANC Magazine n° 139, April 2010, avril ----~-----~--
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Chairman P\IANC UK Section 
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BIENVENUE A LIVERPOOL 

La section britannique de PIANC est ravie d'être l'hôte de l'Assemblée Générale Annuelle, du 125ème an
niversaire, ainsi que du Congrès International MMX de PIANC de cette année, qui aura lieu à Liverpool du 10 
au 14 mai 2010. Nous nous réjouissons d'accueillir nos amis et nos collègues de PIANC venant du monde 
entier afin d'échanger des expériences et des idées pendant les sessions du congrès. 

Liverpool est un port atlantique florissant dans une région qui compte sur un fort héritage de voies navigables 
maritimes et intérieures, ainsi que le berceau du « Mersey Sound » et de The Beatles. Des investissements 
récents dans la régénération et la modernisation ont transformé la ville de Liverpool en une ville riveraine ani
mée et moderne - élue comme Ville Culturelle européenne en 2008 - tout en conservant son histoire maritime 
en tant que Patrimoine Mondial de l'ONUESC. 

Le congrès aura lieu au BT Convention Centre à Liverpool, qui vient d'être ouvert en 2008 et qui est situé par
faitement à la rive, juste à côté des fameux Albert Docs et le nouveau terminal croisiériste dans le Port floris
sant de Liverpool. Plus de 600 délégués et leurs partenaires venant de plus de quarante pays assisteront au 
congrès. Des logements modernes ont été réservés pour les délégués à deux pas et il y a une grande variété 
de restaurants et bars animés à proximité dans les environs des Albert Docks rénovés. 

Le Comité Scientifique de PIANC MMX a reçu plus de 300 résumés de rapports techniques d'experts venant 
du monde entier. A peu près 200 de ces résumés ont été sélectionnés pour garantir un programme complet 
de présentations techniques de haute qualité, divisés en quatre sessions parallèles dans les quatre jours du 
congrès. En outre, des options de visites techniques à tant le port moderne de Liverpool et les développe
ments de ces voies navigables qu'aux canaux intérieurs historiques ont été arrangées pour les délégués et 
leurs partenaires. 

Trelleborg Marine Systems s'est présenté en tant que sponsor majeur, ainsi que Peel Ports, Westminster 
Dredging, Dredging International, Royal Haskoning, the International Association of Dredging Contractors 
(/AOC), Atkins Global et HR Wallingford en donnant leur support et sponsoring au congrès MMX de PIANC. 

Il y aura aussi une exposition technique intégrale à l'occasion du congrès, avec approximativement 50 en
treprises et organisations qui exposeront leur expertise, créant ainsi leur propre lieu de rencontre MMX de 
PIANC. 

Le programme pour les partenaires comprend des tours guidés à Liverpool avec un déjeuner au Liverpool 
Palm House, ainsi que des options de tours à l'ancienne ville de Chester entourée de remparts, au village 
d'ouvriers historique et à la galerie d'art de Port Sunlight- l'origine du savon Sunlight. Liverpool compte beau
coup de musées et de galeries d'art, qui pourront être visités pendant la semaine et il y aura aussi l'occasion 
de jouir d'une croisière sur le Mersey Ferry qui inclut un buffet du soir. 

La réception du congrès aura lieu au St. George's Hall, un des bâtiments néoclassiques les plus sophistiqués 
en Europe et le banquet formel du congrès aura lieu dans la Cathédrale de Liverpool, décrit comme « un des 
édifices les plus formidables dans le monde». 

Le programme détaillé inclut le dÎner de l'A GA au Musée Maritime de Liverpool le dimanche 9 mai, l'Assemblée 
Générale Annuelle de PIANC et la réception de bienvenue au congrès le lundi 11 mai, suivie par trois jours 
de présentations techniques et atteignant son point culminant avec la cérémonie et la soirée de clôture: le 
banquet du congrès au Cathédral de Liverpool le vendredi 14 mai. 

Pour plus de détails, je vous prie de jeter un coup d'œil sur www.piancmmx.org.uk. Nous nous réjouissons de 
vous souhaiter la bienvenue à Liverpool en mai. 
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Stephen Cork 
Président de la section britannique 
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PARALLEL MOTION FENDERS; 
SOME DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS, 

INCLUDING THE IMMERSION OF FENDER CONES 

KEYWORDS 

Parallel motion tenders, torsion arm tenders, im-
mersed cones 

MOTS-CLEFS 

Défenses d'accostage à translation, défenses 
d'accostage à bras de torsion, cônes immergés 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Parallel motion or 'PM' tenders are a relatively re
cent development in fender technology and there 
is currently no published guidance for their design. 
PM tenders offer a number of advantages but are 
significantly more complicated in their mode of 
operation than conventional fender systems; PM 
tenders can be less tolerant of exceptional berth
ing events outside the design envelope. The load
ings within the PM mechanism can be difficult 
to define, especially when an angled berthing is 
combined with sliding frictional forces. A number 
of PM fender installations have experienced struc
tural problems; this article considers how some of 
these problems might be avoided. 

2. WHAT IS A PARALLEL MOTION 
FEND ER? 

2.1 Conventional tenders 

ln locations where there is little tidal range single 

9 

by 

Tim Beckett 
Director 

Beckett Rankine 
270, Vauxhall Bridge Road, 
London SW1V 188 
Tel.: +44 20 7834 7267; 
Fax: +44 20 7834 7265; 
E-mail: tim@beckettrankine.com 

level fendering systems can be used; a simple 
fender may consist of a rubber unit fixed to or 
suspended from a quay edge but for larger ves
sels where it is necessary to spread the fender 
reaction force over a larger area of the vessel's 
hull plating a fender panel is usually provided; the 
panel will typically be backed by energy absorbing 
rubber fender units. A wide range of fender units 
of various shapes is available but cellular units, 
and particularly cones, are popular because they 
are stable and efficient in that they provide large 
energy absorption for their size. Where there is 
little tidal range the fender panel and rubber unit 
are unlikely to ever be immersed in the water. 

ln locations with larger tidal ranges, such as the 
UK, a fender panel on a single fender unit is often 
insufficient and a ship, or her belting if she has 
one, might get beneath the fender panel at low 
tide. The solution is to use a taller panel to pro
vide a contact surface throughout the tidal range. 
This tall panel will require at least two fender units 
behind it, one near the top and one near the bot
tom. The bottom unit will inevitably be immersed 
at high tide. 

The tall fender panel is effective but it has a 
number of disadvantages. For an impact near 
the top or bottom of the panel only the upper or 
lower tender unit (assuming there are just two) 
will be compressed so each fender unit has to 
be designed to be capable of absorbing ail the 
ship's berthing energy. When a berthing occurs at 

PIANC Magazine n° 139; April 2010, avril 
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mid tide the energy is shared between both fender 
units which are compressed more or less equal
ly; as a result the overall fender reaction is stiffer 
than during a top or bottom impact and the reac
tion force on the ship and the support to the fender 
unit is greater. This increased reaction force may 
not be of much consequence when the fender is 
mounted on a solid structure such as a quay wall 
but if it is mounted on a piled dolphin the reac
tion force can have a significant impact on the dol
phin's design and therefore its cost. 

A further disadvantage with the tall panel is that 
when a ship with a belting contacts the panel near 
the bottom the panel angles outward so that the 
top of the panel can strike the ship at high level. 
This has caused difficulties for vertically sided 
ships with windows or vents at high level which 
have been damaged by fender panels. lt is also 
a difficulty for lightweight ships built of aluminium 
which can only accept fender loads on their belt
ings. 
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2.2 PM Fenders 

PM fenders were conceived to overcome these 
shortcomings of conventional fenders. A PM fend
er consists of a fender panel, similar to a conven
tional panel but backed by only a single fender unit 
(or pair of units mounted together) at its centre. 
To support the fender panel and to restrain it so 
that it is always vertical, it is mounted on a pair of 
arms which project from a torsion tube. The con
nection between the arms and the panel is hinged 
and the torsion tube itself is mounted on hinges. 
Figure 1 shows the arrangement of a typical PM 
fender although a number of different geometries 
have been used including some double arm scis
sor arrangements. ln practice the panel does not 
remain truly vertical due to deflection of the PM 
mechanism and play in the hinges. 

The articulation of the hinges in the system permits 
the panel to rotate in plan and to move backwards 
from the berthing line compressing the fender unit 

SECTION A-A 

0 

SECTION 8-8 

FRONT ELEVATION SIDE ELEVATION 

Figure 1: General arrangement of typical parai/el motion tender 
(drawing courtesy of Tony Gee & Partners) 
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but the mechanism does not allow the panel to 
move vertically or longitudinally. 

If a vessel impacts the PM tender panel at mid 
height then the load is transferred directly into the 
rubber units. If the impact is near the top of the 
tender panel then the reaction force is transferred 
into the upper arm which in turn applies a torsion 
to the torsion tube which is resisted by a moment 
applied by the lower which pulls the bottom of the 
tender panel away from the ship. The panel is 
therefore moved away from the berthing line by 
a combination of the ship impact at the top and 
the torsion arm tension at the bottom. Resisting 
the action is the rubber unit in the centre of the 
panel. Under the influence of these three forces 
the tender panel is subject to a bending moment. 
If the ship contact is near the bottom of the panel 
then the action is similar but the force in the arms 
and the torsion in the torsion tube is reversed. 

This relatively simple load path becomes more 
complex when secondary forces are taken into ac
count. Because the tender panel is mounted on 
radial arms it does not move back from the berth
ing face perpendicularly but in an arc. This radial 
movement imparts a forced shear into the rubber 
tender units as they are compressed which needs 
to be taken into account in the calculation of the 
unit's performance. 

The radial motion also causes the tender panel 
to slide horizontally along the ship's side as it 
compresses which, through friction at the contact 
surface, imparts a horizontal force into the tender 
panel. Typically tender panels will be faced with 
a low friction facing such as UHMW-PE panels 
but the actual coefficient of friction very much 
depends upon the condition of the ship's side or 
belting and an uneven belting can significantly in
crease the horizontal load in the panel's support 
mechanism. The effect can be exacerbated if the 
vessel is moving along the berth while the tender 
is being compressed. Unlike conventional tenders 
which will tend to deflect to shed loads which are 
not applied perpendicular to the berthing line, a 
parallel motion tender has no such ability, due to 
its inbuilt geometry. 

2.3 Fender edges 

Fender panels are generally fitted with top and 
edge chamfers. The top chamfer is to protect 

against a belting over-riding the panel and then 
bearing down on the panel's top edge as the ship 
rolls. If this happens to a conventional tender it can 
usually deflect sufficiently on its rubber supports 
to absorb the impact. If it happens to a PM tender 
then there is no give in the support mechanism 
other than by deflection of the steelwork. The top 
flare needs to be large enough to accommodate 
the largest belting and the panel support mecha
nism needs to be designed to carry the vertical 
component of the tender reaction when applied to 
the angled flare. 

The side flares are required to accommodate 
angled berthing and irregularities in the ship's 
side as she moves longitudinally along the berth. 
Most PM tender systems are asymmetrical in their 
design with the tender reacting differently to an 
angled berthing on one side to the other. This dif
ference is partly the result of the shear on the rub
ber tender unit being either ameliorated or com
pounded depending upon which way the panel is 
angled. However the asymmetry becomes a more 
significant factor if an angled berthing is combined 
with horizontal friction from longitudinal move
ment of the ship. Under this combination of effects 
the horizontal force either works with the support 
mechanism's movement or, if the first contact is on 
the torsion tube side of the panel, the friction can 
work to prevent the free movement of the mecha
nism which will greatly increase the axial load in 
the torsion arms. 

Compared to a conventional fender the design 
of a PM tender involves the consideration of very 
many more variables and the interaction between 
these variables is complicated. PM tenders are 
generally bespoke in that they are purpose de
signed for each installation. So while they can 
offer cost savings on the design of their support
ing dolphins this is to a degree offset by the in
creased design complexity and therefore design 
cost. More concerning for clients is perhaps the 
absence of design guidance for PM tenders and 
the high maintenance cost which can result from 
an inadequately designed PM tender. 

3. SOME PM DESIGN DEFECTS 

3.1 failure history 

PM tenders have been in use for over ten years 

- .,.. ., ~. - -:T. -- - -----.:---- . ----
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and in this time they have experienced a number of 
failures; as with any tender system some of these 
failures can be attributed to abnormal events and 
abuse but other failures are the result of the rela
tive complexity of the PM system and a lack of ap
preciation of the interaction of the various forces 
in their design. Ali the examples of defects that fol
low have occurred early in the life of the tenders, 
generally within the first two years of use. 

3.2 Torsion arms 

The most common structural failure on PM fend
ers is to the torsion arm to torsion tube joint; typi
cally this manifests itself in the heat affected zone 
of the joint weld and in most cases the cracking 
starts at the 3 o'clock and 9 o'clock positions 
which indicates that it is the normal operation of 
the tender rather than a top edge loading that has 
caused the failure. The failure is indicative of inad
equate design of the joint and remedial work has 
been done to a number of PM tenders by adding 
gusset plates to the joint. Figure 2 shows one of 
these joints with a cracked weld. 

Figure 2: A torsion arm to torsion tube 
joint with cracked weld 

3.3 Bearings 

The bearings of a PM tender are critical to its per
formance; there are typically four bearings, two at 
high level and two at low level. The low level bear
ings can spend much of their life under water and 
can therefore be difficult to inspect and maintain; 
they need to be designed accordingly. 

Manufacturers of PM tenders offer 'sealed for life' 
bearings consisting of a stainless steel pin with
in spherical composite bearings within a sealed 
housing. Sorne manufacturers offer a remote 
greasing facility as an optional extra. The life of a 
sealed bearing is very much dependent upon the 
functioning of its seal and whether a seal can be 
relied upon for the 15 year or so design life of a 
tender system is questionable. Figure 3 is a pho
tograph of a 'sealed for life' bottom bearing from 
a PM tender after only two years in service; the 
bearing was not fitted with a greaser. Externally 
the bearing showed no defect but when it was dis
assembled it was found to be full of silt and corro
sion product. Remote greasers are an additional 
cost but they do improve the chances of keeping 
silt out of the bearings, provided they are com
bined with a proper maintenance regime. 

Apart from seal failure PM tenders have also ex
perienced failures of the bearing pin in bending 
although whether this is the result of inadequate 
design or other factors is still to be determined. 

Figure 3: lnside a PM bottom bearing 
after two years in service 

3.4 Panel facings 

lnadequate facing panel fixings is a defect which 
occurs on all types of tenders but the consequenc
es of the resulting increase in friction forces has 
greater significance for a PM tender than for a 
conventional tender. Loss of UHMW-PE panels 
can occur where the panel fixing relies upon studs 
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welded to the panel face; if the studs are of inad
equate diameter or the stud welds are inadequate 
the studs shear off under the friction load. Figure 
4 shows an example of the failure of stud welds on 
a PM tender panel. An improved detail is to weld 
shear bars to the panel face so that the transfer of 
shear force does not rely on the studs alone. 

Figure 4: Lass of facings due ta failure 
of fixing stud welds 

3.5 Fender Cones 

On many PM tenders the energy absorbing unit is 
a rubber tender cane, or pair of canes, mounted 
back to back in series. ln this case the outer cane 
is usually a softer rubber compound than the in
ner one in order to provide a more progressive 
reaction force. On a PM tender the canes will be 
mounted at around mid tide and therefore will be 
immersed in water at high tide. The effect of the 
immersion of canes is not unique to PM tenders 
but the significance of cane immersion has only 
been appreciated as the result of PM tender fail
ure analysis. 

Cellular tenders such as canes and cylinders 
contain a void space which is normally filled with 
air; as the unit is compressed it buckles and the 
volume of the void is reduced. The tender units 
are provided with grooves or flutes cast into their 
bases to enable the air trapped within the unit to 
escape. The cross-sectional area of the flutes on 
some manufacturer's canes do appear small in re
lation to the size of the void within the cane. 

Fender manufacturers publish fender performance 
data which is derived from tests carried out on their 
tender units in air. To my knowledge no manufac
turer publishes performance data for their tenders 
when immersed in water. Furthermore I am un
aware of any manufacturer or technical standard 
that advises designers that the performance of 
an immersed cellular tender can be very different 
from one in air. 

lntuitively one would expect water within a unit 
such as a cane to have the effect of stiffening 
the cane and increasing its reaction force; air 
within the cane is compressible but water is not 
so, with a restricted exit via the flutes, the pres
sure within the cane can be expected to be high
er when an immersed cane is compressed. The 
flutes that manufacturers mould into their canes 
are designed only for use in air; they are typically 
the size of a small barnacle and when the unit is 
mounted at mid tide the flutes can become rapidly 
blocked by marine growth. Figure 5 shows cane 
flutes filled by barnacles while Figure 6 shows a 
damaged cane where it can be seen that the bar
nacle growth extends the full length of the flute. 
The effect of this marine growth is to reduce the 
effective cross section of the flute to a small frac
tion of its original dimension. 

Figure 5: Barnacles filling tender vent flutes 
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Figure 6: The barnacle growth extends 
the fu/1 length of the flutes 

There are practical difficulties in carrying out full 
scale tests on immersed fender units especially if 
the effect of blocked flutes is also to be tested; the 
risk of a burst cone is probably not one that any 
testing laboratory would be willing to bear. Tests 
on model cones are less hazardous and City Uni
versity carried out a series of model tests in 2007 
as part of an investigation into the cause of a PM 
fender failure; the following summary of their find
ings is reproduced with their consent. 

City University's tests were carried out on a pair of 
model rubber fender cones with a 288 mm diam
eter at the base and 178 mm diameter at the top, 
the internai depth of the cones was 157 mm. The 
cone under test was mounted base up in a 250 kN 
capacity test rig sitting on a spacer plate to enable 
a 70 % deflection of the cone to be achieved. A 
stiff circular plate was fitted to the upper (open) 
end of the cone through which the load from the 
test rig was applied. The circular plate was fitted 
with a pressure transducer to enable the internai 
pressure within the cone to be measured during 
the test. 

lnto a threaded hole in the circular plate could 
be screwed plugs with orifices of different sizes 
to simulate different degrees of blockage of the 
flutes. The initial orifice size was chosen as 5 mm 
diameter as this size was calculated to match the 
Reynolds number through the flutes of the full 
sized canes. The other plugs had a 4 mm and a 3 
mm diameter orifice. A 3 mm orifice represents a 
64 % reduction in cross-section area compared to 
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a 5 mm orifice which is much less of a reduction 
in area than that shown in figures 5 & 6, but City 
University feared that using a smaller orifice would 
risk bursting the cone. 

Tests were carried out measuring the cone reac
tion force against deflection at three different rates 
of compression, 10 mm/s, 15 mm/s and 20 mm/s. 
ln line with full size testing procedure the canes 
were broken in by performing two compressions 
prior to testing. The tests were done first in air and 
then with the cane filled with water; the cone was 
enclosed in a perspex box to contain the ejected 
water. Figure 7 shows a cone in the rig prior to a 
test. 

Figure 7: A cane mounted in the test rig; 
the digital readout shows cane internai pressure 

3.6 Test results 

A number of tests in air were carried out first and 
after 10 full compressions it was found that the 
reaction/displacement curve was essentially unaf
fected by the compression rate within the 10-20 
mm/s test range. A further 9 tests were then car
ried out at the three speeds for the three sizes 
of orifice. The combined results of these- tests is 
shown on the graph at Figure 8 with the solid red 
line being the result of the test in air. 

ln the early stages of the cone's compression 
there is little change in its internai volume so up to 
around 30 % compression water within the cone 
has negligible effect. As the compression increases 
further the effect of water becomes marked, espe
cially for the smaller orifice and faster compression 

a 
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Figure 8: Mode/ fender cane laboratory test results 

speeds. While scale effects mean that the results 
need to be treated with caution the indication is 
that water within a cone might increase the cone 
reaction force by around 100 %, particularly if ma
rine growth is present. Further testing, ideally at 
full scale, would be desirable to verify these find
ings but in the meantime designers should con
sider providing alternative means of venting for 
cellular fenders mounted below high tide level. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

Parallel motion fenders are a useful addition to the 
range of fender designs available to a port design
er; they are particularly useful in locations with a 
large tidal range where it is necessary to prevent 
the top of a fender panel contacting a ship's up
perworks during a low tide berthing. Selecting a 
PM fender design on account of its ability to pro
vide a lower reaction force on a supporting dolphin 
than a conventional fender panel requires caution. 
A PM fender is subject to significantly more com
plicated forces than a conventional fender and 
a well designed and constructed PM fender will 

inevitably be significantly more expensive than a 
conventional one. 

ln most applications a PM fender will need to be 
purpose designed for that location; as such it will 
be a 'bespoke' rather than a 'proprietary' design. 
Clients and specifiers should ensure that any PM 
design is adequately checked by an organisation 
experienced in PM fender design. 

ln situations where a PM fender's benefits of pan
el verticality and lower reaction force are nota ne
cessity then a simpler conventional fender system 
may be a more appropriate solution. 

Cellular fenders installed below high tide level 
should be provided with vent hales large enough 
to enable the free escape of water, even when the 
vent is fouled by marine growth. 
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SUMMARY 
Parallel motion (PM) tenders are a relatively recent 
development in tender technology. PM tenders 
have two significant advantages over convention
al tender units in that they remain close to vertical 
when compressed by an off centre berthing impact 
and they produce a reduced reactiori force on their 
supporting structure. PM tenders are however sig
nificantly more complicated in their structural form 
than conventional tender systems and the loading 
within a PM mechanism can be difficult to deter-

mine. Perhaps as a result of this complexity PM 
tenders have experienced a number of structural 
failures in service. This article considers the rea
sons for some of these failures. The use of cellular 
rubber tender units below water level is one pos
sible cause of tender failure and results from tests 
on model tender canes immersed in water are 
reported. These test results have significance for 
the design of any fender system where cell units 
are installed below high tide level. 

RÉSUMÉ 
Les défenses d'accostage à translation (défenses 
PM) sont un développement relativement récent 
de la technologie des défenses d'accostage. Les 
défenses PM ont deux avantages significatifs sur 
les défenses d'accostage traditionnelles : elles 
restent proches de la verticale quand elles sont 
comprimées par le choc d'un accostage décentré 
et elles provoquent une force de réaction réduite 
sur l'ouvrage qui les supporte. Les défenses PM 
sont néanmoins significativement plus compli
quées dans leur forme structurelle que les sys
tèmes de défense traditionnels et les efforts dans 
leur mécanisme peuvent être difficiles à déter-

miner. Peut-être en raison de cette complexité, 
les défenses PM ont connu nombre de ruptures 
en service. Cet article étudie les raisons de cer
taines de ces ruptures. L'utilisation de défenses 
alvéolaires en caoutchouc en dessous du niveau 
de l'eau est une çause possible de la rupture de 
défense et des résultats d'essais sur des modèles 
de cônes immergés sont publiés. Ces résultats 
d'essai peuvent être utilisés pour la conception de 
tout système de défense d'accostage dans lequel 
des éléments alvéolaires sont installés en des
sous du niveau des plus hautes eaux. 

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG 
Parallel verlaufende (,,Parallel motion", PM) Fend
ersysteme sind eine relativ neue Entwicklung in 
der Fendertechnologie. PM Fendersysteme ha
ben gegenüber konventionellen Fendersyste
men zwei bedeutende Vorteile: sie bleiben nahe
zu senkrecht, wenn sie durch einen dezentralen 
Stof1 auf den Anleger zusammengedrückt werden, 
und sie erzeugen eine verminderte Reaktionskraft 
auf das sie stützende Bauwerk. PM Fendersys
teme sind jedoch in ihrer Struktur komplizierter ais 
konventionelle Fendersysteme und die Belastun
gen innerhalb eines PM Fendersystems kënnen 
schwierig zu bestimmen sein. Vielleicht haben PM 
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Fendersysteme ais Ergebnis dieser Komplexi
tat eine Reihe von strukturellen Versagensfallen 
im Betrieb erfahren. Dieser Artikel betrachtet die 
Gründe für einige dieser Versagensfalle. Die Ver
wendung von Zellkautschuk-Fendern unterhalb 
des Wasserspiegels ist ein mëglicher Grund für 
ein Versagen der Fender und es wird über Ergeb
nisse von Versuchen mit im Wasser eingetauchten 
Modell-Kegel-Fendern berichtet. Diese Versuchs
ergebnisse sind für die Gestaltung aller Fender
systeme, bei denen die Zelleinheiten unterhalb 
Tidehochwasser installiert sind, von Bedeutung. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

ln comparison to the loading carried by many 
structures, hydraulic gates typically carry much 
higher loading, for example the distributed live 
loading on most building floors is usually less than 
the equivalent of a 1 m head of water. ln addition, 
full or near full loading is applied to the gate in 
many instances on each load cycle. The high load
ing on hydraulic gates in itself poses significant 
challenges in producing an economic design. The 
failure of a hydraulic gate can also create a sig
nificant risk to communities lying in the flood path 
and may in addition lead to large financial losses, 
for example on hydro-electric schemes and navi
gable waterways. Under these circumstances, the 
design should cater for abnormal and accidentai 
loading in addition to the expected loadings un
der normal operation. Seismic loading is one such 
loading and has the potential to create very sig
nificant and particularly damaging loads on many 
structures including gates. lt is prudent therefore 
to include seismic loading within the design basis. 
This is especially important in areas of high seis
micity where the risk of a significant event may 
be sufficiently high that it becomes a likely occur-
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re~ce during the lifetime of the structure rather 
than an abnormal or extreme event. 

2. PHILOSOPHY OF DESIGN 

2.1 Functional Requirements 

Like any engineering design, a gate must satisfy 
a number of functional, safety and operational re
quirements such as resistance to gravity, hydro
static loading, fatigue, extreme and accidentai 
conditions, operational needs, maintenance and 
serviceability requirements. For the extreme or 
abnormal case of earthquake loading, it is corn
mon to adopt two levels of seismic event (PI
ANC, 2001 ), namely an operational basis and a 
maximum credible basis or survival event. The 
operational basis usually assumes that the gate 
is operable immediately following an event and 
may have some limited and easily repaired dam
age. The survival event defines a level at which 
the gate does not collapse but may sustain signifi
cant damage. The acceptable levels of damage 
depend on a number of factors such as risk and 
economics which, in combination with the event 
levels, define the performance criteria for the 
structure under this condition. 

2.2 Design process 

The design process needs a systematic frame
work to ensure that it addresses ail operational, 
safety and functional requirements within the fi
nancial and other constraints of the client. An out
line of this process is: 
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1 Definition of requirements, including load con
ditions, codes and standards to be adopted, 
acceptance criteria, etc 

2 Definition of structural form and sizing 
3 Analysis of structure 
4 Structural performance checks 
5 Detailing and drawing 

ln practice, the design will progress through a num
ber of phases, as it evolves from concept through 
to a finished fully detailed design and, even within 
the detailed design phase, a number of iterations 
may be necessary to bring the design into bal
ance, especially with the inclusion of a seismic 
load case due to the inter-relationship of loading 
with both mass and stiffness. 

3. DEFINITION OF REQUIREMENTS 

3.1 Characterisation of 
earthquake loading 

Earthquakes are caused by the release of accu
mulated strain energy in the earth's crust when 
movement occurs on a fault. The energy is propa
gated away from the source zone by surface and 
body waves and these become attenuated with 
distance. The ground motions at a particular lo
cation are modified by site conditions and excite 
a dynamic response in structures which can be 
significantly amplified over that of the ground. This 
response can induce loadings both laterally and 
vertically which can be particularly damaging if not 
properly accounted for in the design process. 

ô -H-Force "P" 
Ground 

Ground motions can be represented by a set of 
time histories defining acceleration or displace
ment in three orthogonal directions over the du
ration of the earthquake. Analysis of structural 
response using time histories can be time con
suming and creates very large amounts of output 
data, which can be difficult to interpret and ma
nipulate for design. An alternative approach char
acterises the motions by response spectra, which 
define the peak response of single degree of free
dom oscillators to a given input against the natural 
frequency (or period) of any oscillator, see figure 1 
which illustrates the principle underlying the con
struction of a response spectrum. The frequency 
of an oscillator is given by: 

1 f-f; 0) t = - -cycles/ sec = _[]_ where k = P/ô. 
2tr m 21r 

Response spectra are simple tools that provide a 
powerful way of characterising ground motions. 
The plot illustrates where the energy of the motion 
lies with frequency and captures how resonance 
of the oscillator amplifies the motions during an 
event. An oscillator at the high frequency end (i.e. 
an effectively rigid oscillator) responds synchro
nously with the ground and therefore also displays 
the peak ground acceleration. 

Response spectra are mathematically convenient 
and provide a simple means of defining the input to 
a modal analysis, a straightforward method of dy
namic analysis, to determine structural response. 
Although the spectrum is defined for a single de
gree of freedom system, the analysis route can 

Peak accelaration of 
oscillations 

Mass accelaration 
"m" ___ Peak g_round 
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Set of oscillators with 
natural frequencies 
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time f, frequency of 
oscillations 

Figure 1 : Princip/es underlying the generation of response spectra 
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selve complex structures with many modes of vi
bration, as each response mode of the structure 
can be treated mathematically as being a single 
degree of freedom system. The various modes 
are then combined in a statistical process with a 
further process to combine the effects of the three 
orthogonal inputs. The principal drawback of the 
response spectrum method is that it selves linear 
systems and therefore does not easily address 
significant material or geometric non-linearities 
although approximate solutions can be obtained 
when used judiciously. 

Both time histories and response spectra can 
be used to represent a single earthquake or can 
be manipulated to represent a range of possible 
events. The most convenient characterisation of 
an earthquake is through its response spectrum 
and a set of events can be characterised by an 
envelope of the individual spectra and this then 
creates a conservative input for design and this 
is the method for defining seismic events in most 
codes of practice. If time histories are required, 
synthetic time histories can be generated to match 
the enveloped or target spectrum. Because the in
teraction of the various modes of response of a 
structure is unique for a given time history set (as 
the phasing of energy content with frequency dif
fers between time histories), it is normal practice 
to analyse a structure for a number of different 
sets of orthogonal motions and to design against 
the mean or alternatively the maximum response 
as appropriate to the time history set and its match 
to the target spectrum. The response spectrum 
method involves a statistical approach for the 
combination of modes and therefore avoids this 
need for multiple runs. 

Depending on the characteristics of the site and 
the structure supporting the gate, both the re
sponse of the site and the interaction between the 
structure and the ground may need to be consid
ered within the analysis path. These are specialist 
topics that lie outside the scope of this paper. 

3.2 Load affects on hydraulic 
gate structures 

The motions of the gate supports du ring an earth
quake induce the loading from inertia of the gate, 
hydrodynamic loading from the water inside the 
gate, external hydrodynamic load effects and po
tentially also differential movement between the 

gate supports. The external and internai hydrody
namic loading has the effect of added mass on the 
gate structure and therefore affects the frequency 
and accelerations experienced by the gate. 

Westergaard (1933) developed a classical solu
tion for the hydrodynamic loading on a rigid body 
and also proposed a simplified formula for esti
mating the hydrodynamic pressure distribution on 
a rigid vertical face. Zangar (1952) proposed an 
alternative approximation which provides an an
swer closer to the full Westergaard solution. Sub
sequently Housner (1954) developed a solution 
accounting for a finite expanse of water. These for
mulae express the loading as a pressure distribu
tion which is proportional to acceleration. Current 
practice is to convert this to a mass distribution 
per unit area that can be attached to the nodes 
of the finite element mode! used for the dynamic 
analysis. As these classical solutions are gener
ated for rigid bodies vibrating in a defined man
ner, they will not be a true representation of reality 
but an approximation thereto. However, with the 
advent of powerful computer systems and parallel 
advances in finite element (FE) software, it is pos
sible to model these hydrodynamic effects explic
itly through the use of fluid elements to represent 
the water, although this level of rigour is not usu
ally implemented. 

Hydrodynamic effects are not straightforward. For 
example, vertical motions of the ground will gen
erate compression waves in water. These verti
cally propagating compression waves will gener
ate variations in water pressure which in turn will 
induce both horizontal loads on vertical surfaces 
and vertical loads on horizontal surfaces. This 
effect is recognised in modern codes of practice 
such as Eurocode 8 (BS EN 1998-4:2006). Fur
ther complications arise when looking at the de
tail of the structure and this is discussed further in 
sections 5 and 6. 

Hydraulic gate structures are designed to resist, as 
a minimum, both gravity and hydrostatic loading 
from the water. Design against these conditions 
is relatively uncomplicated as the applied load 
effects are not controlled by both mass and stiff
ness. However seismic loading is dependant on 
the frequency of response of the various modes of 
the structure and, as such, is dependant on both 
these quantities. Under static loading, the deter
mination of the critical load case is governed by 
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the combination of load factors and the relevant 
maximum head difference across the gate for a 
range of scenarios. Under seismic loading, the 
worst case can be one with water on bath sides 
of the gate and an intermediate head differential. 
This condition can be the most onerous as the hy
drodynamic effects from each side of the gate are 
additive and can outweigh the balancing effects of 
the hydrostatic pressure on elements of the gate. 

4. APPROACH TO DESIGN 

4.1 Gate and Model Forms 

The functional requirements provide the param
eters for a gate design. These may allow the de
sign to be of several different forms. When design
ing for a seismic event, careful attention must be 
paid to factors such as the anticipated structural 
response, stiffness distribution, load paths and 
boundary conditions, as these will significantly in
fluence the practicality of the design. 

A common structural form for a large hydraulic 

gate, such as used in locks or dry docks, is a multi
cellular box section of steel construction that acts 
as a planar structure supported on three sides by 
the substructure, the supports being a sill at the 
bottom and a quoin at each side as demonstrated 
in figure 2. 

Typically it consists of vertical skinplates on the 
upstream and downstream faces, connected by 
horizontal decks and stiffened by vertical web 
frames and possibly diaphragms at intervals along 
the structure. The horizontal decks divide the gate 
into several chambers, stacked one above the 
other. The skin plates, decks and any diaphragms 
are also normally stiffened by fiats or angles. For 
global effects, the skin plates act as flanges to the 
webs formed by the decks and also to the verti
cal web frames or diaphragms. The web frames or 
diaphragms provide racking or torsional stiffness. 
Depending on operational or other requirements, 

some chambers may provide permanent or vari
able buoyancy, while other chambers may be tidal 
or permanently filled with water. 

Figure 2 : K Caisson, Rosyth Dockyard, UK 
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An example of a large gate of this form is illus
trated in figure 3 below. 

Figure 3 : (A) K Caisson, Rosyth Dockyard, UK on arrivai 
(B) M Caisson, Rosyth Dockyard, UK as modelled - cutaway section 

showing internai structure, omitting trusswork for clarity 

lt is desirable to minimise the mass high up in the 
gate as this is where the highest accelerations 
are experienced and therefore unnecessary mass 
in this part leads to significant additional inertial 
loads. Depending on the structural form of the 
gate and the relative magnitude of the seismic 
to hydrostatic loads, it is possible for the gate to 
lift off its supports especially near the top of the 
quoins. Under cyclic loading the gate will re-con
tact and there is potential for damaging pounding 
to take place. ln the across waterway direction, 
the seismic loading can cause the gate to slide or 
roll depending on its support conditions. This mo
tion tends to decouple the gate from the effect of 
the earthquake but can potentially "walk" the gate 
off its supports especially where these may well 
have a significant seismic response of their own. 
Such a scenario under significant loading could 
potentially cause catastrophic failure arid must be 
guarded against. 

The introduction of seismic isolation, for example 
through the use of laminated rubber bearings, can 
be used to reduce seismic loading where this can 
be conveniently introduced. For example on K and 
M caissons shown in figures 2 and 3, the bridge 
deck is isolated in this manner. This had a number 
of other beneficial effects as with these gates the 
deck was also hinged to lower it when the gate 

was withdrawn under the side of the Iock struc
ture. 

4.2 Analysis Methodology 

The analysis should be performed in several 
stages; an initial stage using simple models that 
can be checked for validity using hand techniques 
leading sequentially to more complex and sophis
ticated models used for a detailed design. This ap
proach allows for a staged increase in confidence 
that the analysis model is behaving appropriately 
and that the designer understands the load paths 
and structural response. Early models with sim
plifications can allow overall effects to be rapidly 
assessed as part of an optioneering exercise, re
ducing the potential for unexpected problems later 
in the design. 

Models may be constructed from plate or shell 
elements, as grillages, or as a combination of 
beams and shell/membrane elements. Different 
model forms may be used at different stages, and 
sub-models may be built to investigate particular 
issues. 

Two main approaches are feasible. The response 
spectrum approach coupled to a modal analysis 
or a time history analysis. The advantage of the 
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response spectrum method is that its output is lim
ited to the peak value of all the items of interest. 
Therefore the quantum of data to manipulate is 
limited. With a time history approach, the analysis 
runs can take significantly longer and the volume 
of data produced can be very demanding to ma
nipulate. The advantage of this latter approach is 
that non-linear effects, both in terms of material 
behaviour and non-linear geometry (such as gate 
separation from its supports or sliding), can be ex
plicitly modelled. 

The typical fundamental mode frequency for a 
large gate is of the order of 1-3 Hz and is below 
the main frequency band where earthquake en
ergy is concentrated, where gates are founded 
on competent geological strata. However higher 
frequency global and local modes will also be 
excited and lead to significant amplification of 
ground motions with elevation in the gate. lt is im
portant that, where a modal analysis is used, the 
FE analysis identifies all of the significant modes 
and captures sufficient participating mass so that 
the resulting force actions on the structure are not 
underestimated. A time history analysis will give 
the interaction of these modes for the specific time 
history set used whereas, in the response spec
trum method, the responses of the various modes 
need to be combined by a method appropriate to 
the overall response: a number of techniques are 
used varying from the SRSS (Square Root of the 
Sum of the Squares) approach to the more so
phisticated CQC (Complete Quadratic Combina
tion), which will capture the interaction of closely 
spaced modes. 

lt is not realistic to expect peaks from three orthog
onal earthquake components to occur simultane
ously, and there are various accepted statistical 
methods for combining these directional compo
nents, such as SRSS and the 100-30-30 (or more 
conservatively 100-40-40) rules. 

Non-linear effects, such as lift-off, sliding or other 
non-recoverable movement, should be investi
gated as they can significantly affect peak loading 
and support conditions as outlined in section 4.1. 

4.3 Design Codes 

Gates have been designed using a wide variety of 
design codes, which tend to be used on a national 
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or regional basis. Codes should be used which 
are consistent with the structural form and desired 
performance of the gate. For example, not all steel 
design codes are based on research related to 
box girders or stiffened plate structures, which are 
generally the preferred structural forms for large 
gates. Sorne codes do not specifically deal with 
combined high out-of-plane pressure and in-plane 
stress effects on stiffened plates. Many codes do 
not have any formalised approach for seismic de
sign or the associated detailing. Gare must be tak
en therefore to properly understand these various 
factors and have a properly structured approach 
to design. 

Steelwork in gates normal includes a protective 
coating, often with a cathodic protection system, 
which is maintained to improve the gate's dura
bility. Sorne design codes require that an allow
ance is made for loss of metal through corrosion. 
lt may be necessary to analyse the gate for the 
corroded and non-corroded condition as loss of 
section and therefore change in the distribution of 
stiffness and induced load may be significant for 
some components. 

4.4 Convergence of Design 

The structural design of gates in a seismic envi
ronment requires the balancing of a number of 
competing design parameters. The stiffness of the 
gate and its mass under the seismic event induce 
load effects throughout the structure. Design of the 
gate components to accommodate these effects 
may change the mass and/or the stiffness, thus 
changing the load effects which then require to be 
checked to demonstrate that the structure can ac
commodate these second-round effects, and so 
on. At the same time, it is common for large gates 
to be required to be able to become buoyant dur
ing installation or maintenance, if not du ring actual 
operational use, and the mass and its distribution 
within the gate will have an influence on its buoy
ancy and floating stability, which generally will have 
tight limits. This stability requirement also interacts 
with the mass part of the load effect/mass/stiffness 
design cycle. The design of gates in a seismic en
vironment can lead to an indeterminate cycle of 
design and checking; this should be avoided by 
seeking a balanced practicable and pragmatic 
solution rather than over-optimising the design. 
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4.5 MEICA Equipment 

Gates require Mechanical, Electrical, Instrumen
tation, Contrais, Automation (MEICA) plant to 
provide their motive power and their contrai. This 
equipment may also require to be capable of pra
viding the required performance after an opera
tional basis seismic event. The input motions for 
equipment located on the gate will be the accel
erations of the gate components to which they are 
attached; these are known as secondary response 
spectra. Similarly, the input motions for equipment 
sitting on the lockside or dockside will be modified 
from the general input spectra supplied to the gate 
design, normally pravided at rockhead level, and 
may be expected to be magnified with elevation. 

5. ADDITIONAL CONSIDERATIONS 

5.1 Loading 

When considering seismic loading at a detailed 
and rigoraus level, certain complications arise. 
For example, angle stiffeners to skinplates will 
play their part in the overall global action of the 
gate structure as well as being subject to local 
actions in stiffening and supporting the plate be
tween frames. The global seismic action is primar
ily driven by the fundamental natural frequency 
whereas the local effects due to spanning be-

tween frames will be related to the structural re
sponse of the local member, which will occur at 
a higher frequency. However, the web and flange 
of a stiffener subjected to horizontal and vertical 
accelerations will experience local hydrodynamic 
loading perpendicular to the stiffener surfaces as 
they are accelerated with trapped water mass. 
This causes additional and concurrent force ac
tions in these elements, setting up unusual stress 
fields that require to be added to those induced 
by the global and local effects. lt should be noted 
that the acceleration of components in any direc
tion is determined by their individual response in 
that direction; these may exceed the initial motion 
input to the gate. 

Figure 4 shows a typical example, where the stiff
ener and its associated skinplate will act as part 
of the global load resistance to the combined hori
zontal hydrostatic and hydradynamic effects of 
the gate. As the gate spans the opening between 
the supporting walls, this results in largely axial 
stresses, whereas the coexistent local effect of 
these stiffeners and effective skinplate spanning 
between gate frames sets up bending induced 
stresses in the same longitudinal plane. At the 
same time, the local out-of-plane vertical effects 
cause the flange to try and span between the 
frames, setting up a vertical bending action which 
induces longitudinal bending induced stresses in 

Global axial 
(Overall translation) Local bending 

(Bending between frames) 
Out of plane bending 

and torsion 
(element flexing) 

Figure 4 : Illustration of global, local and element loading effects 
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the stiffener flange. Simultaneously, the angle will 
provide some resistance to the out-of-plane verti
cal effects by cantilevering from the skinplate, set
ting up bending stress effects in the stiffener web. 
The angle may resist the out-of-plane vertical ef
fects by simply spanning between the frames or 
as a fixed end effect; this will be influenced by the 
component frequencies. During this, the stiffener 
flange is also being accelerated with the water 
mass between the skinplates, resulting in it flexing 
and twisting along its length, setting up stresses in 
the flange and its supporting web. This simple ex
ample is typical of the multiple and simultaneous 
duty that is placed on components of a hydraulic 
gate structure under earthquake loads, and more 
complicated structural arrangements, such as the 
vertical web frames, are subject to the same com
plex loadings. 

5.2 Ductility 

For a design where damage is anticipated under 
higher seismic loading, detailing must be such as 
to achieve the required plastic deformations with
out total structural failure and collapse. The ob
jective becomes therefore to ensure that ductile 
modes occur at lower loads than brittle modes 
of behaviour. Brittle modes would include for ex
ample buckling of elements, fracture of welds and 
lamellar tearing. Tensile yielding is a ductile mode 
if the steel used complies with normal minimum 
requirements for elongation and notch ductility. 
Buckling can be controlled by careful detailing, 
avoidance of slender stiffener sections and com
pliance with design guidance on the proportioning 
of outstand to thickness ratios. Likewise, attention 
should be paid to load path details to avoid stress 
concentrations and the potential for excessive de
mand on plastic strain in zones where damage is 
expected under the seismic loading. Where truss
work or bracing members are used in the design 
of the gate, these elements also require careful 
consideration. 

An appreciation of global and local modes of fail
ure and the sequence in which they occur pro
vides a very useful means of determining where 
detailing effort should be focussed. Non-linear 
modelling accounting for material and geometric 
effects can be used if significant plastic behaviour 
is required to achieve the design aims. This need 
not be through a seismic time history approach, 
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but can be examined under a quasi-static push
over analysis. 

6. CONCLUSION 

The design of hydraulic gates requires a system
atic approach with a clear understanding of how 
the demands offunctional and operational require
ments, structural form, mass and stiffness distri
bution and the various loading regimes all interact 
in order to arrive at an optimally balanced solution. 
Seismic loading and hydrodynamic effects in par
ticular require a deeper level of knowledge in order 
to understand the implications on the design. ln 
particular, care needs to be exerted to proportion 
elements not only to achieve minimum strength 
requirements but also to achieve an optimal seis
mic response by contrai of stiffness and mass and 
in zones where plastic deformation is likely to oc
cur under extreme events. ln these zones, careful 
consideration of the detailing is required in order 
to maintain structural stability and provide for the 
required plastic deformations in order to prevent 
overall structural failure or collapse. 
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SUMMARY 
The paper describes a systematic approach to 
the seismic design of hydraulic gate structures in 
accordance with current state of the art. The ap
proach is formulated around the definition of two 
performance levels, one defining an operating or 
minimal damage level and the other a survival 

event. The nature of seismic loading and hydrody
namic effects are des.cribed, analytical routes are 
outlined and the selection of design codes and de
tailing practice discussed. ln addition, some of the 
complications inherent in a rigorous approach are 
explained. 

RÉSUMÉ 
L'article décrit une approche pour la conception 
sismique des structures de portes hydrauliques 
conformément à l'état de l'art actuel. Elle est ba
sée sur deux niveaux de performance : le premier 
définissant un état limite de service et le second 
un état limite ultime. L'article présente la nature 

du chargement sismique, les effets hydrody
namiques, les routines analytiques, le choix .des 
codes de calcul et des applications détaillées. En 
complément, quelques-unes des difficultés inhé
rentes à la méthode sont expliquées. 

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG 
Der Artikel beschreibt einen systematischen 
Ansatz für die seismische Gestaltung von Kon
struktionen hydraulischer Tore nach dem ge
genwartigen Stand der Technik. Der Ansatz wird 
nach der Definition zweier Leistungsniveaus for
muliert, eines, welches ein Betriebs- oder Mini
malschadensniveau definiert, und das andere, 

welches einen Überlebensfall definiert. Die Art 
der seismischen Belastung und der hydrodyna
mischen Effekte werden beschrieben, analytische 
Wege werden aufgezeigt und die Auswahl von 
Normen und praktische Details werden disku
tiert. Zusatzlich werden einige Komplikationen, 
die einem strengen Ansatz eigen sind, erklart. 
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LIVERPOOL CANAL LINK -
SUMMARY OF COMPLETED WORKS 
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1. BACKGROUND 

1.1 What is the Liverpool Canal Link ? 

PmcesHalf 
ric1e Dock ,~ 

by 

Martin Clarke 

Jacobs, www.jacobs.com 
, Divisional director - Transport and Development 

Tel.: +44 161 905 5836; 
Switchboard: +44 161 962 1214; 
Fax: +44 161 905 5855 
E-mail: martin.clarke@jacobs.com 

The Liverpool Canal Link is a 2.2 km new sec
tion of waterway that opened in to full navigation 
in 2009 and which connects the end of the Leeds 
& Liverpool Canal in north Liverpool into the South 
Docks commercial/leisure complex in the city cen
tre, which includes Canning, Albert and Salt-house 
Docks. The link is not a conventional canal but is 
more a series of existing docks which are now in
terlinked via new sections of channel, including 
new basins, locks, tunnels and bridges. 

1.2 Why and how was it built? 

ln physical terms navigation is now possible for 
canal craft from Britain's national canal network, 
through Liverpool's waterfront UNESCO World 
Heritage Site and into the South Docks, which 
contain the .UK's largest collection of Grade One 
Listed heritage buildings. An amount of f 26 m 
of public and private funding was attracted to the 
project because.of its value in further unlocking 
the tourism, leisure and commercial development 
potential of Liverpool's waterfront. Three main 
construction contracts were procured by the cli
ent British Waterways: the northern (docks) sec
tion built by Pierse, the central (Pier Head) section 
built by Balfour Beatty and the southern (Mann 
Island basin) section built by BAM Nuttall. Most 
of the new structures are reinforced concrete with 
a granite cladding. Arup were the main designer 
and, along with JR Knowles, they aise assisted 
British Waterways in site supervision and contract 
administration. 
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1.3 What were the main challenges? 

Assembling the funding, the land and the plan
ning consents through this city centre site took 
over four years of, at times, intensive negotiations 
with Liverpool City Council, the port authority Peel 
(the main landowner), four government agencies 
- Northwest Development Agency (NWDA), Gov
ernment Office North West (GONW), English Part
nerships (EP) and National Museums Liverpool -
and private developers Countryside Neptune. ln 
total twelve legal agreements were required for 
BW to be allowed to commence works and they 
were assisted in their negotiations by the city's re
generation agency Liverpool Vision. The f: 25 m 
funding was provided by GONW, NWDA, EP, BW 
and Peel. 

During construction close co-ordination was re
quired with landowners and developers to main
tain access to existing land and more importantly 
to other developments that were ongoing through 
the life of the project: a new cruise liner facility, fer
ry terminal, museum and the major developments 
around Princes Dock and Mann Island. 

2. SCHEME DESCRIPTION 

2.1 Stanley Lock Flight to Salisbury Dock 
- existing locks and dock space 

Fig. 1: Collingwood Dock looking towards 
Stanley Dock 

The Leeds & Liverpool canal drops through a set 
of locks, the Stanley Dock Lock Flight, into Stan
ley Dock which is linked to Collingwood and Salis-
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bury Dock. These docks had ceased commercial 
shipping operation in the 1970s and are therefore 
only used for commercial and leisure boats. 

The port operator Peel identified the need to protect 
the water levels in their North Docks; these docks 
are a commercial operation and the water levels 
needed to be within Peel's contrai at all times. An 
isolation structure was designed and constructed 
across the old Iock gate location between Nelson 
and Bramley-Moore docks; sheet piled cofferdam 
was installed tied together with tie rods and back
filled to provide an access over the Iock passage. 
A set of balancing pipes installed across the iso
lation structure controlled by automated valves 
maintains the level of the water in the docks either 
side of the isolation structure. The pipes will also 
allow a continuation of the mixing of impounded 
sait water from the north docks with fresh water 
from the Iock flight to maintain water quality and 
salinity. 

2.2 Central Docks 
- new channel with a bridge then use 

existing dock space 

From Salisbury Dock the new canal route runs 
south into Trafalgar Dock where a large length of 
the dock had been backfilled. The route through 
this section took the canal through both backfilled 
dock and through a section of existing dock struc
ture. 

The section of new channel through the backfilled 
dock was constructed utilising the existing dock 
wall on the east side and an excavated sloping 
side on the other. The bed and side of the canal 
are lined with an impermeable plastic membrane; 
the canal bed has a mass concrete slab to protect 
the liner and the slope is protected with precast 
concrete 'dycel' units. 

The section of new canal which passes across an 
existing infilled dock passage between Trafalgar 
and West Waterloo Docks is constructed as a re
inforced concrete U-shaped channel. The canal 
through this section isolated the area to the west 
so a new fixed access bridge has been built over 
the new canal and this was built off piled abut
ments with precast concrete beams. 



Fig. 2: Aerial photograph showing the route in-filled Trafalgar Dock 

The route of the new canal link continues south 
through West Waterloo Dock into Princes Half 
Tide Dock; the water level in these areas was low
ered during construction. The dock bed level has 
been raised over the last ten years and along the 
line of the canal the bed was re-profiled in places 

to ensure the minimum draft for canal boats was 
provided. 

2.3 Princes Dock 
- existing dock space, change to existing 

bridges and a new Iock 

Fig. 3: Princess Dock Jacks with the footbridge in the background 
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The dock passage between Princes Half Tide 
Dock and Princes Dock was filled in with a sheet 
piled causeway; opening this passage to naviga
tion required an in situ concrete box culvert to be 
installed and the road profile over the causeway 
lifted to accommodate the culvert. 

The route south through Princes Dock goes under 
the Princes Dock footbridge and the water level 
dictated that the level the bridge had to be lifted 
to accommodate canal boats. The option to lift the 
bridge the desired height was not feasible due to 
the levels of access to adjacent buildings on the 
west side of the bridge. A compromise was cho
sen with a lift of 1.375 m and the structural hoops 
on the underside modified in three locations allow
ing clearance under a designated section of the 
bridge. 

At the south end of Princes Dock the first change 
in operational water level was required and this 
entailed building a Iock to lower the boats. The in 
situ reinforced concrete structure was supported 
on precast concrete piles driven through the filled 
in dock bed to rock head; conventional timber Iock 
gates were used. 

2.4 New Tunnel into Pier Head 

The canal tunnel section between Princes Dock 
Lock and Pier Head was constructed in three 
sections under different contracts. The first sec
tion completed was the section under the vehicu
lar marshalling area and access route to the new 
Cruise Liner Facility. This was procured by Liver
pool City Council as part of design and build con
tract for the Cruise Liner Facility. 

The second element constructed was the section 
to north linking into Princes Dock through a devel
opment site. This section of culvert is on a curve 
as a constraint was imposed by the landowner to 
keep the canal to the edge of the adjacent devel
opment site. At design stage modelling of boat 
manoeuvrability was undertaken to ensure narrow 
boats of up to 24 metres in length could navigate 
the radius. The last piece of this section of cul
verted tunnel at the south end links the canal into 
the Pier Head section. Here the canal has been 
widened to facilitate boats navigating through a 
change in alignment into the Pier Head. 

2.5 New construction at Pier Head 
- tw6 basins with a short tunnel between 

Fig. 4: South Basin at Pier Head with the short tunnel through to the north basin in the background 

~------------------ -·-------·-- --- -
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The canal at Pier Head has two open basins with 
a tunnel section linking them. This section of canal 
was designed in coordination with a new public 
realm scheme procured by Liverpool City Coun
cil, where an area 2.5 times the size of Trafalgar 
Square is re-profiled and re-surfaced. The effect 
has been to link the two projects using similar ma
terials and integrating it within the World Heritage 
site. The canal is ·an in situ reinforced concrete 
structure clad in granite with a pineapple textured 
finish; lighting is incorporated in the canal walls 
and portais to provide animation at night. Adjacent 
to the open basins the publish realm has carved a 
huge dish profile to enable people to get doser to 
the waters edge with the added benefit of provid
ing protection from the prevailing winds. 

Advance works were required to maintain servic
es to the Ferry Terminal Building on the river front. 
A service corridor below the canal was identified 
for water, gas and electric services which allowed 
them to be diverted prier to main works starting. 

The Mersey Estuary Pollution Alleviation Scheme 
(MEPAS) drainage system picks up most of the 

surface water drainage from the city but there 
were two main drainage systems outfalling into 
the River Mersey passing through the Pier Head 
area. One was still functioning and, to negate an 
expansive diversion underneath the new canal 
structure, a diversion to the MEPAS drainage sys
tem was carried out. The other one outfall was 
supposedly sealed at the river front but this was 
proven not to be the case resulting in a flooded 
excavation and additional works required to seal 
the drain. 

The ground water level through this area was 
around the excavation level and with the variation 
caused by the River Mersey tidal influence ad
ditional works had to be taken to deal with ever 
changing water levels. Notably there would be a 
time lag between high tide and the effect on the 
local ground water level even with such a local 
proximity to the river. 

2.6 New construction at Mann Island 
- tunnel into a basin, then a Iock into the existing 

south docks waterspace 

Fig. 5: An image of Mann Island basin with the new Museum of Liverpool in the background 
and the new development (stil/ under construction) to the right 
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The canal carries on south through a tunnel over 
which is the access to the new Museum of Liver
pool. This leads into the Mann Island basin with 
the Countryside/Neptune Properties development 
on the north east side and the New Museum of 
Liverpool on the west side. This section of canal 
is also in situ reinforced concrete structure clad 
in granite. On the south west side the canal runs 
parallel to one of the walls to Manchester Dock, 
which was previously infilled from the arisings 
from the Kingsway road tunnel that passes un
der the Mersey. The stability of this existing dock 
wall was unknown so the construction sequence 
was developed to minimise the area of this wall 
exposed at any one time. The proximity of the 
new Museum of Liverpool site limited the work
ing space available and resulted in the need for a 
temporary sheet pile wall to carry out the excava
tion and construction of the canal. The interface 
with the foundation construction for the new mu
seum required detailed contracter coordination as 
the wall to the new canal and the face of the mu
seum massive raft foundations are less that 500 
mm apart! 

The Mann Island Lock lowers the canal boats 
down to Canning Dock. The break through into 
Canning Dock required approval from English 
Heritage as the dock wall is a listed structure and 
is the oldest dock wall in operation in the city. A 
temporary cofferdam was constructed around the 
entrance before the existing wall masonry was 
carefully dismounted and skilled masonry workers 
were required to ensure the new canal entrance 
was seamless in appearance. 

The Iock gates are steel due to the height of the 
gates and the potential for timber to warp over 
time. The Iock also contains flood gates to prevent 
flooding of Pier Head and Mann Island canal and 
public realm in the event of failure of the Canning 
river entrance further south. 

3. CONCLUSION 

The planning, land assembly, funding, design and 
construction of Liverpool Canal Link represents a 
significant achievement by British Waterways and 
its partners and other stakeholders. 

Weaving a new navigation through several devel
opment sites and across the city's most important 

------------~---------------- -- -- --- - ... 
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area of public realm presented at times seemingly 
insurmountable risks and challenges. Throughout 
all of this there was a steadfast commitment to 
engineering and architectural design quality and it 
is now enjoyed by the many thousands of visitors 
who can visit the wonderfully regenerated water
front. l'm sure everyone who worked on the proj
ect are as proud as I am and the lasting legacy we 
have left for the city. 
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SUMMARY 
This paper is a shortened version of the Liverpool 
Canal Link paper to be presented at the PIANC 
MMX World Congress in Liverpool in May 201 O. 
This paper describes the key features of the ca
nal link, including brief design and construction 
considerations. The description runs from north to 
south, i.e. from Stanley Dock Iock flight to Can-

ning Dock, which is the journey a boat would make 
when first navigating the link. 

The author was the senior manager responsible 
for the project delivery for the client British Water
ways, following completion of the project he left to 
work for the consultant Jacobs. · 

RÉSUMÉ 
Cet article est une version courte d'une publi
cation sur la liaison canal de Liverpool qui doit 
être présentée au congrès international 2010 de 
l'AIPCN, à Liverpool, au mois de mai prochain. 
Elle décrit les principales caractéristiques de la 
liaison et aborde brièvement les aspects de di
mensionnement et de construction. La liaison est 
présentée du Nord vers le Sud, c'est à dire depuis 
le passage de l'écluse de Stanley Dock jusqu'à 

Canning Dock, ce qui représente le trajet qu'un 
bateau pourrait faire lorsqu'il naviguera pour la 
première fois sur cette liaison .. 

L'auteur a été le premier directeur responsable 
du projet pour le client British Waterways, après 
l'achèvement de ce projet il a com·mencé à tra
vailler pour le consultant Jacobs. 

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG 
Dieser Artikel stellt eine verkürzte Fassung des 
"Liverpool Canal Link" Artikels dar, der auf dem 
MMX. PIANC Weltkongress in Liverpool im Mai 
2010 prasentiert wird. Er beschreibt die Hauptbe
standteile der Kanalverbindung und enthalt einige 
Überlegungen zur Gestaltung und zur Konstruk
tion. Die Beschreibung geht von Nord nach Süd, 
also von der Stanley Dock Schleuse zum Canning 
Dock, was der Fahrt entspricht, die ein Boot ma-

chen würde, wenn es die Verbindung zu befahren 
beginnt. 

Der Autor war der Senior Manager, der gegenüber 
dem Kunden British Waterways für dieses Projekt 
verantwortlich war; nach der Beendigung dieses 
Projekts begann er für den Berater ,,Jacobs" zu 
arbeiten. . ; 
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CRUISING BACK TO LIVERPOOL 
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NEW CRUISE LINER FACILITY 

Liverpool was once one of the world's larg
est passenger ports. White Star Lines and Cu
nard, Lusitania and Mauritania, are names syn-

by 
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onymous with the City's glorious maritime past. 

Maybe for a while luxury liners went out of fashion. 
But cruising the ocean waves is once again a fast
growing pastime and big business for ports. How
ever, corne the new Millennium, the city had no 
dedicated berth for cruise liners. Passengers had 
to be ferried back and forth from the pierheads. 

Which is why Liverpool City Council and the 
regeneration body Liverpool Vision were anx
ious to build a new state-of-the-art cruise lin
er facility to attract the world's biggest cruise 
ships and their high spending passengers 
back to Liverpool and the north west region. 

-----1 
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Giffard was appointed civil engineering and build
ing structures engineering consultant to the project 
with a design that would see four huge pontoons 
fabricated offsite and positioned into a 258 metre 
long landing stage supporting reception facilities 
and pilot's buildings. 

Our engineering team was convinced a floating 
facility would be preferable to a fixed structure in 
order to cape with as much as 13 metres of varia
tion in tidal depth, one of the largest tidal ranges 
in the world. A floating facility has the benefits of 
maintaining a constant access level for ship-to
shore connection and passenger transit. 

Although the original plans specified a steel float
ing structure, the volatility of world steel prices 
from 2003 onwards led us to recommend using 
concrete as the principal construction material, 
bath from a cost point of view and for its perfor
mance. Concrete is a superior material for struc
tures permanently submerged in water. lt would 
also suit Lloyds of London for insurance purposes 
and passengers would still be greeted in glass and 
steel receptions built on the landing stage. 

Tourists would be disembarking close by the icon
ic Liver building and its near neighbours that make 

....------------- ---- ----
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up the famous waterfront silhouette know collec
tively as "The Three Graces". The facility needed 
to provide a high-class gateway for Liverpool and 
therefore the buildings on the facility had the de
sign challenges of combining glass fronted struc
tures typically found onshore but exposed to the 
constant movement of the platform - something 
which could be considerable during the berthing 
of a ship. 

We also had in mind the need · to minimise the 
environmental impact of the new structure and 
to avoid disturbing the historie quay wall which is 
within the World Heritage Site. Hence the facility 
is placed some 30 m from the quay wall out in the 
Mersey with separate vehicular and pedestrian 
linkspans to access it. 

lt was crucial to achieve the short project pro
gramme that the design and planning of the pon
toons tqok place in parallel with the design of the 
buildings and superstructure that would eventually 
be built on them. However, this creates a need for 
careful weight contrai and risk management as the 
pontoons, when in position as a complete landing 
stage at the pierhead, must float at the correct lev
el but the flotation level would be determined by 
the downforces of the superstructures built on it. 



Just to complicate matters further, the options 
of where to build the pontoons began to narrow 
alarmingly. They would be very big - 64 metres 
long, up to 25 metres wide and 5 metres deep. lt 
was decided that once built launching them over 
water or down slipways was too risky. Although 
there are plenty of nearby dry docks that weren't 
big enough, and building the pontoons at separate 
sites would not be economic. 

The one possibility was to build them in the enor
mous Canada Graving Dock. Although in use for 
over 100 years, it hadn't been operational for some 
time due to the decline of the shipping industry. lt 
needed some serious renovation work carried out 
to its pumping systems and the dock gates. But 
once that was carried out, the dock proved to be 
serviceable. 

Many of the services and fittings for the landing 
stage were installed in the controlled environment 
of the dock. But the buildings superstructures 
could only be constructed once the pontoons were 
towed out into position and secured fast which 
meant building on a moving surface. And as the 
buildings grew vertically so the landing stage sub
merged further. 

Whilst this stage of the project probably caused 
our engineering team the most sleepless nights, 
the careful calculations made during the paral
lel design process paid off and the landing stage 

"settled", so to speak, at the correct level as the 
buildings were completed. 

Now Liverpool has its much-needed modern 
cruise liner facility which can take cruise ships as 
large as the Queen Mary 2 and once again the 
City is witness to the marvellous spectacle of giant 
ships docking in the Mersey just downstream of its 
famous ferries. 
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SUMMARV 
Liverpool was once one of the world's largest pas
senger ports, which is why Liverpool City Council 
and the regeneration body Liverpool Vision were 
anxious to build a new state-of-the-art cruise liner 
facility to attract the world's biggest cruise ships 
and their high spending passengers back to Liv
erpool and its surrounding area. The new 250 m 

long floating concrete facility supports high quality 
glass buildings, and in its prime position within the 
World Heritage Site of the historie Liverpool water
front and the Three Graces, it now provides a key 
marine facility to assist Liverpool in reinvigorating 
its maritime links. 

RÉSUMÉ 
Liverpool était autrefois l'un des ports à passag
ers les plus importants du monde, ce qui explique 
que le conseil municipal de Liverpool et l'organe 
de rénovation de la ville « Liverpool Vision » aient 
souhaité construirè un nouvel équipement de 
pointe pour les lignes de croisière afin d'attirer, 
de nouveau, les plus gros bateaux du monde et 
leurs passagers à fort pouvoir d'achat à Liverpool 

et dans ses environs. Le nouvel équipement flot
tant en béton de 250 m de long supporte des im
meubles en verre de grande qualité et sa position, 
au cœur du site historique de la rive de Liverpool 
classé au patrimoine mondial et des « Trois Grâ
ces», offre à la ville un équipement clé pour revig
orer ses liaisons maritimes. 

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG 
Einst war Liverpool einer der weltgror.iten Pas
sagierhafen; deshalb war der Stadtrat von Liver
pool sowie das Erneuerungs-Gremium ,,Liverpool 
Vision" darauf bedacht, eine neue Anlegevorrich
tung zum Bau von Kreuzfahrtschiffen nach dem 
neuesten Stand der Technik zu bauen, um die 
weltgror.iten Kreuzfahrtschiffe und ihre wohlhaben
den Passagiere zurück nach Liverpool und seine 
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Umgebung zu ziehen, Die neue 250 m lange, 
schwimmende Vorrichtung aus Beton tragt hoch 
qualitative Glasgebaude und in seiner erstklassi
gen Lage innerhalb der Weltkulturstatte des histo
rischen Liverpooler Hafengebiets und der ,,Three 
Graces" stellt es nun eine maritime Schlüsselvor
richtung dar, um Liverpool zu helfen, seine mariti
men Verbindungen wieder zu starken. 
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1. BACKGROUND 

2.2 Design process 

ln early 2009, the lnland Waterways Advisory 
Council (IWAC) received a grant from the Depart
ment of Environment, Food and Rural Affairs to 
research and to publish evidence of how inland 
waterways in England and Wales can assist in 
mitigating and adapting to the effects of climate 
change. The IWAC is an independent statutory 

baù~ t.î~a\ed to advise the UK government, navi
gation authorities and other interested persans on 
matters relevant to Britain's inland waterways. 

There is now no serious doubt that climate change 
is happening. If the worst effects of global warm
ing are to be avoided, it is vital for all sectors to 
take steps to reduce their greenhouse gas emis
sions. Measures which reduce a sector's contri
bution to the climate change problem are referred 
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to as mitigation measures. 
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However, whilst mitigation measures might help 
to lessen the scale of the problem, some impacts 
of global warming are now inevitable. Adaptation 
will therefore also be essential. Adaptation mea
sures help society prepare for and adapt to the 
anticipated effects of climate change by reducing 
vulnerability and increasing long-term resilience. 

This article summarises some of the findings of 
the IWAC research report. Based on the 'most 
likely' impacts of climate change, it highlights the 
anticipated consequences for inland waterways 
in England and Wales and explores the range of 
potentially appropriate climate change mitigation 
and adaptation measures. 

2. CLIMATE CHANGE 
PROJECTIONS 

Under a 'low emissions' scenario, the UK Climate 
Impacts Programme UKCIP02 suggests that by 
2080, England and Wales might expect: 

an increase in precipitation, mainly in winter, of 
around 15 %; 
a decrease in summer precipitation of up to 
30 %; and 
an increase of some 2°-3° C in average annual 
temperature. 

....-.- --- .... ...-..~ - -- - -- ------··· 
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These changes are likely be accompanied by an 
increase in water temperature, and changes in 
sedimentation; sea levels will rise and there may 
be a greater frequency of extreme events. Ad
aptation measures may thus be required to en
able inland waterways to cope with an increased 
frequency of both Strong Stream and low flow 
events; associated changes in sedimentation; and 
the wider implications of increases in both air and 
water temperatures. 

Beyond 2080, there is the potential for more fun
damental changes, notably associated with pre
dicted sea level rise. The report to IWAC did not 
explore climate change scenarios beyond 2080. 
Rather, both the report and this paper focus e:m 
what the inland navigation sector may need to do 
in the short to medium term. 

3. REDUCING EMISSIONS 
FROM THE INLAND WATERWAYS 

SECTOR 

England and Wales have approximately 4500 km 
of in land waterways, the vast majority of which are 
used only for recreation. By length, around 60 % 
is river based, the remainder being canais. 

The waterways network is owned and managed 
by some twenty navigation authorities compris
ing a mixture of public corporations, agencies or 
national parks, voluntary organisations and trusts, 
and some private sector companies. There is a 
similar variety in the waterways themselves - in
cluding the Manchester Ship Canal and a few oth
er commercial freight waterways (mainly canais); 
the extensive narrow canal network predominate
ly of the Midlands and the North West; the rivers 
and lakes of the Norfolk Broads; and several river 
navigation systems, many in the South and East. 
Sorne waterway areas are heavily used and are 
in fact currently over subscribed by boating users, 
whereas others are underutilised. Several res
toration projects are currently in hand and many 
more are in the pipeline. 

Whilst the contribution of the England and Wales 
inland waterways sector to the overall problem of 
global warming is very small, urgent action is re
quired across all sectors to mitigate the effects of 
climate change. The recent UK Climate Change 
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Act requires a 26 % eut in Britain's carbon dioxide 
emissions by 2020, and an 80 % eut in all green
house gas emissions by 2050 (both relative to 
1990 total emissions ). 

Fig. 1: Ali sectors need to take action to reduce 
their greenhouse gas emissions 

For the UK inland waterways sector, there is no 
panacea. lndividually, many of the measures 
identified in the IWAC report wiil make only a 
small difference. A combination of measures will 
therefore need to be implemented if the sector is 
to achieve a meaningful reduction in greenhouse 
gas emissions. 

The report identified many different measures for 
reducing emissions from vessels. Sorne, such as 
engine use/speed, depend for their effectiveness 
on the behaviour of individuals. Others would re
quire action by Government or by navigation au
thorities (eg. new standards for marine engines, 
or the provision of electricity hook-ups using en
ergy from a renewable source). Many measures 
could be promoted using incentives - for example, 
licence fees might be reduced for vessels meeting 
certain emissions or design criteria. Freight Facil
ity Grants might similarly be made conditional on 
meeting emissions targets. Potential incentives · 
need further investigation. 

Many of the measures identified by the report rely 
directly or indirectly on changes in behaviour or 
perception. An education and awareness-raising 



.campaign, undertaken in partnership with a range 
of user groups, could thus be a useful 'no regrets' 
measure - particularly if this exercise could aise 
cover some of the adaptation requirements dis
cussed later in this paper. New and ongoing re
search and development initiatives will aise be im
portant, both to further develop alternative energy 
sources and to improve the efficiency of engines 
and vesse! design. 

lnsofar as emissions associated with inland wa
terways infrastructure are concerned, many navi
gation authorities have already started to move 
towards general 'good housekeeping' measures. 
However, the IWAC report identified a number of 
options whereby authorities might both contribute 
to a reduction in emissions, and save money. ln 
addition to generating energy locally or using en
ergy from renewable sources, it may be possible 
for some authorities to exploit opportunities for us
ing water bodies as a source of heating or càoling; 
to develop low-head hydropower facilities; or to 
install wind turbines on waterway land. Such op
portunities require investigation at a site-specific 
level. 

Finally, moving more freight onto the principal in
land freight waterways of England and Wales has 
the potential to result in a significant reduction 
of C0

2 
emissions. This shift from road to water 

should therefore continue to be actively promot
ed., 

Thé report concluded that a combination of differ
ent, often local or small-scale, mitigation measures 
will be required. lnland navigation authorities in 
England and Wales, supported by the Associa
tion of lnland Navigation Authorities {AINA) where 
necessary, should play a role. AINA was formed 
in 1996 to provide a single voice on waterway 
management issues. The broad purpose of AINA 
is to facilitate the management and development 
of the inland waterways as an economic, environ
mental, recreational and social resource. Collec
tively inland navigation authorities in England and 
Wales and, when necessarily AINA, should there
fore start now to: 

review the range of available mitigation mea
sures and opportunities; 
determine which measures/opportunities are 
potentially most appropriate; and 

commence a programme of implementation of 
such measures. 

Navigation authorities should aise consider how 
best to influence or assist both their users and 
other stakeholder organisations in taking action to 
reduce emissions across the wider sector. Pos
sible priority joint initiatives in this respect might 
include: 

working with IWAC, UK Government and in
dustry as appropriate to develop and promote 
new emissions standards; to explore the pos
sibility of introducing incentives; to promote 
freight movement by water; and 
working with AINA and a range of user and 
stakeholder groups to develop and promote 
a climate change education and awareness 
raising campaign to cover both mitigation and 
adaptation measures. 

4. CLIMATE CHANGE ADAPTATION 

The report aise identified a number of different 
types of adaptation measures (see IWAC, 2009). 
Such measures will contribute to improving resil
ience and thus make inland waterways better pre
pared to deal with the effects of climate change: 

'no regrets' measures, which would provide 
benefits irrespective of the particular climate 
change scenario and which may aise contrib
ute to meeting other environmental objectives 
adaptive management, which uses data and 
risk-based assessments to inform decisions 
on existing or new operations and manage
ment activities, enabling them to evolve to take 
account of climate change effects 
'win-win' opporturiities, measures which meet 
dual objectives and may, for example, allow 
costs to be shared between benefiting organi
sations. 

Longer term measutes designed to provide ef
ficient and cost-effective solutions to climate
induced problems were aise identified but these 
often require further research or investigations 
before implementation. 

'Regrets' measures, meanwhile, are often irre
versible measures which could prove_ counter
productive and should be avoided. 
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Amongst the 'no regrets' measures identified by 
the scoping report, arguably the most essential 
action for inland navigation authorities is to estab
lish an appropriate monitoring regime. Navigation 
authorities in England and Wales (supported by 
IWAC and AINA as appropriate) should therefore 
begin, at a proportionate level, to: 

investigate and install or improve telemetry, 
SCADA or other systems for monitoring, data 
collection and information management; 
build capacity within their organisation to un
derstand and be prepared to respond to the 
effects of climate change; 
undertake risk-based assessments; set thresh
olds for action; identify effective and reliable 
means of communicating changes, restrictions 
and warnings to users. 

Navigation authorities and others intending either 
to modify or replace assets, or to undertake new 
development or restoration projects, should future
proof such initiatives to improve their resilience to 
the effects of projected climate change. 

Where inland waterways depend for their opera
tian on a reliable water resource, the responsible 
authorities should take early steps to: 

identify and implement a suite of appropriate 
water conservation measures; and 
where appropriate, develop a water resources, 
conservation and use strategy. 

Fig. 2: Action can be taken to reduce 
water leakage from Jacks 
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ln all of the above, synergies with the Water 
Framework Directive should be explored and pro
moted. 

Many of the 'no regrets' and 'win-win' measures 
identified in the report depend on (or would ben
efit from the involvement of) other organisations. 
Measures most likely to benefit from early atten
tion include: 

working with AINA and user groups to develop 
and promote a climate change education and 
awareness raising campaign (see above); 
working with the England and Wales Environ
ment Agency and others to optimise data col
lection and management; and 
where appropriate, preparing integrated water 
and/Qr land management plans . 

.... , 

Fig. 3: Buffer strips can bath trap sediment and 
prevent contaminants entering the watercourse 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

Sorne degree of climate change now appears in
evitable, with associated increases in winter pre
cipitation, reductions in summer rainfall, changes 
in sediment regimes, and increased air and wa
ter temperatures. The extent and speed of such 
changes, and hence the magnitude of associated 
impacts, will depend in part on the success of miti
gation measures to reduce greenhouse gas emis
sions. Action on mitigation is urgently needed. 



Adaptation measures to increase resilience and 
make inland waterways better prepared to deal 
with the effects of climate change, will also be
corne necessary. Whilst consideration may need 
to be given to modifying or replacing certain op
erations, assets and infrastructure, etc. some 
such decisions will not have to be taken for sev
eral years. ln the meantime, however, measures 
to collect, retain and manage high quality, locally 
relevant data; to monitor change; and to improve 
understanding are required in order to provide vi
tal information to inform decision-making. 

Such data will also be needed to enable naviga
tion authorities and others to future-proof ongoing 
operations and new developments so that they 
can withstand the projected changes in precipita
tion, temperature and sedimentation. 

Many of the mitigation and adaptation measures 
described in the IWAC report could most effec
tively be delivered by encouraging behavioural 
changes. Educating users both about the impli
cations of their actions, and how modifying their 
behaviour can help to save both money and 
the planet, can be an effective way of achieving 
shared objectives. Such awareness raising initia
tives would best be undertaken through a coordi
nated approach involving a number of partner or
ganisations (eg. British Marine Federation, Royal 
Yachting Association, inland Waterways Associa
tion, British Canoe Union and others). 

Another important method of delivering climate 
change adaptation will be through strategic plan
ning. The requirements of inland waterways un
der a scenario of climate change can be high
lighted in or delivered through the preparation of 
a water strategy or via participation in a third party 
strategic planning exercise, for example the En
vironment Agency's Water Framework Directive 
river basin management plans. The opportunities 
for additional recreational use of both water areas 
and towpaths arising from increased air and wa
ter temperatures can sîmilarly be included in more 
local integrated planning and management initia
tives, ,prepared in partnership with stakeholders 
as appropriate. 

The IWAC scoping report identified a number of 
other potential opportunities for inland waterways 
to help mitigate or adapt to the effects of climate 

change. These include options for the genera
tion of renewable energy; the promotion of freight 
movement by water; and the identification of 'win
win' measures which meet not only navigation but 
also flood risk management, nature conservation 
or agricultural objectives. 

Finally, there are several areas where ongoing or 
new research is required. The UK Government, 
IWAC, navigation authorities, AINA and other rel
evant partner organisations as appropriate should 
therefore support measures that seek to: 

develop alternative fuels/sources of energy, in
cluding bio-fuels, alternative energies, hybrid 
engines, fuel cell technology; low energy hull 
design; 
explore options for improving the resilience 
of assets and infrastructure including use of 
(drought-tolerant) vegetation in engineering; 
investigate alternatives or improvements to 
avoid or minimise the adverse effects of dredg
ing; 
improve innovation in water conservation; 
identify new water resources and storage op
portunities; 
research and promote additional measures 
to reduce sediment contained in run-off from 
reaching water bodies; 
improve understanding of the carrying capac
ity of natural systems, and of water-ecology 
interrelationships; 
improve understanding of vectors for transfer 
of alien species; and methods for the manage
ment or eradication of alien species; and 
explore and exploit 'win-win' options for habitat 
creation or restoration schemes. 
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SUMMARY 
ln early 2009, the lnland Waterways Advisory 
Council (IWAC) received a grant from the Depart
ment of Environment, Food and Rural Affairs to 
research and to publish evidence of how inland 
waterways in England and Wales can assist in 
mitigating and adapting to the effects of climate 
change. The IWAC is an independent statutory 
body created to advise the UK government, navi
gation authorities and other interested persans on 
matters relevant to Britain's inland waterways. 

There is now little doubt .that climate change is 
happening. If the worst effects of global warming 
are to be avoided, it is vital for all sectors to take 
steps to reduce their greenhouse gas emissions. 
Measures which reduce a sector's contribution 
to the climate change problem are referred to as 

mitigation measures. 

However, whilst mitigation measures might help 
to lessen the scale of the problem, some impacts 
of global warming are now inevitable. Adaptation 
will therefore also be essential. Adaptation mea
sures help society prepare for and adapt to the 
anticipated effects of climate change by reducing 
vulnerability and increasing long-term resilience. 

This article summarises some of the findings of 
the IWAC research report. Based on the 'most 
likely' impacts of climate change, it highlights the 
anticipated consequences for inland watërways 
in England and Wales and explores the range of 
potentially appropriate climate change mitigation 
and adaptation measures. 



RÉSUMÉ 
Début 2009, I' « ln land Waterways Advisory Coun
cil (IWAC ») (Conseil consultatif des voies naviga
bles intérieures) a reçu un financement du DEFRA 
(ministère de l'environnement, de l'alimentation et 
de la ruralité) pour la recherche et la diffusion des 
éléments probants de la contribution des voies 
navigables anglaises et galloises à l'atténuation 
du changement climatique et à l'adaptation à ces 
effets. L'IWAC est un organisme officiel indépen
dant créé pour conseiller le gouvernement du 
Royaume Uni, les services de navigation et les 
partenaires concernés par les questions relevant 
des voies navigables britanniques. 

Il n'est plus guère douteux que le climat soit en 
cours de changement. Pour éviter les pires con
séquences d'un réchauffement global, il est vital 
que tous les secteurs s'efforcent de réduire leurs 
émissions de gaz à effet de serre. Les disposi
tions qui diminuent les contributions d'un secteur 

au changement climatique sont dites mesures 
d'atténuation. 

Toutefois même si les mesures d'atténuation peu
vent réduire l'étendue du problème, certains effets 
du réchauffement global resteront inévitables. Il 
est donc essentiel de s'y adapter également. Les 
mesures d'adaptation aident la société à anticiper 
et à se préparer aux conséquences prévues du 
changement climatique par la réduction de la vul
nérabilité et l'augmentation de la résilience à long 
terme. 

Cet article récapitule quelques unes des contribu
tions du rapport de recherche de l'IWAC. A partir 
des effets les plus probables dus au changement 
climatique, il en met en lumière les conséquences 
pour les voies navigables anglaises et galloises 
et balaye les mesures potentielles appropriées 
d'atténuation ou d'adaptation. 

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG 
Anfang des Jahres 2009 bekam das lnland Wa
terways Advisory Council (IWAC) den Auftrag des 
Amtes für Environment, Food and Rural Affairs 
(Umwelt, Ernahrung und Landwirtschaft), nach 
Beweisen zu forschen und zu veroffentlichen, 
wie Binnenwasser-stral1en in England und Wales 
dazu beitragen konnen, Effekte des Klimawan
dels zu mal1igen und sich daran anzupassen. 
Das IWAC ist eine unabhangige Korperschaft 
des offentlichen Rechts, die eingerichtet wurde, 
um die Regierung des Vereinigten Konigreichs, 
Schifffahrtsbehorden und interessierte Dritte in 
Angelegenheiten, die die Britischen Binnenwas
serstral1en betreffen, zu beraten. 

Es gibt kaum Zweifel daran, dass es einen Kli
mawandel geben gibt. Wenn die schlimmsten 
Auswirkungen der globalen Erwarmung verhindert 
werden sollen, ist es für aile lndustriezweige leb
enswichtig, Mal1nahmen zu ergreifen, um ihre Ab
gas-Emissionen, die den Treibhauseffekt fürdern, 
zu reduzieren. Mal1nahmen, die den Beitrag eines 
lndustriezweiges zu den Klimaveranderungen 

reduzieren, werden ais Linderungsmal1nahmen 
bezeichnet. 

Obwohl Linderungsmal1nahmen helfen kënnen, 
das Gesamtproblem zu verkleinern, sind jedoch 
einige Auswirkungen der globalen Erwarmung 
unvermeidbar. Eine Anpassung ist daher erforder
lich. Anpassungsmal1nahmen helfen der Gesell
schaft, sich auf die angenommenen Effekte des 
Klimawandels vorzubereiten und sich daran anzu
passen, indem die Verletzbarkeit reduziert und die 
langfristige Widerstandsfahigkeit erhoht wird. 

Dieser Artikel fasst einige Ergebnisse des IWAC 
Forschungsberichts zusammen. Basierend auf 
den ,,wahrscheinlichsten" Einflüssen. des Kli
mawandels werden die angenommenen Aus
wirkungen für die Binnenwasserstral1en in England 
und Wales hervorgehoben und die Bandbreite der 
potenziellen, angemessenen Linderungsmal1nah
men des Klirhawandels und die Anpassungsmal1-
nahmen werden untersucht. 
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Gernot Pauli (Central Commission for Navigation of the Rhine) is missing from this photograph. 
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1. TOPICAL MOTIVATION TO 
REVIEW CLIMATE CHANGE AND 

NAVIGATION 

The lntergovernmental Panel on Climate Change 
updated its reports and recommendations during 
2007. lts assumptions, definitions and findings 
represent a peer-reviewed body of knowledge that 
identifies changes in climate and projected future 
changes. lt was timely for PIANC to update its 
position and recommendations regarding climate 
change. 

The main purpose of PIANC EnviCom Task Group 3: 
C/imate change and navigation was to take a 
broad look at all aspects of climate change of po
tential interest to navigation and ports, and rec
ommend specialist Working Groups to prepare 
detailed guidance on aspects of greatest interest 
to the industry. The Task Group 3 report informs 
PIANC on how navigation may be affected by cli
mate change and where actions might be taken 
to develop adaptation strategies, mitigation mea
sures and investments in a pro-active way. The 
report provides a common and basic platform 
for all PIANC commissions to build up their work 
plans regarding climate change in the fields of in
frastructure, vessels, and transport management. 

PIANC has recently established a Permanent 
Task Group on Climate Change, with chairman 
Kate White and members representing PIANC's 
main permanent committees. 

2. CONTENT OF THE PIANC 
REPORT ON CLIMATE CHANGE 

AND NAVIGATION 

The Task Group 3 report (PIANC, 2008) reviews 
climate change impacts on maritime and inland 
navigation including sea level rise, wind condi
tions, wave action, tidal and surge propagation 
and range, ocean circulation, storms, coastal hy
drodynamics, sea chemistry, environmentally pro
tected areas, ice conditions, icing, water supply 
and quality in inland rivers, extreme hydrological 
conditions, and coastal, estuarine and river mor
phology. Figure 2 illustrates the range of potential 
climate change impacts upon navigation. The re
port includes: 

1. Identification of the relevance of climate 
change for maritime and inland navigation and 
a summary of the realistic impact scenarios 
(e.g. environmental, technical, economic, po
litical). 

2. Summary of examples where climate change 
already creates problems for navigation. 

3. Discussion on how the navigation sector could 
contribute to reduce climate change impacts, 
e.g. through reduction of C02 emissions, and 
taking cargo off roads and air. 

4. Discussion of climate impacts and responses 
to prepare the navigation sector for the project
ed climate scenarios, with the aim of adapting 
navigation infrastructure, equipment and daily 
practice for future sustainability. 

• Climate change • ._. 
External conditions 

._. 

Atmosphere Sea Catch ment 
precipltalion, wind. sea state. salinitv. stonn sur11.e. inputs of water, solutes, solids 

air tempereture, radiation, tides, currents, ice, (suspended soflds, sedlment, 
etc. sediments, water temperature fertilizers, peetiddea etc.) 

• Waterways ... 
Elements 

river, coastal zone. estuary, channel. canal, port, ship, fairwa y. river bed and banks 
hyd~ngineering works, Infrastructure, water column. foreland, etc. 

State variables 
water level, runoff/ streamflow, water temperature, suspended-solids concentration, 

bedload transport, dredged material, salinity, ecotogicat descriptors e te. 

Processes 
currents, eroston, remoblltzatton of sediments, chemtcat I btotogtcat reacilons, population dynamics 

transportation modes, navigation retated operatton and maintenance, etc. 

Figure 2: Illustration of climate change influencing the use of waterways (from PIANC, 2008) 
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3. EXAMPLE DETRIMENTAL 
EFFECTS OF CLIMATE CHANGE 

Potential climate change impacts on maritime 
navigation include sea level rise, allowing higher 
depth limiting wave conditions to reach exposed 
port structures, perhaps reducing the effective
ness of breakwaters and harbours. Changes in 
wave and wind climate may affect downtime and 
shipping routes; changes in ice extent and icing of 
vessels may aise affect navigation. 

Potential climate change impacts on inland navi
gation mostly arise from changes in water supply 

Northwcst 
Passage 

=2004. ACIA I Map CClifîord Gr;,bhorn 

to navigable river sections (Moser et al, 2008). 
These include increased or decreased water level 
and velocity, and resultant changes in sedimenta
tion processes such as bank failure, local scour, 
and locations of accretion and erosion. More fre
quent low water level conditions during summer, 
particularly in natural rivers, may disrupt naviga
tion through increased downtime. Warming would 
tend to reduce periods of ice cover in waterways 
in cold areas. 

4. EXAMPLE OPPORTUNITIES 
ARISING FROM CLIMATE CHANGE 

Observed lce Extent 
Scptcmbi:r 7002 

("C) 

!
+12 

+10 

+8 

+G 

+4 

+2 

0 

Figure 3: Observed and projected Arctic sea ice extent 
(reproduced, with minor changes to the annotation, from AC/A, 2004) 
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Reduced ice cover would permit better access to 
Arctic Regions, as illustrated in Figure 3 on the 
previous page. If the Northwest Passage were 
open as a shipping route all year, there would be 
potential for reduced fuel consumption in shipping 
between Europe and Asia. 

Buhaug et al. (2008) show that transport's share 
of overall C02 emissions was 27 % in 2005, with 
navigation accounting for about 12 % of transport 
C02 emissions (Figure 4 ). 

PIANC (2008) concludes, that "Navigation may 
well be one of the winners of climate change, 
most likely due to regulatory measures for climate 
change mitigation. Navigation is characterised by 
low energy consumption and therefore a small car
bon footprint; in addition it has a good potential for 
reducing it even further. lts climate-friendly image 
makes it attractive for shippers of cargo. Carbon 

pricing or other regulatory measures will make it 
even more so and will give it a competitive edge 
over other modes of transport, especially road 
transport and aviation. Thus, being itself relatively 
climate-friendly and becoming a tool for mitigation 
of Greenhouse Gas (GHG) emissions in tomor
row's world economy, navigation may even be a 
double winner from climate change." 
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Global C02 emissions 

o International Aviation 1 ,9% 

• International 
Shipping 2,7% 

o other Transport 

(Road) 21 ,3% 

• Manufacturing 
Industries and 

Construction 18,2% 

o other Energy Industries 4,6% 

o Oomestic shipping 
& fishing 0,6% 

o other 15,3% 

• Electritic:ity and Heat 

Production 35,0% 

Figure 4: C02 emissions from shipping compared with global total emissions 
(reproduced from Buhaug et al., 2008) 
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SUMMARV 
PIANC EnviCom Task Group 3, Climate change 
and navigation, met in Brussels (Belgium) in 
March 2007, in Wallingford (England) in August 
2007, and in Hanover (USA, see Figure 1) in Feb
ruary 2008. lts purpose was to take a broad look 
at ways in which future climate change might af
fect maritime, inland and arctic navigation, so that 

PIANC could direct its continuing climate change 
assessments accordingly. The Group's report (Pl
ANC, 2008) was issued in May 2008 and is freely 
available from PIANC. This article and an accom
panying PIANC MMX Congress paper (Hawkes et 
al, 2010) present some of the main points from 
the report. 

RÉSUMÉ 
Le groupe de travail n°3, Changement climatique 
et navigation, s'est réuni à Bruxelles (Belgique) 
en Mars 2007, à Wallingford (Angleterre) en Août 
2007 et Hanovre (USA, voir Figure 1) en Février 
2008. L'objectif principal était d'explorer globale
ment les domaines dans lesquels le réchauffe
ment climatique pourrait impacter la navigation 

maritime, fluviale et arctique afin que l'AIPCN 
puisse orienter des investigations spécifiques en 
conséquence. Le rapport publié en mai 2008 est 
téléchargeable gratuitement sur le site de l'AIPCN. 
Le présent article ainsi qu'une communication 
conjointe au congrès AIPCN MMX (Hawkes et al, 
2010) exposent les points principaux du rapport. 

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG 
PIANC EnviCom Task Group 3, Climate change 
and navigation (Klimawandel und Schifffahrt) hat 
in Brüssel (Belgien) im Marz 2007, in Wallingford 
(England) im August 2007 und in Hannover (USA, 
s. Abb. 1) im Februar 2008 getagt. Die Aufgabe 
war, einen umfassenden Einblick zu bekommen, 
inwieweit zukünftige Klimaveranderungen sich 
auf die See-, Binnen- und arktische Schifffahrt 

~uswirken kënnen, sodass PIANC seine beste
henden Bewertungen des Klimawandels entspre
chend lenken kann. Der Bericht der Gruppe 
(PIANC 2008) ist im Mai 2008 erschienen und kann 
kostenfrei von PIANC bezogen werden. Dieser 
Artikel sowie ein begleitender Artikel zum PIANC 
MMX Kongress (Hawkes et al, 2010) prasentieren 
einige der wichtigsten Aspekte des Berichts. 
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DREDGING AND SEDIMENT MANAGEMENT: 
WORKING WITH NATURE? 

KEYWORDS 

Capital dredging, sediment management, mitiga
tion, European sites, beneficial use 
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Dragage d'investissement, gestion des sédiments, 
mesures d'atténuation, sites européens, valorisa
tion 

' 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Dredging can either be maintenance dredging 
(routine dredging that is needed to maintain navi
gation channels and berths at a declared depth) 
or capital dredging (to deepen, widen or create a 
new navigation channel} which is often proposed 
as part of new port development, such as quay 
extensions. Depending on the type of port and 
its location, capital and maintenance dredging are 
important activities in the continued successful 
operation of the port. 

Many ports in the UK are situated in estuarine ar
eas that are designated under European and in
ternational legislation for their importance for vari
ous habitats and species that they support. Key 
habitats within these designated areas include 
sedimentary habitats such as mudflats, sandflats 
and saltmarsh which can be potentially impacted 
by dredging, for example by affecting sediment 
transport which can result in erosion. Such habi
tats are often designated in their own right (e.g. 
part of a Special Area of Conservation (SAC)), or 

by 
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E-mail: m.simpson@royalhaskoning.com 

are fundamental to supporting wader and wildfowl 
populations that are interest features of Special 
Protection Areas (SPA). 

ln addition to designated sedimentary habitats 
and the waterbird species they support, estuarine 
areas are typically important for fish populations 
and a number of UK estuaries are important for 
migratory fish, such as salmon. Dredging inevita
bly increases the suspended sediment concentra
tion in the water column which can have an impact 
on fish. Such effects can be physical (e.g. clog
ging of gills) or chemical (e.g. affecting dissolved 
oxygen levels). 

Given the sensitive nature of the sedimentary 
habitats and the high level of protection provided 
by legislation, the assessment of the potential 
impacts of both capital and maintenance dredg
ing is often central to environmental impact stud
ies. Where it is predicted that an adverse effect 
on habitats would arise, the assessment propos
es mitigation and/or compensation measures to 
minimise, avoid or compensate for the predicted 
effects. Such assessments are part of the con
sideration as to whether or not a proposed port 
development project (or maintenance dredging 
programme) is environmentally acceptable and 
should be granted to consent. 

Through case studies, this article examines the 
approach taken to sediment management as part 
of mitigation and compensation packages for port 
development and dredging projects. These case 
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studies are considered to represent examples of 
'good practice' in the management of the estua
rine environment where port development has oc
curred or is proposed. 

2. CAPITAL DREDGING 
PROTOCOL (NORTHERN GATEWAV 
CONTAINER TERMINAL PROJECT) 

2.1 Overview of the proposed dredging 

The NGCT project includes the development of 
a container terminal of approximately 54 ha at 
Teesport (Photograph 1 ). As part of the project, 
it is necessary to undertake capital dredging of 
the approach channel which will comprise dredg
ing of approximately 4.5 million m3 of silts and soft 
alluvial deposits, Mercia mudstone and granular 
material. The project received all permissions and 
consents in 2008, but has yet to be implemented. 

There are essentially two techniques which could 
be used during the capital dredge; mechanical 
dredging using a backhoe and hydraulic dredging 
using either a cutter suction dredger (CSD) or a 
trailing suction happer dredger (TSHD). The type 
of dredger used will depend on the material being 

dredged and location in the estuary. lt is likely that 
the use of the CSD will be limited to small areas 
for short periods of time, for example, where there 
is either insufficient water depth or working space 
to operate a large TSHD. 

2.2 Environmental concerns 

Through the consultation that was undertaken dur
ing the environmental impact assessment (EIA), 
a number of issues of concern related to the im
pacts of dredging were raised by the regulators 
and statutory bodies. The impacts generally fit 
into two categories; those relating to raising levels 
of suspended sediment, particularly in relation to 
water quality, and those relating to the deposition 
of material on sensitive receptors. The key con
cerns can be summarised as follows: 

Water quality 
Specific concerns were raised regarding the 
potential impact associated with re-suspend
ing silt, which can have a high biological oxy
gen demand and, therefore, could potentially 
depiete oxygen from the water column. This 
can be a particular problem during the sum
mer months when river flows are lower and the 
potential for dilution is reduced. 

Picture 1: Photomontage of the proposed Northern Gateway Container Terminal 



•' Migratory fish (salmon) and sprat 
, Salmon move upstream in the river from May 

onwards through the summer period, with peak 
movements occurring in September-October. 

' The downstream smolt run peaks in May. 
1 Sprat also occur in significant numbers in parts 

of the Tees estuary (Seaton Channel) during 
the period May to August. Impacts on water 

1 quality during these periods could, therefore, 
1 potentially disrupt migration routes and impact 
, on sprat. 

• 
1 Deposition of material on designated intertidal 
, areas 

1 
The ES predicted that some of the sediment 
re-suspended during the dredging would be 

: deposited on designated intertidal areas (spe
cifically, Seal Sands which is part of the Tees
mouth and Cleveland Coast SPA and Ramsar 
site). This potential impact is of concern as 
lit could affect the food resource for waterbird 
,populations. 

2.3 Details of the capital dredging 
protocol 

Dreoging protocols can be developed to define 
how the dredging work will be undertaken in order 
to minimise or avoid potential impacts that have 
been predicted to occur on, for example, water 
quality, fish populations and designated habitats. 
Such a protocol was developed for the Northern 
Gateway Container Terminal (NGCT) project at 
Teesport in the Tees estuary, UK (Royal Haskon
ing, 2007) following consultation with regulators 
on the Environmental Statement (Royal Haskon
ing, 2006). 

2.3.1 Minimising potential impact 
on water quality and fish 

To reduce the impact of dredging with the TSHD 
on suspended sediment concentration in the wa
ter column and, potentially, dissolved oxygen con
centration, the capital dredging protocol proposed 
that dredging would be undertaken in long strips 
along the axis of the estuary, rather than dredging 
across the width of the river. Work undertaken 
by HR Wallingford to inform the ES had predicted 
that any sediment plume generated by dredging 
would remain on the same side of the river as the 

dredging operation. This measure would, there
fore, avoid increased suspended sediment con
centrations across the width of the river. 

The dredging protocol proposed that capital dredg
ing should be completed on one side of the river 
before dredging was undertaken on the other side 
of the river. Water quality would, therefore, only 
be impacted on one side of the river at a time and, 
should dredging be undertaken during the months 
when migratory fish (salmon) are present in the 
river, one side of the river would remain relatively 
unaffected. This would form a passage through 
which migratory fish would be able to move past 
the dredging activity. 

To minimise the potential for an impact on sprat, 
the dredging protocol proposed that no dredging 
would be undertaken in the Seaton Channel area 
over the period May to August. 

When dredging with a CSD, the dredger loads 
material onto a barge and the most significant im
pact in terms of producing suspended sediments 
is the overflow from the barge loading equiprnent. 
To reduce the potential risk to water quality, and 
therefore to migratory fish, the dredging protocol 
proposed that the barge will be located either on 
the eastern or western side of the estuary. As de
scribed above for the TSHD, the sediment plume 
from the barge loading operations will remain on 
one side of the river. 

2.3.2 Minimising deposition of 
sediment on Seal Sands 

ln order to reduce the potential impact on water 
quality and migratory fish during dredging with 
the CSD, the dredging protocol proposed that the 
barge for the CSD would be located on either the 
eastern or western side of the river. The sediment 
plume modelling undertaken for the ES indicated 
that placement of the barge on the eastern side of 
the estuary would reduce the potential for mate
rial · to be transported to Seal Sands. The dredg
ing protocol recommended that the barge would, 
therefore, be preferentially placed on this side of 
the estuary for the du ration of the capital dredging 
to reduce the potential for impact on designated 
habitats. 
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3. SEDIMENT REPLACEMENT 
(HARWICH HAVEN APPROACH 

CHANNEL DEEPENING) 

3.1 Description of the dredging project 

The Harwich Haven is formed by the confluence 
of the estuaries of the River Orwell (Suffolk) and 
River Stour (Essex) and the major ports of Felixs
towe and Harwich are located in the Haven. 

The Harwich Haven Approach Channel Deep
ening project commenced in 1998 and involved 
deepening the navigation channel from 12.5 m be
low Chart Datum (CD) to 14.5 m below CD. The 
capital dredging would give rise to approximately 
18 M m3 of sediments, comprising a mixture of 
mud, sand and gravel and clay, most of which was 
unusable (clay) and was disposed of offshore in 
a designated disp_osal ground. Royal Haskoning, 
in association with HR Wallingford, undertook an 
EIA for the proposed channel deepening. 

3.2 Predicted impacts on designated 
intertidal habitats 

One of the key areas of concern with respect ta 
the environ mental impact of the proposed scheme 
was the potential for effect on the hydraulic and 
sedimentary regime of the Stour and Orwell estu
ary system. The potential for such effects were 
studied through · undertaking extensive numerical 
modelling studies as part of the EIA process. 

The EIA predicted that the rate of intertidal ero
sion within the estuary system would increase by 
approximately 2.5 ha per annum. This effect was 
predicted to arise as a result of the trapping of mud
dy material in the deepened channel which would 
previously have been transported further into the 
estuary system and been deposited onto the in
tertidal areas. The trapped material would then 
be dredged during routine maintenance dredging 
campaigns (undertaken on an approximately 12 
week basis by the Harwich Haven Authority) and 
disposed at a designated site offshore. The main
tenance dredging would, therefore, represent a 
mechanism by which fine material is lost from the 
estuary system. 

3.3 Details of the sediment replacement 
programme 
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A range of different approaches to sediment man
agement were explored in order to mitigate the 
predicted increase in the rate of intertidal erosion. 
These approaches aimed ta return some of the 
material that would be dredged during mainte
nance dredging to the estuary system and com
prised: 

• Subtidal placement of fine material; 
• lncreased overflow du ring maintenance dredg

ing; and, 
• Water column recharge at various locations. 

Over time, and based on the results of trial place
ments of sediment and monitoring, the overall 
mitigation strategy has evolved into an approach 
that is considered to be the most effective (relying 
substantially on water column recharge). ln addi
tion, the locations and methodology for the water 
column recharge have been modified in response 
to the findings of monitoring and concerns from 
the fishing industry that loo much sediment was 
being replaced into the system. 

The sediment replacement programme currently 
involves vessels disposing of fine material along 
tracks; as the dredgers move along the tracks 
they pump sediment into the water (Photograph 2 
on the next page). This sediment replacement oc
curs on rising tides to encourage material onto the 
intertidal areas. ln addition, the dredgers place 
material through the drag pipe of the dredger onto 
the bed in the harbour entrance for subsequent 
dispersal by the tidal currents. 

4. HABITAT ENHANCEMENT 
SCHEMES (TRINITY Ill TERMINAL 

EXTENSION) 

4.1 Description of the Trinity Ill Terminal 
Extension project 

ln 2003 construction commenced on a 270 m ex
tension to the Trinity Ill Terminal at the northern 
end of the Port of Felixstowe to create additional 
deep-water berthing facilities. Capital dredging of 
approximately 900,000m3 of material was associ
ated with this extension. This construction work 
was completed in late 2004 (Photograph 3 on the 
next page. 



Picture 2: The dredger used for the sediment replacement programme 
in the Stour and Orwell Estuaries 

Picture 3: The extension to the Trinity Ill Terminal at the Port of Felixstowe (left of photograph) 
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4.2 Effect on intertidal erosion 

The EIA studies concluded that the extension of 
the Trinity Ill Terminal would increase the rate of 
intertidal erosion throughout the Stour and Orwell 
estuary system and proposed that this could be 
mitigated through modification of the sediment re
placement programme described above. 

The studies also predicted that the project would 
increase wave energy over intertidal areas in the 
lower Orwell estuary. This effect arises due to 
wave reflection from the quay face and was pre
dicted to result in localised erosion over these 
intertidal areas which, although already suffered 
from high erosion rates, would further reduce the 
ecological interest of the foreshore. ln addition, 
increased erosion of the foreshore would further 
threaten the seawall that is present behind the 
intertidal area and which protects an area that is 
designated for its freshwater habitats. 

4.3 Beneficial use of dredged material in 
intertidal areas 

ln light of the above predicted effects, specific 
measures were proposed for the beneficial use of 
dredged material arising from the dredging associ
ated with the Trinity Ill Terminal Extension project. 
The schemes (referred to as 'habitat enhancement 
schemes') were developed on the east (Trimley) 
and west (Shotley) foreshores in the lower Orwell 
estuary and serve a number of functions, namely: 

• To mitigate for the predicted effects of the 
scheme on localised erosion of intertidal areas 
in the lower Orwell estuary; 

• To improve the existing ecological quality of in
tertidal mudflat and saltmarsh habitat (e.g. to 
increase the abundance and diversity of ben
thic invertebrate communities and, therefore, 
food resource for waterbirds and fish); 
To increase the stability of the flood defences 
in the lower estuary. 

The habitat enhancement schemes comprised 
the placement of dredged clay and gravel on the 
intertidal area to form bunds (Photographs 4 and 
5) which were backfilled within mud derived from 
maintenance dredging undertaken in the naviga
tion channel and berths in the Harwich Haven. 
An important feature of the schemes which was 
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Picture 4: Bunds formed by the placement of 
dredged clay and grave/, backfilled with mud 

from maintenance dredging (Shotley foreshore, 
west bank of the /ower Orwell estuary) 

Picture 5: Bund formed by the placement of 
dredged c/ay and grave/, backfilled with mud 

from maintenance dredging (Trimley foreshore, 
east bank of the lower Orwell estuary) 



crucial in gaining their acceptance from the regu
latory bodies, was that they were recognised by 
the regulators as not necessarily being permanent 
structures and they would erode and evolve over 
time. This was considered desirable as the habitat 
enhancement schemes would not constrain future 
options for the sustainable management of flood 
defences and habitats in the estuarine system. 

5. CONCLUSION: 
WORKING WITH NATURE? 

The three project case studies discussed in this ar
ticle highlight contrasting ways in which sediment 
arising from capital and maintenance dredging 
projects can be used and managed in a beneficial 
way. One of the key drivers for seeking novel or in
novative methods for managing dredged sediment 
is often the need to identify means whereby the 
precJicted adverse impacts of a project, identified 
through environmental impact assessment stud
ies, can be mitigated, as required by conserva
tion legislation such as the Habitats Directive. The 
sediment management measures discussed in this 
article were important components of the environ
mental impact assessment process for each of the 
projects and often central to ensuring that the proj
ects did not result in unacceptable impacts on im
portant estuarine habitats. As a result, the devel
opment of these measures, and their acceptance 
by regulatory bodies, was instrumental in enabling 
permission for the schemes to be granted. 

The three case studies discussed in this article 
highlight different approaches to sediment man
agement, and it can be argued that each ap
proach does 'work with nature'. The capital 
dredging protocol developed for the Northern 
Gateway Container Terminal project represents a 
different form of sediment management from the 
other case studies in that it prescribes a way in 
which the dredging activity (or method) itself can 
be undertaken to avoid or minimise a predicted 
impact. The case studies describing water col
umn recharge and direct placement of material on 
intertidal areas are examples of active manage
ment and use of sediment in mitigation techniques 
once it has been dredged. 

As disc~ssed in this article, the direct placement 
of dredged material on intertidal areas was in
tended t.o serve a number of different functions, 
with eac.h function fulfilling the important role as 

beneficial use of dredged material. This use of 
dredged material demonstrates working with na
ture in two respects. First, the placement of fine 
material from maintenance dredging on an area 
of eroded foreshore provided a better habitat for 
colonisation by benthic invertebrate communities, 
which benefitted estuarine fish and birds. Second, 
in providing a coastal defence function, the inter
tidal placements were not intended to try to stop 
or reverse erosion on the area {and .therefore be 
a 'hard' defence protecting the existing seawall); 
they were designed to erode and evolve over the 
medium term (15 to 20 years). ln this way, the 
placements would not constrain future coastal 
defence options in the lower Orwell estuary, but 
would provide protection to a coastal defence that 
was considered to be a risk through erosion of the 
foreshore fronting the defence. 

The sediment replacement programme aims to 
replicate the natural movement of fine sediment 
throughout the estuary system by placing a pro
portion of maintenance dredged material that ac
cumulates in the approaches and berths to the 
ports in the Harwich Haven back into the estuary 
system rather than removing it from the system 
to a disposai ground. ln this way, the programme 
is designed to work with the hydrodynamic pro
cesses of the estuary system. 

The programme has evolved over time to identify 
the most appropriate locations for placement of 
sediment in to the water column and on the bed of 
the estuary. The locations have been defined tak
ing into account the ecological and fisheries impli
cations of the placements and how effectively fine 
sediment could disperse onto intertidal areas (and 
thereby offset the predicted increases in intertidal 
erosion rate). ln addition, the volume of dredged 
material that is placed has been refined (based on 
the results of environmental monitoring) to ensure 
that the appropriate volume of material is placed 
at each location. 
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SUMMARY 
Many UK ports are situated in estuarine areas 
that are designated under European and inter
national legislation for their nature conservation 
importance. Ports often have to undertake main
tenance dredging to maintain navigation channels 
and berths at a declared depth and capital dredg
ing as part of the new developments (approach 
channel deepening and creation of new berths). 

Capital and maintenance dredging has the poten
tial to impact on designated intertidal areas and 
the waterbird populations they support, for exam
ple through increasing the rate of intertidal ero
sion. ln addition, increasing suspended sediment 
concentrations in the water column can impact on 
fish species (e.g. migration through estuarine ar
eas). 

Given the sensitive nature of estuarine habitats 
and the high level of protection afforded to them 
by legislation, the assessment of the potential im
pacts of both capital and maintenance dredging is 
often central to environmental impact studies, to-

gether with mitigation and/or compensation mea
sures to minimise, avoid or compensate for the 
predicted effects. 

This article examines the approach taken to 
sediment management as part of mitigation and 
compensation packages for port development 
and dredging projects through a number of case 
studies. These case studies are considered to 
represent examples of 'good practice' in the man
agement of the estuarine environ ment where port 
development has occurred or is proposed. The 
approaches that are discussed comprise: 

• Capital dredging protocols; 
Sediment replacement; and, 
Direct intertidal placement of dredged sedi
ments. 

The article concludes by highlighting ways in 
which the sediment management techniques can 
be considered to be 'working with nature?'. 

RÉSUMÉ 
Au Royaume-Uni, de nombreux ports sont situés 
dans des zones estuariennes répertoriées en tant 
que zones naturelles d'intérêt par la législation eu
ropéenne et internationale. Les ports doivent sou
vent engager des travaux de dragage d'entretien 
des chenaux de navigation et des bassins por
tuaires pour maintenir une profondeur suffisante, 
ainsi que des dragages d'investissement (travaux 
neufs) pour permettre de nouveaux aménagements 
(approfondissement de chenaux, création de nou
veaux postes à quai). 

Les dragages d'entretien et d'investissement peu
vent avoir un impact sur les zones intertidales et les 
populations d'oiseaux marins qui en dépendent, par 
exemple en augmentant l'érosion de cette zone. De 
plus, l'augmentation des concentrations en matières 
en suspension dans la colonne d'eau peut impacter 
différentes espèces de poissons (par exemple leur 
migration via les zones estuariennes). 

Compte tenu de la sensibilité des habitats estua
riens et du haut niveau de protection réglementaire 
qui leur est associé, l'évaluation des impacts poten
tiels des dragages d'entretien et d'investissement, 
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ainsi que les mesures d'atténuation ou de compen
sation de ces effets, sont souvent centrales dans 
les études d'impacts. 

Cet article analyse, à travers de nombreuses études 
de cas, les différentes approches liées à la gestion 
des sédiments, et plus particulièrement les mesures 
de mitigation et de compensation associées à des 
projets de développement portuaire ou de dragage. 
Ces études de cas sont considérées comme des 
exemples de « bonnes pratiques » de gestion des 
zones estuariennes concernées par des développe
ments portuaires existants ou projetés. 

Les approches considérées comprennent : 

les protocoles des dragages d'investissement ; 
les déplacements de sédiments ; 
les stockages directs des sédiments dragués 

dans la zone intertidale. 

Cet article conclut en mettant en évidence des 
mesures de gestion des sédiments qui peuvent 
être considérées comme « Oeuvrant avec la na
ture?». 



ZUSAMMENFASSUNG. 
Viele Hafen des Vereinigten Konigreichs liegen in 
Astuargebieten, die hinsichtlich ihrer Bedeutung 
ais Naturschutzgebiete der europaischen und in-
' ternationalen Ges(::ltzgebung unterliegen. 0ft müs-
sen in diesen Hafen Unterhaltungsbaggerungen 
durchgeführt werden, um eine festgelegte Tiefe 
für die Fahrrinne und die Anlegestellen vorhalten 
zu konnen; aul1erdem werden infolge der neuen 
Entwicklungen Grol1baggerungen durchgeführt 
(Vertiefung der Hafenzufahrt und Schaffung neuer 
Anlegeplatze ). 

<3rol1- und Unterhaltungsbaggerungen beinhalten 
das Potenzial, ausgewiesene Wattgebiete und 
ton ihnen geschützte Wasservogel-Populationen 
zu beeinflussen, z. B. durch eine steigende Ero
sion in den Wattgebieten. Zusatzlich kann eine 
steigende Konzentration an gelosten Sedimenten 
im Wasser Einfluss auf Fischarten haben (z. B. 
Wanderung durch die Astuargebiete). 

Die sensible Natur des astuaren Lebensraums 
und den hohen Schutzgrad, der ihnen durch die 
Gesetzgebung gewahrt wird, vorausgesetzt, er
folgt die Abschatzung moglicher Einflüsse, sowohl 
çfer Grol1- ais auch. der Unterhaltungsbaggerun
i 

gen, oft durch zentrale Studien zum Einfluss auf 
• 1 

die Umwelt, zusammen mit Linderungs- und/oder 
Kompensationsmal1nahmen, um die vorherge
sagten Einflüsse zu minimieren, zu vermeiden 
oder zu kompensieren. 

Dieser Artikel untersucht den Ansatz, Sediment
management mittels einer Reihe von Fallstudien 
ais Teil eines Linderungs- und Kompensationspa
ketes für die Hafenentwicklung und für Bagger
projekte zu sehen. Es wird davon ausgegangen, 
dass diese Fallstudien Beispiele für ,,good prac
tice" beim Management der astuaren Umgebung 
darstellen, wo Hafenentwicklung vorkommt oder 
vorgeschlagen ist. Die Ansatze, die diskutiert 
werden, umfassen: 

• Protokolle von Grol1baggerungen, 
• Sedimentersatz und 

Direkte Platzierung von ausgebaggerten Sedi
menten im Watt. 

Der Artikel schliel1t mit der Hervorhebung von 
Wegen, wie die Sedimentmanagement-Techniken 
ais ,,Arbeiten mit der Natur?" betrachtet werden 
konnen. 
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TECHNICAL INNOVATIONS FOR REMOTE AND EXPOSED 
LOCATIONS: EXPERIENCES FROM THE ISLE OF 
SCILLY HARBOUR IMPROVEMENTS PROJECT 

KEYWORDS 

Harbour facilities, island community, concrete 
blockwork, wave loading 

MOTS-CLEFS 

Installations portuaires, communautés insulai
res, blocs en béton préfabriqués, efforts dus à la 
houle 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The Isles of Scilly are located South West of Corn
wall, are home to approximately 2100 residents 
and are a popular tourist destination. The islands 
are reliant upon goods imported by sea on the 
Gry Maritha (cargo vessel) and the Scillonian Ill 
(passenger vessel) which operate regular ser
vices between Penzance, Cornwall and St Marys, 
Isles of Scilly (figure 1 ). The economy of the 
Isles of Scilly is reliant on tourists, with 85 % of 
the economy being tourism based. Bath vessels 
are more than 30 years old and will require re
placement within the next few years in order to 
continue the service. A multi modal study into the 
ongoing operation of the link has concluded that 
a single vessel capable of carrying bath cargo 
and passengers is more efficient than two sepa
rate vessels when combined with improvement to 
the berthing and passenger and freight handling 
facilities at Penzance and St Mary's harbours. 

by 

Gareth Robertshaw 
Principal Maritime Engineer 

Halcrow Group Ltd, Deanway Technology Center 
Wilmslow Road, Handforth SK9 3FB, UK 
Tel.: +44 1625 540 456; 
Fax: +44 1625 549 325 
E-mail: robertshawg@halcrow.com 

Isles 
of 

Scilly 

Comwall 

Figure 1: Isles of Scilly Link route 

Figure 2: Current passenger vesse/ 
(Scillonion Ill) 
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The proposed vessel will provide a capacity for 
freight and passengers in line with the current ser
vice demands. The freight handling space must 
be flexible to allow for a variety of different materi
als that are transported to the islands. The service 
regularly conveys food, household goods, fuel, 
livestock, building materials and vehicles. Once 
a year the islands host a world gig racing champi
onship and 'gigs' are transported to and from the 
islands. The capacity for freight will be equivalent 
to 113 pallets although the vessel will be able to 
carry a combination of pallets and 1 O' containers. 
There will also be designated spaces for up to 6. 
'reefers' (refrigerated containers). The vessel will 
be fitted with 450 internai seats and 150 external 
seats hence the maximum passenger capacity will 
be 600 but this is only anticipated to be used at 
times of extreme demand. The normal operating 
regime will focus upon a capacity of 450. 

Cornwall Council are currently undertaking three 
separate projects that will enable the sea service 
to continue in a sustainable manner, namely the 
procurement of the new combined freight and P!3S
senger vessel; appointment of an operator to run 
the service; and, the construction of improvements 
to the harbours at Penzance and at St Marys to 
accommodate the new vessel, to improve the fa
cilities for passengers and freight and to bring the 
service up to an acceptable standard. 

This paper will provide details of the proposed 
harbour improvement works. · · 

2. SCHEME BACKGROUND 

ln 2002, the Council of the Isles of Scilly commis
sioned a report entitled "Moving On - A Transport 
Strategy for the Isles of Scilly". This report recom
mended that a Route Partnership should be formed 
to address current transport issues between the 
Isles of Scilly and the mainland. Accordingly, a 
Route Partnership was formed in 2003, with its 
main aims being those of addressing the issues 
that faced the transport links between the Isles of 
Scilly and the mainland in a co-ordinated manner 
and to bring together the relevant local authorities 
and key landowners. The Route Partnership cur
rently consists of Cornwall Council, the Council of 
the Isles of Scilly and the Duchy of Cornwall. 

ln 2003, the former Penwith District Council1, as 
the owner and operator of Penzance Harbour, 
commissioned a technical investigation of the har
bour, whilst the Council of the Isles of Scilly com
missioned a technical investigation of St Mary's 
Harbour, which is owned and operated by the 
Duchy of Cornwall. These investigations fed into 
a multi-modal study of transport links from the UK 
mainland to the Isles of Scilly, commissioned by 
the former Cornwall County Council2• The purpose 
of the study was to develop a preferred solution 
and submit a Major Scheme Bid to seek Govern
ment funding. 

These reports proposed 3 shortlisted options for 
each harbour, which, together with alternative pro
posais for replacement vessel{s), were taken into 
a 'route' analysis. The different scheme options 
were compared using a Benefit Cost Ratio (BCR), 
in line with the requirements for funding applica
tions from the Department for Transport (DfT). 
The scheme with the highest BCR was given con
ditional funding approval by the DfT in May 2007. 

The preferred schemes were developed to con
cept design stage for the submission of Harbour 
Revision Orders (HRO) to the Secretary of State in 
2005. St Marys HRO was approved in 2007. Pen
zance HRO was approved in September 2009. 

ln 2007 Cornwall Council, invited tenders from in
terested contractors for the design and construc
tion of the harbour improvements at both Penzance 
and St Marys. The contractor would be appointed 
under an Early Contractor lnvolvement (ECI) type 
arrangement to enable the harbour designs to be 
developed in partnership with the Route Partners to 
ensure that the final designs deliver the optimal so
lution in terms of delivering the Route Partnerships 
overall objectives within the available budget. 

Birse Coastal together with their design consul
tant Halcrow Group Ltd and architects Trewin De
sign Partnership were appointed to the ECI phase 
works in spring 2008. 

2.1 Penzance Proposais 

Penzance harbour is located to the west of Mounts 
Bay. The location and the alignment of the harbour 

As of 1 st April 2009 Penwith District Council and Cornwall County Council ceased to exist and were replaced with a single unitary authority 
namely Cornwall Council 
ditto 
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walls mean that it is relatively sheltered from the 
predominant south westerly wave direction. De
spite this the exposure conditions are relatively 
severe with a spring tidal range of 4.6 m and pre
dicted heights of 1 in 200 year nearshore waves 
of up to 3.25 m 

Figure 3: Proposed layout of Penzance Harbour 

The proposed works at Penzance consist of the 
following: 

• Extension of the existing Lighthouse Pier to 
enable the larger boat to berth, and to provide 
improved protection to the berth from waves. 
An 18 m long extension has been selected 
to provide protection to the longer vesse!, the 
alignment of the extension matches the exist
ing quay in order to keep a similar approach for 
the new vesse! as the existing. The length and 
alignment of the quay have been tested using 
a Boussinesq wave mode! that has demon
strated an adequate reduction in wave heights 

at the berth and in the adjacent inner harbour 
that is used as a marina; 

• Rock armour protection to the existing Light
house Pier to reduce overtopping of the quay 
into the berth area. The rock armour will also 
provide protection to the existing structure and 
quay extension from wave loading; and 

• Reclamation between Battery Rocks and 
South Pier to contain a new passenger build
ing and freight handling facilities. The reclama
tion is protected by a vertical wall as the use 
of rock armour was deemed at the concept de
sign stage to take too great an amount of the 
adjacent intertidal foreshore. The proposed 
wall height has been optimised with the high
est wall in the areas that will protect buildings, 
and a lower wall in areas that are backed by 
parking and turning areas, and that are more 
resilient to overtopping. 

2.2 St Marys Proposais 

St Marys Harbour is located to the west of Hugh 
Town in a location sheltered from most wave di
rections, but exposed to waves from the west of 
the islands. The spring tidal range at the harbour 
is 5 m and a 1 in 200 yr nearshore wave is pre
dicted to have a height up to 3.55 m. 

The proposed works at St Marys harbour on the 
Isles of Scilly consist of the following: 

• Extension of the existing quay to enable the 
larger boat to berth, the extended berth would 
continue to be weather and tide dependant as 
the existing quay as the form of construction of 
the existing quay together with the hard bed
rock seabed would make d_redging to improve 
access times cost prohibitive; 

Reclamation for 
passenger and freight 
facilities with vertical wall 

RockArmour 
Protection to 
Lighthouse Pier 

30m extension 
to Lighthouse 
Pier 

Figure 4: Penzance Proposais 
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Quay widened 
to improve 
freight handling 

Quay approach widened to 
segregate vehicle access 

Extension to 
existing berth 

Harbourside 
building 

Figure 5: St Marys Proposed Works 

Widening of existing quay to provide improved 
freight handling area, the widened quay will be 
protected by a vertical wall, as the feasibility 
study concluded that an armoured revetment 
would use too much of the sensitive foreshore. 
The wall heights have been varied to provide 
differing levels of protection to suit the uses of 
the areas adjacent to the walls, the wall next 
to the freight building having a higher crest to 
contrai overtopping; 
Widening of existing quay approach to allow 
segregation of vehicles from pedestrians, the 
widened approach is again protected by a ver
tical wall. ln order to keep construction costs 
down the wall height has been limited to pro
vide safe access during lower period events 
(1 in 1 year), with emergency access provided 
along the existing quay during higher return 
period events; 

• Conversion of an existing Harbourside Build
ing to provide passenger facilities, including 
check in, passenger waiting areas and bag
gage handling facilities; and 
Construction of a new freight storage building. 

3. PRECAST CONCRETE WALLS 

Both sites have made use of blockwork quay wall 
construction techniques. This form of construction 
was selected due to its simplicity and robustness, 
and is similar to the original construction of the 
quays. 

The remote location of both sites has lead to the 
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development of some innovative design solutions 
that seek to improve construction rates, whilst 
minimising the delivery weights of the precast 
blockwork. The sections that face the open sea 
though are subject to significant wave action and 
need to be a significant size to withstand the de
sign wave forces. 

The site at Penzance is constrained in area and 
because it is located in the heart of the commu
nity, there is no space for setting up an on-site 
pre-casting facility. The size of the construction 
works would also mean that the creation of such 
a facility would not necessarily make economic 
sense. Therefore, the design has had to consider 
the limitations of transport links to the sites, and 
specifically, the limits on road transportation. 

The works at St Marys will be reliant on deliver
ies arriving by sea. lt is expected that the precast 
blockwork will be delivered by barge. Whilst this 
opens up different opportunities for the sourcing 
of the units, the limitations on available access for 
unloading of the blocks has also put limits on the 
viable weight of the units. 

Therefore, an innovative design solution was de
veloped at the tender design stage and further de
veloped through the ECI works. This utilises hol
low precast concrete blockwork which is filled with 
in situ concrete on-site, to provide the required 
structure mass. A typical black detail and a devel
oped cross section are shown in Figures 6 and 7 
on the next page. 



The design of the wall has the following benefits 
over conventional solid blocks: 

Weight of blocks is kept low, enabling trans
portation by road and lifting using relatively 
small equipment; 

• Faster wall construction, allowing works to "get 
out of the water" faster; 

• Concrete plug between units will provide a 
good .shear key between units; 

• Where taller units are used, some of the con
crete can be replaced with bulk fill material re
ducing concrete volumes; and 
Where high spec concrete with additives, 
such as pigments, are used for architectural 
purposes, the amount of the more expensive 
coloured mix is reduced. 

However, the use of these blocks has caused 
some design challenges, such as: 

• To avoid the use of steel reinforcement and 
maintain the traditional durability benefits of 
mass concrete blockwork construction, a lifting 
frame is required to allow the lifting to be con
trolled and keep stresses down on the blocks; 

• . The precast blockwork has become more 
complex, increasing the cost of the units due 
to the more complex formwork and casting op
erations; and 

• Concern over potential catastrophic failure 
during lifting without reinforcement has lead to 
the inclusion of polymer macro-fibres to give 
some post crack strength. 

Figure 6: Typica/ hol/ow black detail 

Figure 7: Typica/ wa/1 cross section 

4. RESISTING IMPULSIVE 
WAVE PRESSURES 

Beth harbours are located in exposed locàtions, 
and the harbours are subject to significant wave 
conditions. The Figures 8 and 9 (page 68) show 
the modelled bathymetry of both harbours, togeth
er with wave roses showing the dominant wave 
directions. 

Beth harbours have limitations placed on their 
construction meaning that the structures are lim
ited to vertical walls for some or all of their length. 
At St Marys the environmental sensitivity of the 
foreshore and seabed meant that the construc
tion along the whole length has been limited to a 
vertical structure. At Penzance the importance of 
the foreshore and adjacent Battery Rocks forma
tion meant the landward end of the structure was 
limited to a vertical wall, whilst rock armour was 
allowed along the seaward end to help absorb the 
wave energy. 

The high wave energy coupled with the bed profile 
and vertical quay walls means that both harbours 
will be subjected to impulsive wave conditions. 

----------~----------------
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The impulsive wave loads have been calculat
ed using methods proposed by Kortenhaus and 
Oumeraci, and presented in the PROVERBS text. 
The peak impulsive forces have been calculated 
to exceed 700 kN/m2

• 

The overturning forces due to the high impact forc
es were significant and dominated the wall design 
leading to significantly larger precast units than 
the other load cases, such as quay deck loads 
and pulsating wave pressures. 

ln order to reduce the block sizes to improve 
economy of the works it was decided to utilise the 
strength of the underlying bedrock by introducing 
ties into the material. This has lead to a novel ap
proach to the design. 

lt is proposed to use Glass Fibre Reinforced Poly
mer (GFRP) reinforcement bars to provide tension 
piles into cores drilled into the rock. The selection 
of GFRP for this application has made use of and 
considered the following: 

• • GFRP has a high yield modulus (around 1000 
N/mm2), reducing the diameter of socket 
through the precast required. 

• GFRP does not suffer from corrosion in the 
same manner as traditional steel reinforce
ments. 
The low elastic modulus of GFRP is not a sig
nificant issue as the loads are short term and 
elastic movement of the wall will help to dis
sipate the high peak pressures. 
The issue of long term relaxation under load 
associated with GFRP should not be an issue 
as the bars are not stressed under normal ap
plication. This means the application can make 
use of the full yield modulus of the material. 

5. CONSTRUCTION IN A 
SENSITIVE COMMUNITY 

The island community is reliant on the sea link to 
Penzance for the importation of basic commodi
ties, including food and fuel (oil and diesel). The 
temporary loss of the link would have a significant 
effect on the community. 

ln early 2008, a failure of the Gry Maritha freight 
vessel, lead to a reduction in freight capacity to 

the islands for several weeks. The problems for 
the islands were acute as this occurred during the 
peak tourist season around the World Pilot Gig 
Racing Championships that are held annually on 
the islands. Even though freight was still able to 
be carried on the Scillonian Ill, the reduced ca
pacity had a significant effect on the ability of the 
islands to support the tourist trade. 

This short term loss of the link demonstrated to 
the project team the effect that an unplanned and 
prolonged loss of the cargo service would have on 
the local community. Although this supported the 
overall need for the improvements to the service 
that this scheme is promoting, it is also clear that 
any proposed works to upgrade the harbours must 
be carried out in as sensitive manner as possible 
with any closures of either harbour facility having 
to be planned and of a very limited duration. 

5.1 Construction at Penzance 

The proposed works at Penzance will take over 
a year to complete, and will therefore be ongo
ing throughout the tourist seasons. Additionally 
the works carried out to extend the quay will be 
programmed for summer to make the best use of 
the good weather and long days for tidal working. 
There is therefore considerable potential for dis
ruption to the service during the construction of 
the works. 

Proposais developed by Birse Coastal during the 
tender stage, and through the design develop
ment have focussed on working away from the ex
isting quay wherever possible. The intention is to 
form a temporary access causeway formed along 
a part completed section of rock revetment to the 
seaward face of the existing quay. This route will 
be formed above mean sea level to give the maxi
mum working window possible. 

Working from on the temporary causeway the 
quay extension will be constructed using land 
based plant sat on a platform at the end of the 
causeway, or from a jack-up barge sat adjacent 
to the end of the quay. The blockwork will be de
livered using tracter trailer units running along the 
causeway. Upon completion of the extension the 
rock revetment will then be completed by working 
backwards using land based plant to place the fi
nal armour stones onto the causeway. 
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5.2 Construction at St Marys 

Construction at St Marys will be especially difficult 
due to the lack of available working space in and 
around the harbour. This together with a need to 
maintain as much as possible the ongoing use of 
the quays, both for the mainland sailings, but also 
significantly the multitude of off-island boats that 
take people between the many small island com
munities that make up the Isles of Scilly. 

Here the proposed method of construction in
volves creating a working platform in a sheltered 
corner of the bay adjacent to Rat Island, and then 
working out from here to construct the landward 
section of reclamation. This will forma good, shel
tered working area for the pier extension works, 
and act as storage for the delivery of units to the 
site. Space for storage is important to allow a stock 
of units to be kept on site to avoid delays due to 
the anticipated problems achieving delivery to site 
in bad weather. 

Delivery of equipment and materials will either uti
lise landing craft for smaller quantities, or barges 
that can be brought in and beached onto the fore
shore for offloading at low tide. These methods 
should enable the equipment and materials to be 
delivered to the non-active side of the existing 
quays. 

Construction of the extension to the quay will 
utilise end over end construction to work out to 
the end, when the rear wall is partially complete 
it will form shelter for the construction of the for
ward quay walls in a more controlled manner. lt 
will therefore be important that the construction of 
the rear wave wall is complete within the summer 
months to avoid winter working on this exposed 
face. This will need careful management of the 
supply chain to ensure that deliveries are made to 
meet programme. 

A further sensitivity of the islands is to the sudden 
ingress of a sizeable construction workforce. This 
can affect the availability of accommodation for 
tourists, and have an effect on the social dynam
ics of the community. Birse Coastal are propos
ing to utilise local labour wherever possible, and 
introduce training to bring the available labour up 
to standard, where they do not have the available 
skills. The situation is even more acute as a new 
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primary and secondary school is planned to be 
under construction on St Mary's at the same time 
as the harbours project. This will lead to a greater 
demand for resources. 
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SUMMARY 
ln summary, the Isles of Scilly Link proposais are 
unique due to the remote locations of both har
bours and the sensitive communities that sur
round the works. 

Working within the communities has lead to inno
vation in the design, delivering a unique overall 
solution that achieves the benefits of a traditional 
mass concrete blockwork wall with improved con
struction rates in the specific local circumstances. 

The contractor has also had to focus on his con
struction methods and logistics to minimise the 
impact on the communities and the effect on the 
life-line link that currently operates through the 
two harbours. 

High impulsive wave pressures have lead to de
sign challenges, and innovative solutions includ
ing a novel use of GFRP reinforcement. 

RÉSUMÉ 
Le contexte des travaux aux îles Scilly est unique 
en raison de la situation des ports et des commu
nautés sensibles qui y vivent. 

Travailler au sein de ces communautés a conduit 
à des innovations dans la conception, aboutissant 
à une solution globale unique qui intègre les bé
néfices d'un quai en blocs bétons préfabriqués et 
une construction adaptée aux conditions locales 
particulières. L'entrepreneur a aussi du adapter 

ses méthodes de construction et de logistique 
pour réduire l'impact sur les communautés insu
laires et sur le lien essentiel qui existe entre les 
deux ports. 

Les fortes pressions dues à l'impact des vagues 
ont conduit à relever un défi et à proposer des 
solutions innovantes utilisant des renforcements 
à base de fibres de verre. 

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG 
Zusammengefasst sind die Vorschlage für das 
,,Isles of Scilly Link"-Projekt einmalig wegen der 
raumlichen Lage der Hafen ais auch wegen der 
betroffenen Gemeinden, die die Anlagen umge
ben. 

Das Arbeiten innerhalb der Gemeinden hat zu ln
novationen im Design geführt, indem eine einma
lige übergreifende Lësung geliefert wurde, die die 
Vorzüge von herkëmmlichen Massenbeton-Hohl
blockmauerwerk-Mauern mit einer verbesserten 
Konstruktion, die den lokalen Bedingungen Rech-

nupg tragt, verbindet. Der Auftragnehmer musste 
auch auf seine Konstruktionsmethoden und die 
Logistik achten, um den Einfluss auf die Gemein
den und die Auswirkung auf die lebenswichtige 
Verbindung zu minimieren, die gegenwartig beide 
Hafen verbindet. 

Hoch-impulsiver Wellendruck hat zu Heraus
forderungen im Design geführt und zu innovativen 
Lësungen, einschliel11ich einer neuen Anwendung 
von GFRP-Verstarkungen. 



REFURBISHMENT AND RECONSTRUCTION 
OF THE SOUTH HOOK LNG IMPORT TERMINAL JETTY 

KEYWORDS 

Development of LNG terminal, renovation of infra
structure, jetty construction 

MOTS-CLEFS 

Développement d'un terminal gazier LNG, restau
ration des infrastructures, construction de la jetée 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The South Hook LNG Import Terminal, located in 

by 
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Milford Haven, Wales is a huge private investment 
that diversifies UK gas supplies. lt is the largest of 
the terminais built in the U K to date and is now opera
tional providing 20 % of the total UKgas requirement 
The terminal forms part of the Qatargas 11 project, 
which is a global projectcommissioned by Qatar Pe
troleum, ExxonMobil and Total to extract gas from 
the Arabian Gulf, liquefy it in Qatar, ship it to the UK 
and re-gasify it for introduction into the UK national 
grid. The terminal is capable of handling the largest 
LNG ships currently used in the world - up to 345 
m long and 266,000 m3 capacity Q-Max vessels. 

Fig. 1: Q-Flex LNG carrier on South Hook jetty 



South Hook LNG Terminal Company Ltd, the cli
ent, placed an Engineer, Procure and Construct 
(EPC) contract with CB&I for the entire Milford 
Haven Terminal. CB&I in turn placed an EPC 
contract for the jetty structure with Besix Kier JV, 
a fully integrated joint venture between Besix, a 
Belgian construction company and Kier Construc
tion Ltd of the UK. Besix Kier JV su blet two major 
elements of the work: heavy demolition to Her
bosch Kiere Scaldis JV and the concrete repairs 
and cathodic protection to Freyssinet Ltd. Much 
of the jetty construction work outside these sub
contracts was carried out directly by Besix Kier. 

The aim of the works was to construct a world 
class importation facility by extending the life of the 
existing jetty (originally the Esso oil refinery jetty), 
and rebuilding it where necessary. The original 
jetty had been built between 1959 and 1961 and 
had been out of commission since the decommis
sioning of the Esso refinery in the 1980's. lt con
sisted of a 1 km long approach trestle and a 1.25 
km long berthing line incorporating 5 berths. The 
jetty is situated at the most westerly end of Milford 
Haven close to the Haven mouth. 

Construction of the jetty was carried out between 
2005 and 2007, requiring utilisation of skills en
compassing refurbishment, demolition and new 
construction all in a marine environment. ln or
der to achieve this, one of the largest marine con
struction fleets required in the UK in recent times 
was assembled. This paper describes how some 
of the challenges encountered during the works 
were overcome and the reasons why the selected 
methods were adopted. Following a nine month 
design and mobilisation period work on site took 
three years and was completed on programme. 

2. REFURBISHMENT 

2.1 Scope of the Refurbishment 

The existing jetty structure is within a Special Area 
of Conservation incorporating several SSSl's. 
This is a highly protected categorisation falling 
under European law. Directly under the jetty ap
proach trestle is an area of red maerl coral (Figure 
2) - the only known bed in Wales. lt is a form of 
calcified seaweed that takes thousands of years 
to grow. 
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Fig. 2: Red Maerl Coral 

Through a series of initial pre-contract investiga
tions it was determined that the landward 800 m 
of the approach trestle could be retained and re
furbished. However the roadway over the trestles 
would have to be removed and replaced with new, 
due toits deteriorated condition. 
The refurbishment works were required to 80 
bents and consisted of the following operations: 

• Bracing of the existing structure 
• Removal of the existing concrete roadway 

Erection of enclosed work platforms to the 
piles and crossheads 

• Removal of cracked and spalled concrete by 
hydro-demolition 
Replacement of rusted reinforcement and in
troduction of additional reinforcement where 
necessary to give required strength enhance
ments 

• Sprayed concrete replacement of removed 
concrete 
Installation of impressed current cathodic pro
tection including titanium mesh 
Sprayed concrete protective overlay 

• Installation of new roadways, crash barriers, 
cable trays and lighting 

• Removal of bracing 
Refurbishment of an adjacent steel trestle to 
act as a small boat collision barrier. 

2.2 Protection of the Red Maerl 

A detailed survey of the seabed was carried out by 
marine biologists. This determined areas of dense 
maerl and areas with little or no maerl (Figure 3). 
This meant that positions for spud legs and an
chors could be determined for all operations pri
er to the commencement of works, a significant 



exercise when methodology was still being devel
oped, allowing locations to be selected that would 
cause minimal or no damage. 

Fig. 3: Distribution of Red Maerl Coral 
shown by red circ/es 

2.3 Temporary Works 

The site was very exposed to wind and swells. 
This was particularly so for the approach trestle. 

r---

Due to this it was decided that for the major lifting 
a self elevating platform (SEP), commonly known 
as a jack-up barge, would be required. An SEP 
with 37 m long legs and a crane capable of lifting 
the 40 T road elements at a radius of 30 m was 
brought to site. 

A condition of the FEPA Licence was that noth
ing was to be dropped into the sea. This included 
the water from our hydro-demolition, dust from grit 
blasting, rebound from the sprayed concrete etc. 
Thus a fully enclosed safe working platform was 
required that would contain all of these, whilst at 
the same time providing suitable access to carry 
out the works. A series of 'houses' measuring 
13 x 5 m by 6 m high were constructed to cater 
for this (Figure 4 ). The lower floor of each house 
was sealed using steel pans with a sheet rubber 
overlay. Debris skips were fitted to the ends of 
the houses to collect the demolished concrete 
and provided a sump for pumping the waste water 
onto an adjacent barge. 

Fig. 4: Enclosures around pile bents 
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Fig. 5: Rail system for transporting road units 

2.4 Approach Road Replacement 

To reduce weight on the old structure the new road 
units were in the form of a composite concrete 
slab with steel truss sub-frame. The frame allowed 
a reduction in the quantity of concrete thus ensur
ing that the units were light enough to handle as 
a full width slab. The steel truss fulfilled the dual 
raie as a pipe support for the under-slung service 
pipes. The road units were initially fabricated on 
the landward section of the site. 

The adopted solution for transporting the deck 
units out to the barges was a rail system which 
was constructed from the site precast yard to and 
along the first 250 m of the jetty (Figure 5). This 
spanned from bent to bent on independent steel 
beams as no use could be made of the existing 
road slabs due to their deteriorated nature. A 
barge was permanently stationed at the seaward 
end of the rail system. This had a 250 T crane on 
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board which allowed lifting of the 40 T road sec
tions from the rail trolley onto materials barges. lt 
also acted as a crew transfer platform giving easy 
transfer of personnel from the shore to barges. 

3. DEMOLITION OF OLD BERTHS 

The demolition works incorporated the removal of 
approximately 30,000 tonnes of concrete slabs, 
decks and pilecaps - this included the removal of 
three berths, 16 mooring dolphins and approxi
mately 200 m of roadway. Also 850 piles had to 
be removed to 1 m below seabed level. The piles 
were a mix of prestressed hollow tubular concrete 
piles and steel piles, some of which were concrete 
filled. Demolition of these elements was neces
sary as the existing structures in these areas were 
no longer required, of insufficient strength, or of 
inappropriate layout to allow for their re-use within 
the new jetty facility. 



3.1 Deck Removal 

Information regarding the existing slab reinforce
ment was very limited. For thick pilecaps this did 
not matter as the width-to-depth ratio was low 
enough to allow the concrete alone to give suf
ficient strength for lifting. For the berth decks the 
width-to-depth ratio was such that either investi
gation of the reinforcement had to be carried out 
or steel beams cou Id be fixed to the upper surface 
to act as reinforcement. The latter option was se
lected as it removed the need to carry out exten
sive investigations or to make significant assump
tions. 

The two main berths were eut into 14 pieces each, 
with a maximum weight of 1,410 tonnes per piece 
and size of 20 x 12 m. Cutting was carried out 
using diamond wire to make a single eut through 
the full width of the deck for each piece. Deck 
cutting could be carried out prier to fixing any of 
the reinforcement beams or connecting the heavy 
lift crane. Mooring dolphin caps did not require 
cutting as they weighed 400-900 tonnes which al-

lowed them to be removed in a single piece (Fig
ure 6). 

ln order to remove the concrete decks the piles 
were severed below deck level. Thiswas achieved 
using diamond wire saws that clamped a round the 
outside of the piles. This work had to be carried 
out whilst the concrete slab was secured to the 
heavy lift crane hook and so pile cutting was car
ried out on a 24 hour a day basis to minimise the 
crane time required. The eut level of piles often 
varied due to tidal constraints meaning that when 
the pile cap was delivered to the demolition barge 
further trimming of the piles was required to allow 
the pilecap to be positioned securely aiding safe 
demolition. 

Once the piles were completely severed from a 
deck section the deck would be transported in the 
crane hook to the demolition barge. Two main 
heavy lift cranes were used for this operation; the 
self propelled 3,300 tonne capacity Rambiz (Fig
ure 7 on the next page) and a 400 tonne capacity 
self propelled sheerlegs. 

Fig. 6: Lifting of mooring dolphin pilecap after cutting piles 
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Fig. 7: Rambiz transporting concrete mooring dolphin cap 

3.2 Pile Removal silt from around the pile allowing the guillotine to 
be lowered until it was able to eut 1 m below sea

Demolished piles had to be removed to 1 m below 
seabed level. As most piles had hollow cores a 
high pressure water cutter operating at 2500 bar 
with abrasive grit was specifically constructed for 
the project (Figure 8). This was lowered down 
the inside of the pile to the correct level where the 
cutter then made a single pass around the inner 
annulus of the pile cutting the concrete, reinforce
ment and pre-stressing wires. This was the most 
environmentally friendly way of removing the piles 
as there was minimal disturbance of the seabed. 
Where piles had been eut at a higher level due to 
tides a second eut was required to the pile head to 
eut below the plug to give an open annulus. 

For piles that could not be eut internally (due to 
obstructions, concrete plugs etc) cutting had to be 
carried out externally. For this a hydraulic guillo
tine was used (Figure 9). This guillotine had water 
jets on the underside that were used to jet out the 
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bed level. The hydraulic blade then closed sever
ing the pile. 

Fig. 8: Underwater internai pile cutting machine 



Fig. 9: Underwater externat pile cutting machine 

3.3 Disposai of demolished structures 

A number of options were considered for disposai 
or re-use of the concrete slabs and piles. These 
included: 

The creation of a breakwater adjacent to a lo
cal island. 
Using the material to partially fill an area of the 
estuary that was likely to be infilled for future 
development. 
Onshore disposai, which was the favoured so
lution as it appeared to be the most straightfor
ward and gave the greatest certainty of suc
cessful methodology. However as the detail 
was worked through it became apparent that it 
would not be possible to gain approval due to 
the number of additional trucks that would be 
placed on the local road network to remove the 
crushed concrete. 

• The final option was to create a floating yard 
for receiving the elements, breaking the con
crete, separation of reinforcement, crushing 
and removal for re-use. A suitable barge was 
located in Norway that would be large enough 

for all these operations. lt measured 122 x 30 
m and included a timber deck covering as well 
as timber rock-walls. 

The plan was to land concrete elements weighing 
several hundred tonnes on the barge with loads 
onto the barge deck concentrated as point loads 
through a few pile stubs protruding from the bot
tom of the elements. Prevention of damage to 
the barge deck was a great concern. A protec
tive layer of crushed concrete was placed over the 
entire area of the barge and then a mat of precast 
concrete road slabs vitas used to further spread 
the loads. This proved successful with no deck 
damage recorded at the off-hire survey. 

Approval of this system was more problematic 
than anticipated. lt became necessary to hofd a 
joint meeting between all interested parties which 
incf uded eight government bodies. Following de
scriptions of contrai measures, which included fil
tration of rainwater run-off, dust suppression, un
derwater and above water noise monitoring du ring 
crushing etc., approval was given just in time for 
works to commence on programme. 
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Fig. 10: Transfer of crushed concrete to coaster 

The methodology worked very well as the con- 4.1 Piling 
crete was then quickly broken up and crushed 
with a maximum weekly throughput of material of 
6,000 tonnes. The crushed material was stock
piled on the barge and periodically transferred to 
a coastal vessel (Figure 10) which moored along
side for loading. This transported the material to 
south coast ports for re-use within the construc
tion industry. 

4. NEW CONSTRUCTION 

New construction consisted of the following ele
ments: 

• Two new berths measuring 40 x 16 m 
8 berthing dolphins and 16 mooring dolphins 

• Control building and jetty head structures 
• 250 m of roadway 
• Fenders, bollards, quick release hooks, crash 

barriers, lighting and cable trays. 
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Works included the driving of 370 piles of 1066 
mm diameter and 24 mm wall thickness. The 
piles were up to 53 m long and weighed up to 32 
tonnes. lnitially piles were brought to site by ship 
and stored on one of the redundant berths. This 
proved to take up too much critical SEP time in 
the off-loading and collection of piles and also re
sulted in damage to the pile coating during the ad
ditional handling operations. 

Subsequent deliveries were transported by barge 
and remained on the barge until required. By stan
dardising pile lengths this method became viable 
and allowed for the programme flexibility neces
sary with up to three SEPs piling at the same time 
and requiring piles from the same barge. 

For pile driving the SEPs were positioned using 
real time kinematic GPS systems which allowed 
barge positioning to within +/- 0.5 m. Ali SEPs 
were fitted with fully hydraulic gates and, with legs 
up to 65 m long, were suitable for operating in 
the deep water of the Haven channel. The piles 



were driven to refusai through the overlying weak 
sandydeposits down to the siltstone rock using 
S150 hydraulic piling hammers. The piles were 
not self supporting and so required bracing either 
to one another or to the SEP until a stable group 
could be formed. 

Tension piles anchors were drilled through the silt 
and generally 6 m into the rock using Wirth reverse 
circulation drilling rigs (Figure 11 ). Reinforcement 
cages of 12 m length were placed into the socket 
and underwater concrete was poured to complete 
the anchor. 

During driving it was necessary to ensure that 
seals, dolphins and harbour porpoise would not be 
unduly affected by the noise. Underwater noise 
monitoring was carried out to measure noise lev
els. This determined that no piling could be car
ried out if they were within 600 m. A cetaceous 
biologist was employed as a marine mammal ob
server to carry out underwater listening and visual 
observations to ensure that this was the case dur
ing each pile driving operation. A soft start regime 
was also adopted lasting 20 minutes, giving time 
for any sea creatures so minded to vacate the 
area. 

.~ .,. . 
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Fig. 11: Pile top drilling rig 

Fig. 12: Precast concrete soffit panels 
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4.2 Precast concrete 

Precast concrete units were manufactured to give 
integral side and soffit sections to avoid the need 
for any formwork over the water (Figure 12 on the 
previous page). A fifth SEP was used to place 
precast elements and reinforcement. Wherever 
possible, reinforcement was prefabricated on
shore. Cages of up to 30 m length were prepared 
for the crossheads and full mooring and berthing 
dolphin cages were also assembled in advance 
(Figure 13). 

Fig. 13: Pre-assembled reinforcement cages 

4.3 ln situ concrete 

With no access from the shore to many of the struc
tures concrete had to be delivered by sea. Four 
concrete shuttle barges were used two of these 
were built specifically for the project. Each had 
two 9 m3 agitator drums on board. A tank was also 
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included to allow drums and skips to be washed 
out without discharging any water into the Haven. 
Concrete was placed by skip either using one of 
the SEP's or a floating crane (Figure 14 ). 

Fig. 14: ln situ concreting of a crosshead 

The quantity of concrete required at approx 15,000 
m3 did not justify the erection of a site batch plant 
and concrete supply therefore came from a local 
ready mix plant. lt was difficult to plan the actual 
times of a pour as a small delay in a preparatory 
item could mean that an entire tidal cycle had to 
take place prior to the pour actually starting. The 
weather was also prone to change; this could 
impact on the duration of an activity. Tugs were 
required to move crane barges into position for 
pours and these might not be available at exactly 
the right time. These factors made it difficult for 
the ready mix plant, with its other commitments, 
to sequence concrete supply to the jetty, leading 
to further delays. A site based batch plant, whilst 
appearing more expensive, would perhaps have 
been better suited to this style of marine working. 



5. GENERAL CHALLENGES 

5.1 Safety 

The project was large in scale, requiring careful 
planning in the following areas: 

• Marine working 
Substantial amounts of diving (up to four dive 
teams at a time) 
Heavy demolition 
Hydro-demolition 
Heavy lifting 
Diverse nationalities (over 30 nationalities al
though a much more limited range of languag
es) with a variety of experience and expecta
tions regarding safety standards. 
Environment (wind, swell, cold, rain, fog etc). 

Safety was therefore always a priority and was 
approached in a robust manner. A wide range of 
safety training courses were organised throughout 
the project duration for staff and labour utilising 
both internai and external resources. These were 
aimed not only at the above topics but also covered 
more general responsibilities or specific duties. 

A behavioural based safety scheme was intro
duced that showed significant improvements in 
the safety statistics as the work progressed. This 
was combined with an lnjury & Incident Free pro
gramme introduced by the client that put the onus 
on each individual to commit to improve some as
pect of safety within their contrai. 

Monthly safety newsletters were produced to in
form personnel ofwhat was planned for the site, to 
give feedback on incidents and near misses and 
to addres~ a specific topic each month. Sorne of 
the articles were written in Polish or Urdu rather 
than English so as to reach out to the entire work
force. Mr Five, our safety mascot, was also de
veloped for the project to illustrate safety concepts 
(Figure 15). 

The workforce was directly involved not only 
through a Safety Committee but also through 
the use of safety coaches. These were drawn 
from the workforce and were given the full-time 
raie of speaking to the workforce about the work 
they were doing, how they had approached it and 
how they were considering the welfare of them-

selves and others. This proved a successful way 
of engaging the workforce and encouraging them 
to think and plan. The workforce was also more 
likely to confide in a safety coach as they found 
it easier to discuss in an open manner the work 
they had to carry out. The safety coaches had the 
back-up of trained safety advisors for any specific 
advice. 

or never l 

Fig. 15: Safety mascot for illustration 
of safety messages 

5.2 Mobilisation 

Mobilisation of marine equipment was a sig
nificant exercise. ln total five SEPs, 11 floating 
cranes, two sheerlegs, eight materials barges and 
18 workboats and tugs were mobilised as well as 
marine transportation of piles, structural steel and 
crushed concrete. Many of the tows were carried 
out in the winter and most had to travel around the 
point of Cornwall leading to significant uncertain
ties, delays and sometimes damage due to weath
er. Sorne of this equipment required mobilisation 
from other continents. 

Long marine tows tend to be risky intime and cost. 
Consequently to ensure the programme could be 
met equipment from Equitorial Guinea was mo
bilised using a semi-submersible vessel (Figure 
16 on the next page). This was one of the largest 
vessels to have ever entered the Haven but was 
able to use an area away from the main shipping 
channel to partially submerge and discharge the 
equipment on board. 

Mobilisation of staff and labour also proved more 
difficult than anticipated. As the Project was lo
cated in the relatively remote southwest corner of 
Wales it only gave a 90° recruitment zone and it 
took several hours for most people in the UK to 
travel to the site. At peak over 100 staff and 500 
labour were employed by Besix Kier JV. 
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Fig. 16: Semi-submersible vesse/ used for equipment mobilization 
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Fig. 17: Congested marine site 
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5.3 Logistics 

The majority of the equipment listed above was 
on site throughout the peak period of production 
during 2006 - 7. Ali of this equipment required 
frequent movement as well as delivery of person
nel and materials, and attendance from up to five 
patrolling safety boats per shift. 

As can be seen from Figure 17 the equipment 
was working in a very restricted area. With most 
barges putting out four anchors to a distance of 
up to 200 m from the barge careful cc-ordination 
of anchor positions to ensure barges could move 
when required was necessary. Ali anchor loca
tions were pre-determined on location drawings 
and were dropped in position using GPS technol
ogy. 

A dedicated marine cc-ordination team was re
quired to work 24 heurs per day 7 days per week 
to manage the movement of all vessels on site, 
communicate with the harbour master, arrange 
pilots, schedule materials and fuel deliveries and 
ensure the timely movement of equipment and 
personnel. 

5.4 Weather 

During the winter frequent storms blew in from the 
Atlantic. For two months each winter very little 
progress was possible. During storms as much 
equipment as possible was moved to Pembroke 
Port. Thus production was lost prier to a storm 
and similarly after a storm as barges were re-mo
bilised to site. These conditions combined with an 
8 m maximum tide significantly restricted periods 
during which movements of equipment could be 
carried out. 

6. CONCLUSION 

Construction of a complex jetty structure in a rela
tively remote location was possible whilst causing 
minimal impact on the environment. Many chal
lenges were thrust upon the team but through the 
complimentary skills of Besix and Kier, which were 
well suited to the unique nature of the project, cou
pied with a dynamic and flexible relationship with 
the client and main contracter, it was possible to 
overcome these in a timely manner to allow the 
marine works to be completed on programme 
(Figure 18). 

Fig. 18: Jetty structural works complete 
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SUMMARY 
The jetty for the South Hook LNG Import Terminal 
was constructed between 2005 and 2007. Works 
included refurbishment of the approach trestle for 
re-use within the terminal, demolition of some of 
the structures that were no longer required, and 

new construction of the berthing line. This paper 
reviews the methods that were adopted and dis
eusses how some of the challenges were over
come. 

RÉSUMÉ 
La jetée du terminal d'importation de gaz naturel 
liquéfié de South Hook a été restaurée et recon
struite entre 2005 et 2007. Les travaux compre
naient la restauration, pour réutilisation, d'une 
partie de la jetée d'accès, la démolition des struc-

tures obsolètes et la construction d'un nouveau 
poste d'accostage. Le présent article décrit les 
méthodes adoptées pour la réalisation de ces 
travaux et explique comment les principaux défis 
ont surmontés. 

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG 
Die Hafenmole für das South Hook LNG Import 
Terminal wurde zwischen 2005 und 2007 erbaut. 
Die Arbeiten beinhalteten die Aufarbeitung der An
fahrtsstütze für eine Wiederverwendung innerhalb 
des Terminais, den Abbruch einiger Bauwerke, 
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die nicht langer benotigt wurden, und den Neubau 
einer Anlegestelle. Dieser Artikel bespricht die an
gewendeten Methoden und diskutiert, wie einige 
der Schwierigkeiten gelost wurden. 



STOURPORT BASINS RESTORATION 
- MAINTAINING AND BUILDING HERITAGE 

FOR THE FUTURE 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

"The greatest of al/ canal-inspired towns is Stour
port .. . " [CROWE, N., 1994] 

The built environ ment of the United Kingdom's in
land waterways is a remarkable working heritage 
infrastructure. lts architecture and engineering 
features provide a valuable part of the national 
heritage as well as regional and local distinc
tiveness. The special identity for Stourport-on
Severn can be seen in its canal basins placed at 
the central part of the town. Figure 1 shows a 
view across the main canal basin and the restored 
Clock Warehouse. 

Many English market towns now are seeking to 
adapt to the needs of the 21 st century. Sorne have 
recognized that turning to the historie environment 
can be a means of reinforcing their identity and 
individuality. However, there can be few places 
with such a strong association with a single deter-

by 
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Peel's Wharf, Lichfield Street, Tamworth B78 3QZ, UK 
Tel.: +44 1827 252 000; 
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E-mail: tony.harvey@britishwaterways.co.uk 

mining feature - its canal basin infrastructure - as 
Stourport. The town's canal ancestry means there 
are precious features in its local, regional and na
tional profile. 

Fig.1: Clock Warehouse and upper basin (2009) 

Stourport is consequently Britain's premier canal 
town and an important national heritage asset. The 
loss of the original commercial raie of the canal 
and basins at the town, alongside wider national 
economic and social changes, have nevertheless 
led to Stourport sharing twentieth century decline 
in economic and social well-being with many mar
ket towns. 
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Today it is acknowledged that safe, active and at
tractive waterfronts can provide distinctive places 
for people and improving the quality of life for ail. 
lndeed, the UK waterways attract 270 million visits 
to the network each year and contribute up to f:1.2 
billion (€ 1.33bn) to the visiter economy [BRITISH 
WATERWAYS & ENGLISH HERITAGE, 2009]. 
Therefore after a careful assessment of the op
tions to deliver a restoration project, British Water
ways has worked with a range of interests to find 
how it can address its engineering and heritage 
responsibilities and at the same time help delivery 
of a local initiative that can stimulate regeneration. 
British Waterways is the public corporation that 
cares for the 2,200-mile (3,540 km) network of ca
nais and rivers in England, Scotland and Wales. 

Through considering a series of physical elements 
of the resulting partnership project this article will 
demonstrate how a distinctive, lively and vibrant 
waterspace can be reborn with historie features 
and contemporary design sitting comfortably 
alongside each other. 

2. STOURPORT'S HISTORY 
AND IDENTITY 

The Staffordshire & Worcestershire canal termi-· 
nating at basin complex at Stourport was amongst 
the earliest canais to be built. So how did the birth 
of Stourport corne about? 

James Brindley (1716-1772) completed the pio
neering canal project for the Duke of Bridgwater 
in 1765. This connected the Duke's coal mines in 
Worsley with Manchester, a distance of 14 miles 
(23 km). Just one year later in 1766 the 46 miles 
(74 km) Staffordshire & Worcestershire canal at 
received parliamentary assent and after the ca
nal company bought two fields besides the river 
Severn at Lower Mitton construction began. On 
1 April 1771 the Birmingham Gazette reported 
that the southern half of the canal was "open for 
business with Wharfs and Warehouses made and 
Wharfingers fixed." Until now Brindley had called 
the terminus of the canal Newport but the newspa
per article now confirmed the terminus was to be 
called Stourport. 

Dramatic growth followed the opening and the 
multiple commercial and domestic uses in around 
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the basins evolved over the following period. For 
twenty years the canal and basins were the only 
waterway connecting the English midlands with 
the river Severn and it prospered under this mo
nopoly. The Tontine Hotel was Stouport's unofficial 
business centre and in and around it revolved the 
life and work of the port. The building formed the 
centrepiece of the new enterprise and dominated 
the local business scene [ENGLISH HERITAGE, 
2007]. Figure 2 shows the Tontine Hotel in 2005 
and prier to commencement of its conversion to 
residential accommodation currently underway by 
a private developer. 

Fig. 2: The Tontine Hotel (2005) 

Stourport became the very epitome of the com
mercial confidence of the age [Green, C., 1999] 
and enjoyed around four decades of expansion 
and related prosperity. Figure 3 shows a view of 
the basin complex at Stourport in 1776, showing 
the industrious nature of the town related to the 
inland navigation operations. ln this respect it was 
considered to be national significance: 

''About 1766, where the river Stour empties 
itself into the Severn below Milton, stood a 
little alehouse called Stourmouth; near this 
place Brindley has caused a town to be erect
ed, made a port and dock yards, built a new 
and elegant bridge, established markets, and 
made it the wonder not on/y of this country, but 
the nation at large." [NASH, Dr., T., R., 1799] 

By 1815 the annual dividends distributed by the 
canal company had peaked. Competition from 
the rival Worcester & Birmingham canal and rail 
transport then signalled the beginning of a long 



III. Stourport in 1776 

Fig. 3: Print by James Sherriff 1776 

and laboured decline in Stourport's wealth and 
success, as can be seen in this quote from a late 
nineteenth century commentator on the fate of the 
Tontine Hotel: 

''l\ sad contrast to its former self. Railways 
have robbed the Severn and canal of traffic .. .. 
we now find the Tontine, a large square block, 
with rooms sufficient to make up a hundred 
beds and equal/y extensive stabling now di
minished to one of the smallest inns in town ... " 
[RANDAL, J., 1882] 

Commercial uses limped on to the twentieth cen
tury with present-day recollections recorded of 
the use of steam dredgers and similar to keep the 
navigation workable [CORRIE, E., 1998]. The 
local manufacturing industry components - the 
tannery, foundry and carpet factory - eventually 
closed and the railway ceased operation in 1970. 
The resulting brownfield sites were used for new 
housing and much of the working industrial heri-

tage was swept away. The canal was finally taken 
under the control of the British Transport Commis
sion in 1948. However, at that time and for the 
following fifty years or so it was difficult for British 
Waterways and its predecessors to justify and find 
adequate resources to effectively maintain invest
ment in the working infrastructure of the canal and 
basins. 

With imposed underinvestment in the canal infra
structure and the weakened prospects more gen
erally for market towns, the economic health and 
wellbeing of Stourport and its canal basins eventu
ally stood alongside that of other locations in the UK. 

3. ASSEMBLY OF THE 
RESTORATION PROJECT 

The early years of the twenty first century saw 
the dawn of ideas emerging for fresh look at how 
Stourport might meet its future by capitalizing on 
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its past. lt was a neat turn of events. Perhaps echo
ing the enthusiasm of the early canal pioneers. 
Discussions between British Waterways and local 
government representatives revealed a shared 
understanding of the need to engage ail relevant 
local partners in any substantial restoration of the 
basins and its setting. Stourport was now to look 
at how it might recognize its canal heritage as a 
unique asset. 

This would include addressing and respecting 
formai protection of the town's historie waterway 
environment as a central component of a town 
regeneration plan. With the support of a wide 
partnership, key stakeholders could ail contrib
ute to the development of the project. The initial 
core partnership consisted of Advantage West 
Midlands (the West Midlands Regional Develop
ment Agency), British Waterways, Worcestershire 
County Council and Wyre Forest District Council. 
With some joining at the implementation stages 
of the project, the wider partnership eventually in
cluded: 

Arts Council England 
Arts and Business 
Disability Action Wyre Forest 
English Heritage 
Ernest Cook Trust 
Hereford and Worcester Garden Trust 
Heritage Lottery 
Morrison Construction Ltd 
RegenWM 
Staffordshire and Worcestershire Canal Society 
Stourport Forward 
Stourport on Severn Civic Society 
Stourport Town Council 

lt is interesting to note that the formation of Stour
port Forward (a Company Limited by Guarantee 
with board members elected from the local au
thority and interested groups) was a direct con
sequence of the partnership objectives. Stourport 
Forward was ultimately to be the delivery body for 
the project, with a central role in the Market Towns 
Initiative. Beyond thè project's life it would form 
the basis of a practical exit strategy and Stourport 
Forward remains active today. 

ln 2003 the core partners commissioned a study 
to develop a strategic assessment of the develop
ment potential of the riverside and canal basins 
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area that might contribute to the physical, eco
nomic and social revitalization of Stourport town 
centre. The brief required the consultants to con
sider the restoration and regeneration of the canal 
basins so that it might act as a catalyst for influ
encing and encouraging further improvements in 
the town. The report was to be undertaken by in
dependent consultants and this concluded that a 
partnership initiative could make possible a mixed 
use development which functions as a coherent 
and integrated whole to the benefit of residents, 
visitors and users of the location [GHK, 2003]. 

Understanding and translating how Stourport as
sumed its present form was acknowledged crucial 
to public enjoyment of the place if a partnership 
restoration project was to succeed. By explor
ing its history alongside undertaking sympathetic 
building works and engaging with the communi
ty, the project could celebrate the town's unique 
qualities and character. The consultants' study be
came the fuel that ignited the partners' proposais 
to design a framework that met Heritage Lottery 
Fund objectives and complimented and added 
value to the Market Towns Initiative, a programme 
sponsored by the Regional Development Agency 
aimed at breathing new life into the region's mar
ket towns. Key objectives of the application for 
Heritage Lottery funding were to: 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Stimulate the economic regeneration of the 
area as a focus for wider inwards investment, 
reclamation of derelict and under used or con
taminated land and buildings, and job security 
and creation. 

Secure the long-term conservation and en
hancement of the areas special character, 
heritage and townscape through good design, 
management and conservation best practice. 

Address the weaknesses of the Towns tour
ism and heritage potential and provide an im
proved recreational facility and regional visitor 
attraction. 

Provide improved signage and interpretation 
including a hierarchy of gateway, directional, 
and interpretative information at key locations 
to enhance visitor enjoyment and intellectual 
access to the heritage asset. 



Provide access and circulation improvements 
that' result in improvements in porosity, visibil
ity, safety, vehicular and pedestrian flows. 

4. THE PROGRAMME 
TAKES SHAPE 

Approval of the Heritage Lottery Fund application 
was achieved in mid-2005. This event was instru
mental in facilitating wider investment in the proj
ect to address both the physical elements of the 
restoration as well as a range of community-based 
interpretive initiatives and events. lt was a deter
mining moment in the progression of the work and 
meant that the overall investment package was 
now a realistic proposition. 

The eventual overall project partnership funding 
formula is summarized in Table A. 

Partner Financial contributions 

Heritage Lottery Fund f 1,575,000 

British Waterways f 1,265,000 

Worcestershire County Council, f 514,000 
Wyre Forest District Council, 
Advantage West Midlands, 
Arts Council, The Waterways 
Trust, volunteers (financial and 
in kind contributions) 

Total î 3,354,000 

Table A: summary of Stourport basins restoration 
project funding formula 

Fig. 4: Barge Lock 2006 before restoration 



The aim of the partnership remained the delivery 
of a sustainable and viable place whilst safeguard
ing and enhancing heritage value. For the engi
neering and construction aspects of the project, 
existing historie elements would be repaired or up
dated sympathetically whilst new additions would 
look to responding sensitively to existing building 
forms, reinforcing the importance of its context 
whilst embracing changes. This philosophy would 
relate the subtle differences in functional use of 
sites, buildings and facilities to the inherited his
torie landscape that was an acknowledged part of 
the town's tradition. 

ln looking at how the approach of being both sym
pathetic to the past and deliver innovative modern 
solutions was applied to the construction phase of 
the project, we will consider three discrete stages 
of the works. These were all relatively modest in 
terms of needed funding, but they all provide a 

snapshot of how the partnership drove forward in 
faithfully respecting heritage needs in repairing a 
structure; facilitating the restoration of a prominent 
building frontage using a historically sensitive ap
proach; and converting an underused open space 
by means of modern interventions with the poten
tial to become tomorrow's heritage. 

5. HERITAGE THAT WORKS 

British Waterways has a methodical and detailed 
system that ensures regular inspection of its key 
assets (bridges, locks, etc). This inspection and 
the related programmed maintenance system un
derpins the continued safe operation of the water
way network. However, the absence of needed 
resources for day to day maintenance works over 
many years at the Stourport basins regrettably 
brought about situations as shown in Figure 4 on 
the previous page. 

Fig. 5: Barge Lock in 2007 after restoration 

- -
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Fig. 6: House in Severnside before 
restoration in 2004 

Here the approach walls of a Iock have become 
invaded by vegetation and coping stones lost or 
corroded due to frost and weather damage. The 
structure is not unsafe or inherently unstable, but 
the structure has lost the simple elegance of tra
ditional functional canal architecture which had 
been built using local materials and techniques. 
This structure provides the first example of where 
true and authentic application of construction. 
techniques was called for in the restoration plan. 
The results can be seen in Figure 5 (page 92) 
where this visually important and functional part 
of the basins has been repaired using traditional 
lime mortar, suitable reclaimed brickwork and ma
terials including replacement sandstone copings. 
The completed work confirms how the efforts 
have lifted and improved the impression given by 
the structure. lt now appears virtually in its original 
form and, more importantly for the aims of the res
toration project, it looks cared for. 

The second example where an interpretation of 
heritage values has been applied can be seen in 
the work undertaken to a prominent town house 
and its key elevations which had been subject to 
many changes since it was built around 1800. See 
Figure 6. 

The property's façade had been altered many 
times since its construction. The changes has 
sometimes been insensitive to the original design 
with original windows and openings having been 
removed or replaced, hanging basket brackets 
fixed, boundary walls and enclosures construct
ed, altered and eventually timber fences added. 
What would be appropriate reinstatement works 
for the restoration project in this case? How could 
a "proper" elevation be re-established whilst re
specting current residential user needs? Figure 7 
shows how the building was restored and provid
ed with traditional timber sash windows, including 
a period-style shop bay window and lead canopy. 

Fig. 7: House in Severnside affer restoration 
in 2007 

Research had shown the building had been used 
for some time as a shop and the window now pro
vided a modern facility and a visual reference to 
its pedigree. Also, a more contemporary interpre
tation of a boundary wall using railings has been 
installed. This continues the style of boundary en
closure to be found nearby on other buildings on 
the site. The results demonstrate how the building 
now contributes to the preservation of local dis
tinctiveness with a finished design that avoids be
ing dogmatic in strict interpretation of the concept 
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of restoration. The finished elevation is sensitive 
to the context of form, scale, texture and materi
als. An objective as recommended by guidance 
recently published on the promotion of high quality 
waterside development [BRTISH WATERWAYS & 
ENGLISH HERITAGE, 2009]. 

Complementary new development and the third 
example of applying modern design solutions can 
be seen in the work undertaken to an underused 
car parking and pedestrian area immediately be
side the main canal basin. The area was bounded 
by a blank brick wall with fixed functional steel 
seating and topped by metal railings. The uninvit
ing and utilitarian nature of the area meant it was 
not well used and was an inefficient use of the 
space it occupied. See Figure 8. 

.... - ... -, 

Fig. 8: Open area before in 2006 

The approach here was to provide a more open 
aspect for pedestrians with a timber seating area. 
Modern and traditional materials for the work were 
selected to be sensitive to their specific environ
ment, as now recommended in the national guid
ance [BRITISH WATERWAYS & ENGLISH HERI
TAGE, 2009]. The area now has a more open 
aspect with details reflecting its historie context 
including text carved into the new sandstone wall. 
The date 1766, seen carved to the bottom left in 
the new wall is a continuation of wording set in 
the frontage facing the canal basin. See Figure 
9. The text on the wall cornes from note book of 
the canal surveyor (John Fennyhouse Green) who 

·-. 
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was working under the direction of James Brind
ley when the site was selected for the location of 
the canal basin. The positioning of the lettering 
means. that shadows cast by early afternoon sun 
make the text much clearer to read and mirror the 
time of day when Green and Brindley took their 
key decisions to build the canal basins. The non
rusting unpainted steel posts are a reminder of an 
industrial past and the new street lamp to be seen 
rising in the sky over the buildings to the left of the 
photograph are reminiscent of the mast of the his
torie commercial craft that plied the river naviga
tion when the basins were constructed and to be 
seen in the 1776 print shown in Figure 3. .,, 
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Fig. 9: Open area after restoration in 2008 

6. HERITAGE FIT FOR THE 
FUTURE - CONCLUSIONS 

Active historie sites require respect for authenticity 
and integrity in new developments; conservation 
needs to be a reference point in enabling progress 
to be delivered in a sensitive way. The challenge 
in applying a fresh approach to the unique historie 
landscape in Stourport was responding to a wish 
to facilitate regeneration on the one hand, while si
multaneously respecting the inherited townscape 
and its setting on the other. 

The central concern of the partnership in introduc
ing physical and sometimes functional changes 
was to enhance the experience when visiting the 
site; the quality of life for local users; and improv
ing the living, working and leisure surroundings. 

. ! 
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This has been achieved and use of the site has 
been adapted without compromising existing val
ues flowing from the character of Stourport's his
torie fabric. This means not only improved tech
nical standards, but also inclusion of appropriate 
contemporary high-quality interventions based 
upon consideration of their value. They have en
hanced the assets for the local community and 
serve educational, leisure and tourism functions. 

The Stourport basins restoration project has re
sulted in the regeneration of an area encompass
ing no less than 29 listed buildings and helped to · 
kick start wider town regeneration plans. lt has 
achieved recognition via a number of local and 
regional awards and in 2008 received the British 
Urban Regeneration Association (BURA) Water
way Renaissance heritage category award and 
the special award for outstanding achievements. 
ln September 2009 it gained the National Lottery 
heritage category award after a televised nation
wide public vote. This is an impressive list of trib
utes for such a relatively modest initiative but fairly 
reflects its significance. 

The three examples from the project set out above 
show how an asset from the past can become a 
living contributor to the future of a community. A 
key message is that those seeking to assemble 
regeneration plans should view the historie envi
ronment as an asset to sustainable development. 
Today's visitors to Stourport basins can enjoy and 
engage in the site. Visitors still to corne will be 
able to recognize it as their legacy with the new 
development having breathed life and long term 
sustainability into a historie setting. lt confirms 
changes can be true to their context and become 
heritage for the future. 
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SUMMARY 
The built environment of the United Kingdom's 
waterways is a remarkable working heritage in
frastructure. The special identity for Stourport-on
Severn can be seen in its canal basins placed at 
the central part of the town. There can be few 
places with such a strong association with a single 
determining feature - its canal basin infrastructure. 
This makes Stourport Britain's premier canal town 
and an important national heritage asset. 

A partnership involving British Waterways (the pub
lic corporation that cares for the 2,200-mile/3,540 
km network of canais and rivers in England, Scot
land and Wales) and key stakeholders determined 
that the protection and presentation of the historie 
environment must lie at the centre of efforts to 
bring vitality back to town. 

By exploring its history alongside undertaking 
sympathetic building works the project could 
thereby celebrate the town's unique qualities and 
character. 

By the summer of 2008 the canal basins at Stour
port had been restored over a four year period. 
This was delivered via the local partnership with 
the f 3.2 m (€ 3.6 m) costs funded by British Wa
terways, the Heritage Lottery Fund, the West Mid
lands Regional Development Agency and many 
other players. 
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The work has regenerated an area encompassing 
no less than 29 listed buildings and helped to kick 
start wider town regeneration plans. 

Alongside comprehensive engagement of the lo
cal community, physical elements of the restora
tion work have included faithful traditional con
struction techniques, removal of unsympathetic 
modern additions and introduction of new high
quality contemporary features and these themes 
are explored by the article. 

The concluding message for those seeking to as
semble regeneration plans is that historie environ
ment is an asset in seeking to achieve sustainable 
development. 

Winner of the 2008 Waterways Renaissance 
Awards Outstanding Achievement award and 
chosen by the public as winner of the 2009 nation
al UK Lottery funded projects heritage category 
award, the Stourport basins restoration project is 
an acknowledged excellent example of incorpo
rating heritage values into regeneration plans. 

By breathing life into a historie setting it shows 
how changes can be true to their context and be
corne heritage for the future. 
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RÉSUMÉ 
Le réseau des voies d'eau du Royaume-Uni con
stitue une infrastructure patrimoniale remarqua
ble. Les bassins du canal de Stourport-on-Severn, 
positionnés dans la partie centrale de la ville, sont 
une spécificité. Il y a sans doute peu d'endroits 
aussi structurés par une seule caractéristique ma
jeure: l'infrastructure des bassins du canal. C'est 
ce qui fait de Stourport la première "ville canal" 
britannique et un important atout du patrimoine 
national. 

Un partenariat impliquant « British Waterways » 
(la compagnie publique en charge du réseau de 
2 200 miles -3 540 km- de canaux et de rivières 
d'Angleterre, d'Ecosse et du Pays de Galles) et 
d'autres parties prenantes clés a déterminé que la 
protection et la présentation de cet environnement 
historique devaient être au centre des efforts pour 
redonner de la vitalité à la ville. 

En intégrant l'histoire de son patrimoine bâti, le 
projet pourra valoriser les qualités et le caractère 
uniques de la ville. 

A l'été 2008, les bassins du canal de Stourport ont 
été restaurés après quatre ans de travaux. Cela 
a été rendu possible par un partenariat local in
cluant « British Waterways », le fond patrimonial 
de la loterie nationale, l'agence de développe
ment régional des "West Midlands" et beaucoup 
d'autres qui a permis de rassembler 3,2 millions 
de livres (3,6 millions d'euros). 

Le projet a permis la. restauration de pas moins 
de 29 édifices classés et a aidé au démarrage de 
projets de rénovation plus large de la ville. 

S'appuyant sur un engagement massif de la com
munauté locale, les éléments physiques du travail 
de rénovation se sont basés sur la reprise fidèle 
de techniques de construction traditionnelles, le 
retrait des extensions modernes dysharmonieu
ses et l'introduction de nouveaux éléments con
temporains de haute qualité et ces aspects sont 
détaillés dans l'article. 

Le message de conclusion pour tous ceux qui 
chercheraient à mettre en ?uvre des projets de 
rénovation est que l'environnement historique est 
un atout dans la recherche d'un développement 
durable. 

Vainqueur du prix 2008 de la réalisation excep
tionnelle de l'année aux récompenses de la re
naissance des voies d'eau et désigné vainqueur 
par le public du prix 2009 des projets financés par 
la loterie du Royaume-Uni dans la catégorie pa
trimoine, le projet de restauration des bassins de 
Stourport est reconnu comme un excellent exem
ple de l'intégration de valeurs patrimoniales dans 
des projets de rénovation. 

En insufflant de la vie dans un cadre historique, il 
montre comment des changements peuvent être 
adaptés à leur contexte et devenir un élément de 
patrimoine pour le futur. 



ZUSAMMENFASSUNG 
Die bebaute Umgebung der Wasserstraf1en des 
Vereinigten Kënigreichs stellteine bemerkenswerte 
Erb-lnfrastruktur dar. Die besondere ldentitat für 
Stourport-on-Severn ist aus seinem Kanalbecken 
ersichtlich, welches sich an zentraler Stelle der 
Stadt befindet. Es gibt nur wenige Orte mit so 
einer starken Anbindung an ein einzelnes bestim
mendes Merkmal - seine Kanalbecken-lnfrastruk
tur. Das macht Stourport zu Britanniens wichtig
ster Kanalstadt mit einem bedeutenden Wert für 
das nationale Erbe. 

Eine Partnerschaft zwischen British Waterways 
(der Behërde, die für das 2.200-Meilen/3.540 km 
Netz von Kanalen und Flüssen in England, Schot
tland und Wales verantwortlich ist) und wichtigen 
Geldgebern hat festgelegt, dass der Schutz und 
das Erscheinungsbild dieser historischen Umge
bung im Mittelpunkt der Anstrengungen stehen 
muss, um Vitalitat in die Stadt zurückzubringen. 

Beim Erkunden der Geschichte und durch das 
Bauen passender Gebaude kënnten die einzigar
tigen Qualitaten und der Charakter der Stadt zel
ebriert werden. 

Bis zum Sommer 2008 wurde das Kanalbecken 
in Stourport über einen Zeitraum von vier Jahren 
restauriert. Dies wurde durch eine ërtliche Part
nerschaft ermëglicht, die die Kesten von f. 3.2m 
(€ 3.6m) aufbrachten: British Waterways, der Her
itage Lotterie Fond, die West Midlands Regionale 
Entwicklungsbehërde und viele andere Mitwirk
ende. 
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Durch die Arbeiten wurde ein Gebiet mit nicht 
weniger ais 29 aufgelisteten Gebauden restauriert 
und verhalf dabei der Stadt zum Anstof1 weiterer 
Restaurierungsplane. 

Neben umfassendem Engagement der lokalen 
Behërden umfassten die physischen Elemente 
der Restaurierungsarbeiten exakte herkëmmli
che Bautechniken, das Entfernen unpassender 
moderner Anbauten und die Einführung neuer 
hochqualitativer zeitgeschichtlicher Elemente; 
diese Themen werden in diesem Artikel erërtert. 

Die zusammenfassende Botschaft für diejenigen, 
die versuchen, Restaurierungsplane zu erstellen, 
ist, dass eine historische Umgebung für den Ver
such, eine nachhaltige Entwicklung zu erreichen, 
einen Wert darstellt. 

Ais Gewinner des 2008 Waterways Renaissance 
Awards Outstanding Achievement Preises und 
von der Ôffentlichkeit 2009 zum Gewinner des 
nationalen UK Lotterie Fonds im Bereich histo
rischer Projekte gewahlt, stellt die Restaurierung 
des Stourport-Becken-Projekt ein ausgezeich
netes Beispiel für die Verbindung von alten Ver
mëgenswerten mit Erneuerungsplanen dar. 

lndem historischen Statten Leben eingehaucht 
wird, wird gezeigt, wie Veranderungen wahrheits
getreu umgesetzt werden kënnen und so ein Erbe 
für die Zukunft werden. 
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1. PROJECT BACKGROUND 

The Government of Angullla intends developing a 
new general cargo port at Corito Bay, which is lo
cated on the south side of the island of Anguilla in 
the British West lndies. The development is tore
place an existing facility at Road Bay on the north 
side of the island that primarily handles cargo ves-

by 
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sels. Passenger ferry operations will not be con
sidered in this development as these services cur
rently operate from Blowing Point Harbour, also 
located on the south side of the island to the west 
of Corito Bay, and designated as a toLirist area on 
the island. ln 2002 Halcrow undertook the "Anguilla 
Port Deve/opment and Management Study", which 
identified Corito Bay as the preferred location.for a 
cargo port. The existing jetty structure at Road Bay 
is in poor condition, the depth of water restricts. the 
size of vessels that can be accommddated, and 
the area available for cargo handling and storage 
is limited. This limits the basic economic viability 
of further port development at Road Bay, with the 
additional factor of the are.a possessing consider
able potential for tourism development. Following 
this stùdy, Halcrow was appointed to provide con
sultancy services that encompassed planning and 
design of the new facility based on the approach 
and the particular site location recommended in 
the 2002 Study. 

Fig. 1: Aerial view of the proposed site for the Corito Port Developinent 
(Source: Halcrow & Google Earth) 
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Fig. 5: Layout of proposed Corito Port Development (Source: Halcrow) 

SUMMARY 
The Government of Anguilla intends developing a 
new multipurpose port at Corito Bay that primarily 
handles cargo vessels. Passenger operations will 
not be considered in this development. ln 2002 
Halcrow undertook a study which identified Corito 
Bay as the preferred location to replace the exist
ing facility at Road Bay, which is in poor condition, 
has water depth restrictions, and limited storage 
area. Halcrow was subsequently appointed to 
provide consultancy services to plan and design 
the new facility in accordance with the recom
mendations of the 2002 study. Planning involved 
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identifying all factors relevant to the development 
following interviews with stakeholders, port users, 
etc.; completing an economic analysis up to 2035 
to determine shipping and cargo trends; undertak
ing a capacity assessment to ascertain the size of 
harbour; completing site specific fieldwork to aid 
in the planning and design of the port; perform
ing coastal modelling to optimise the port layout; 
undertaking navigation simulation exercises to 
confirm navigation access of the layout; assess
ing potential environmental and social impacts of 
the development and devising mitigation plans. 



RÉSUMÉ 
Le gouvernement de l'île d'Anguilla a l'intention 
de développer un nouveau port multi-produits 
dans la baie de Corito qui permettra, avant tout, 
la manutention de marchandises. Le transport 
de passagers ne sera pas pris en compte dans 
ce projet. En 2002, Halcrow a réalisé une étude 
identifiant la baie de Corito comme le lieu optimal 
pour remplacer l'infrastructure existante de Road 
Bay qui est en mauvais état, a des contraintes de 
profondeur et un espace de stockage limité. Hal
crow a été désigné pour la fourniture de services 
de consultation pour planifier et dimensionner la 
nouvelle infrastructure en accord avec les recom
mandations de l'étude de 2002. La planification a 
impliqué l'identification de l'ensemble des facteurs 

pertinents pour le développement grâce à des en
tretiens avec les parties prenantes, les usagers du 
port, etc ; la réalisation d'une analyse économique 
à horizon 2035 pour déterminer les tendances du 
transport de marchandises ; l'évaluation de la ca
pacité pour établir la taille du port; l'achèvement 
du travail de terrain spécifique pour aider à la 
planification et au dimensionnement du port ; la 
réalisation d'une modélisation côtière pour opti
miser le plan masse ; la réalisation d'exercices de 
simulation de navigation pour confirmer le dimen
sionrement des accès navigables ; l'évaluation 
des impacts environnementaux et sociaux poten
tiels du développement et la définition de mesures 
d'atténuation. 

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG 
Die Verwaltung von Aguilla beabsichtigt die Ent
wicklung eines neuen Vielzweck-Hafens in der 
Corito Bay, der in erster Linie Frachtschiffe be
treut. Passagierbetrieb wird bei dieser Entwicklung 
nicht berücksichtigt werden. lm Jahr 2002 führte 
Halcrow eine Studie durch, die ergab, dass Corito 
Bay eine bevorzugte Lage hat, um die vorhandene 
Vorrichtung in Road Bay zu ersetzen, die in einem 
schlechten Zustand ist, Wassertiefen-Begrenzun
gen unterliegt und nur begrenzte Lagerflachen 
hat. Anschlier1end wurde Halcrow dazu beauf
tragt, in Übereinstimmung mit den Empfehlungen 
der Studie von 2002 Beratungsleistung für die 
Planung und Gestaltung der neuen Anlage zu er
bringen. Die Planung beinhaltete das Feststellen 

aller entwicklungsrelevanten Faktoren, basierend 
auf Interviews der Geldgeber, der Hafenbenutzer 
etc., um bis 2035 eine tikonomische Untersu
chung zu vervollstandigen, die Schifffahrts- und 
Fracht-Trends festlegt, eine Kapazitatsschatzung 
vornimmt, um die Hafengrtir1en sicherzustellen, 
erganzt durch spezielle Arbeiten vor Ort, um bei der 
Planung und Gestaltung des Hafens behilflich zu 
sein; die Modellierung des Küstenverlaufs wurde 
untersucht um die Gestaltung des Hafens zu op
timieren, Schifffahrtssimulation durchgeführt, um 
die Gestaltung der Hafenzufahrt zu untermauern, 
es wurden potenzielle Einflüsse der Entwicklung 
auf die Umwelt und das soziale Umfeld einge
schatzt und Anderungsplane wurden erdacht. 
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1. As recently as the 1960s managing muddy sed
iment in ports and harbours was at the limit of our 
technological society to deal with, 'coping' strate
gies rather than solutions were often resorted to. 
We have had impounded dock systems for 300 
years but until recently there was no alternative 
to repetitive "fetching and carrying" of deposited 
mud via the locks, the means of incursion in the 
first place. Traditional 'dig and dump' maintenance 
often led to offshore placement beyond coastal 
circulation cells, leading to permanent loss from 
vulnerable low-lying erosive coastlines, or follow
ing placement within such cells, repetitive and ul
timately costly return. The most intractable of all 
materials was the often-contaminated fluid mud. 
Dredgers carried inefficiently cargoes of 'black 
water', extended periods of overflowing attempt
ing to raise solids content were largely fruitless. 
The material spread widely on offshore release 
and there was, at times, a degree of truth in the 
claim that the mud got back to the dredging site, 
or the next port in the down-drift direction, before 
the dredger. 

The author is Chairman of PIANC Working Group 43 on 
'Minimising Harbour Si/tation' 

2. Rapid increases in ship size and increased ef
ficiency of 'landside' management of cargo in the 
international port and shipping industry are now, 
belatedly, being matched by modern 'waterside' 
methods to manipulate flows and sediment. Pub
lication of PIANC Report 102 'Minimising Harbour 
Siltation' highlights five readily exportable sub
stantive, generic Sediment Management Systems 
(SMSs), all NW European in origin. (A 'generic' 
method salves a site-specific problem but when 
tailored to local idiosyncracies is universally ap
plicable at self-similar sites). The most important 
issue to flag is the very large rise in earning ca
pacity, coupled with reduction in fixed operating 
costs attendant on adopting these technologies. 
Commercial acceptance is being engendered by 
a shift in the previous resistance of those con
sidering themselves to have a vested interest in 
preserving a status quo. PIANC Report 102, plus 
increasingly draconian environmental legislation, 
are spurs to what presently seems a large scale 
shift favouring uptake of these methods. 

3. Enshrined within these developments is that, 
for the first time, the disciplines of the applied 
marine sciences are being adopted to support or 
supplement traditional engineering. Similarly, all 
embrace the vital sustainability factor, KSIS (Keep 
Sediment ln the System). Progress has been es
pecially rapid in Germany which has inventive 
scientists, receptive port authorities, and involved 
governmént in this sphere. With the Entrance 
Flow Optimisation System (EFOS) the need is to 
understand and learn how to reduce water and 
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sediment exchanges across entrances to blind
ending basis. With Auto-flushing (Figure 1 ), Pas
sive or Active Nautical Depth, and ln Situ Condi
tioning (Figure 2) the focus is on mud rheology. 
Rapid and accurate density measurement based 
on the 1.2 t m-3 depth is shifting towards acoustic 
measurement of Shear Stress, Viscosity and At
tenuation, involving the search for a Yield Point 
in the fluid mud cloud. Ali these are measured at 
present in Emden, the prototype port for the latter 
two advanced technologies. 

4. By reducing or avoiding altogether need for 
conventional mud maintenance dredging, ma
jor environmental benefit arises. As no sediment 
is relocated there is no "disposai site" or licence 
need. The concept called 'environmental windows' 
becomes irrelevant. 'Dredging' involves digging 
deposited mud and requires a licence. These are 
'anti-siltation devices' dealing with suspensions 
and don't need a dredging licence. Regulatory au
thorities are aware of these technologies and, in 
some countries, are already acting in a pro-active 
manner by informing port authorities that existing 
disposai/placement sites will soon be closed. This 
encourages the shift to these sustainable methods. 

5. The pioneer ports for these technologies are 
Rotterdam, Hamburg, Antwerp, Zeebrugge, Em
den and Leer. Bremen and Bremerhaven have 

l -

made good progress. From 1975 the author is 
unaware of any deep-draughted vesse! handling 
problem sailing through fluid mud in Rotterdam 
or elsewhere. A handbook explains alterations in 
ship behaviour and training is provided. Similarly, 
harbour pilots soon learnt that entering basins 
with an EFOS installation in place was easier than 
without. There is currently a strong swing towards 
building new conditioning vessels and on forming 
commercial alliances incorporating the skilled input 
of contractors. Adoption of generic SMSs permits 
ports to adopt wholly navel and more commercial 
harbour configurations not previously economi
cally or environmentally viable, i.e. the semi-en
closed Deurganckdok in Antwerp, a port formerly 
constrained by its restriction to impounded dock 
systems. Similarly, plans are under discussion to 
build new ports in muddy coastal zones with 'auto
silt rejection" as a designed-in feature. ln some 
cases this may permit port operating economics to 
become viable where this is not the case with tra
ditional mud maintenance dredging and disposai. 

Fig. 1: Map shows auto-f/ushing installation at Port of Leer with dock bed slope and site 
of underwater pump immediately inside ship Iock. lnsets show entrance with pump, 

pipes through embankment, plus simplified cross-section. 
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Fig. 2: Fluid mud spreading across the open happer of the conditioning vesse/. 
The flow is /aminar and the surface 'ropey', bath features of gentle lava eruptions from basic, 

Hawaiian-type volcanoes. Mud is re-oxygenated on ifs way to the out/et. Scale L-R -5 metres. 
lnset: Conditioning Vesse/ "Meerva/" in entrance to Emden docks passing a car carrier. 

6. ln parallel, there is the emerging vision amongst 
NW European dredging companies that the days 
of high volume/low unit return rates of mud main
tenance may be numbered and are being re
placed by high added-value/low volume treatment 
methods. The alternative is still profitable. Were 
it to evolve, it represents a significant break with 
tradition. 

7. Fluid mud has been shifted from a pernicious, 
unwelcome waste to a valuable resource with a 
beneficial use. The implication is that approaches 
such as placing mud with treatable contaminants 
in a Confined Disposai Facility becomes unnec
essary. Until recently Active Nautical Depth had 
only been applied to Iock entrances and semi-en
closed basins, but the first experiments to apply 

. the technique as a substitute for capital dredging 
to deepen a fairway have begun. The implication 
is that, instead of a port authority being 'fettered' 
( as up to the 1960s) by a mate rial almost entirely 
intractable to technology, sediment managers are 
going out with the deliberate objective of creating 
fluid mud where none occurred before. Sediment 
management is already stepping beyond the nar
row confines of ports into whole system manage
ment, as in the Scheldt and Ems. 

8. Physical and chemical oceanography, with ma
rine microbiology, are already complex topics in 
their own right, but academics have begun ma
nipulating all these together at one time. The sci
entific community needs to enquire whether tech
nologies beyond these five generic SMSs can be 
developed. Similarly, from this initial starting point 
we need to consider which cohesive sediments 
can be manipulated in this way, which bacteria are 
involved, and which anthropogenic contaminants 
can be destroyed in this manner? There can be no 
wise management without understanding muddy 
coastal systems and estuaries. ln particular, a 
bright light needs to be shone on the vital disci
pline of mud rheology and progress needs to be 
made devising better in situ measuring devices. 
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SUMMARY 
PIANC Report 102 'Minimising Harbour Siltation' 
was commissioned by MarCom and published in 
November 2008. lts working group scoured the 
world seeking experience of generic technologies 
for minimising/avoiding mud deposition in har
bours and approaches. By 'generic' we mean so
lutions to problems at particular sites which, when 
tailored to local idiosyncracies, can be applied 
at self-similar sites wherever they occur. Conse
quently, these methods are especially valuable. 
The study spanned types of harbour configura
tion, mechanisms of transport and deposition, field 
measurement, mathematical and physical model
ling, but focussed centrally on these 'anti-siltation' 
methods. 

lt grouped problems by port configuration: - im
pounded dock, ship Iock entrance, semi-enclosed 
basin, channel, etc. and by solutions via three al
ternatives: KSO 'Keep Sediment Out', KSM 'Keep 
Sediment Moving', KSN 'Keep Sediment Naviga
ble'. 

Rigorous scrutiny led to five principal separate, 
proven technologies being recommended: 

For each'. the high economic and environmE:ln
tal benefit has been documented. Most of thes~ 
have been pioneered in the world's biggest port§ 
but an emerging trend since publication is a rapiq 
increase in uptake rate at new and smaller ports 
focussed in the immediate timescale on Germany, 
Belgium, France, China, Brazil, with an emerging 
interest in the USA. 

1 1. Auto-flushing (impounded docks and semi-enclosed basins) KSM 

2. Entrance Flow (semi-enclosed basins) KSO 
Optimisation Systems (EFOS) 

3. Passive Nautical Depth (fairways, entrances, semi-enclosed basins ) KSN 
4. Active Nautical Depth ( ...... ditto ... ) KSN 
5. ln-situ Conditioning ( ...... ditto .... ) KSN 
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RÉSUMÉ 
Le rapportAI PCN 102 "Diminution de l'envasement 
des ports" a été dirigé par MarCom et a été publié 
èn Novembre 2008. Son groupe de travail a ob
servé les expériences mondiales en matière de 
technologies génériques permettant de minimiser 
le déposition des boues dans les ports et sur leurs 
abords. Par "générique", nous voulons dire solu
tions aux problèmes sur des sites particuliers qui, 
après certaines adaptations locales, peuvent être 
appliquées sur des sites similaires soumis à des 
problèmes identiques. Par conséquent, ces métho
des sont particulièrement intéressantes. L'étude 
traite différents types de configuration portuaire, 
les mécanismes de transport et de dépôt, les 
mesures, la modélisation mathématique et phy
sique, mais en se focalisant sur les méthodes 
« anti-envasement ». 

Le rapport classe les problèmes en fonction de la 
configuration du port : bassin fermé, écluse, bas
sin semi-fermé, canal, etc ... et en fonction des 
solutions à travers trois alternatives : KSO pour 
"Keep Sediment Out", KSM pour "Keep Sediment 
Moving" et KSN pour "Keep Sediment Naviga
ble". 

Un travail rigoureux a permis de dégager cinq 
roupes où des technologies éprouvées sont re
commandées : 

Pour chacun de ces groupes, les bénéfices 
économiques et environnementaux ont été docu
mentés. La plupart de ces méthodes a été mise en 
place dans les plus grands ports mondiaux mais 
la nouvelle tendance est de les appliquer à moyen 
terme dans les nouveaux et plus petits ports en 
Allemagne, en Belgique, en France, en Chine, au 
Brésil, avec un intérêt naissant aux Etats-Unis. 

1. "Auto-chasse" (bassins fermés ou semi-fermés) KSM 
2 .. "systèmes d'optimisation des 

courants de marée" (EFOS) (bassins semi-fermés) KSO 
3. "profondeur nautique passive" (voie de navigation, entrées, 

bassins semi-fermés) KSN 
4. "profondeur nautique active" ( ...... idem ...... ) KSN 
5. "traitement in situ" ( ...... idem ...... ) KSN 
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ZUSAMMENFASSUNG 
Der PIANC Report 102 "Minimising Harbour Silt
ation" (Verminderung der Hafenverschlammung) 
wurde von MarCom in Auftrag gegeben und im 
November 2008 veroffentlicht. Die Arbeitsgruppe 
durchsuchte die Welt nach Erfahrungen mit allge
meingültigen Technologien zur Verminderung/ 
Vermeidung von Schlammablagerungen in Hafen 
und Hafenzufahrten. Mit ,,allgemeingültig" meinen 
wir Problemlosungen für bestimmte Orte, die, auf 
andere ortliche Gegebenheiten angepasst, wieder 
angewendet werden konnen. Folglich sind diese 
Methoden besonders wertvoll. Die Studie um
fasste Typen von Hafen-Konfigurationen, Trans
port- und Lagerungsmechanismen, Naturunter
suchungen, mathematische und physikalische 
Modellierung, konzentrierte sich jedoch auf diese 
,,Anti-Verschlam mu ngs"-Methoden. 

Sie fasste Probleme nach Hafenkonfigurationen 
- aufgestautes Dock, Schiffsschleusen-einfahrt, 
halb eingeschlossene Becken, Kanal, usw. -
und nach Losungen gema~ den drei Alternativen 
KSO "Keep Sediment Out" (Lass das Sediment 
drau~en), KSM "Keep Sediment Moving" (Halted 
das Sediment in Bewegung), KSN "Keep Sedi
ment Navigable" (Halte das Sediment schiffbar) 
zusammen. 

Eine strenge Untersuchung führte zu fünf ein
zelnen, bewahrten Technologien, die empfohlen 
werden: 

Für jede einzelne wurde der wirtschaftliche und 
umweltgerechte Vorteil dokumentiert. Viele von 
ihnen wurden in den gro~ten Hafen der Welt in 
Pionierarbeiten getestet, aber ein auftretender 
Trend seit der Veroffentlichung ist ein rapider An
stieg in der Anwendung bei neuen und kleineren 
Hafen mit dem Fokus auf einer sofortigen Umset
zung in Deutschland, Belgien, Frankreich, China, 
Brasilien und einem steigenden lnteresse in den 
USA. 

1. Auto-flushing (aufgestautes Dock und halb eingeschlossene Becken) KSM 
2. Entrance Flow Optimisation 

Systems (EFOS) (halb eingeschlossene Becken) KSO 
3. Passive Nautical Depth (Fahrrinnen, Zufahrten, halb eingeschlossene Becken) KSN 
4. Active Nautical Depth ( ..... ditto ..... ) KSN 
5. ln-situ Conditioning ( ..... ditto ..... ) KSN 
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NEWS FROM THE NAVIGATION COMMUNITY 

THE NETHERLANDS 

Pilot inland cargo 
RORO service: 

Hoorn-Tiel-Rotte rdam 2009 

Since the introduction in the 1950's, 
Roll-on/roll-off (RORO) technology 
has enabled a large efficiency gain 
in the transportation of wheeled car
go like cars, lorries and trailers. The 
technology has been most successful 
in ocean-going vessais. Congestion 
in the economic heart of The Nether
lands is putting pressure on the trans
port sector to look for alternatives to 
road haulage. A RORO service can 
offer a reliable scheduled delivery 
against the same price as road trans
portation for non time critical cargo 
(trailers). 

The Dutch Ministry of Transport and 
Public Works decided to execute a 
test with an inland RORO vessel, 
sailing from Rotterdam to Tiel, Zaan
dam and Hoorn, in the spring of 2009. 
The RORO vessel is equipped with a 
flexible loading bridge, allowing load
ing and unloading trailers. A series of 
tests have been cond ucted on April 
19-22, 2009. The vessel transported 
twenty-eight trailers on five different 
routes. Eleven companies partici-

. pated in the test. This type of inland 
' navigation has never been executed 

in The Netherlands before. The ves
se! is carrying trailers unaccompa
nied, therefore the lorry can be used 
for other jobs while the trailer is trans
ported over water. 

The objectives of the test are the as
sessment of the technical operations 
and possibilities to integrate the ser
vice in existing supply chains. Besides 
trailers the vessel could also transport 
rolling equipment like cranes are trac
tors and is therefore very versatile. 
The vessel can accommodate thirty
one trailers on two decks and can also 
navigate in coupled operation (with 
an extra barge), which increases the 
capacity (seventy-two trailers). The 
loading bridge can cover differences 

in height between the water level and 
quay wall of approximately 1 to 3 m. 
This allows the vessel to berth easily 
at almost any quay wall, without extra 
investment in the quay structures or 
harbour basins. 

The tests show positive results in re
lationship to sustainability. The tests 
have reduced the road haulage move
ments with a length of 3.805 km (or 
in terms of congestion parameters: 1 
vessel is 1 km less congestion). If the 
test is run as scheduled services, the 
reductions could reach: 

• Approximately 1,3 million road 
haulage transport km per annum 
(260 km less congestion) with one 
RORO vessel 

• Approximately 2,75 million road 
haulage km per annum (550 km 
less congestion) with the RORO 
vessel in combination with a RORO 
push barge. 

The test resulted in a reduction of 
5,200 kg co2 and 38 kg No •.. The 
test did not reduce the exhaustion of 
fine dust, but produced similar results 
as road haulage. The break-even 
point (RORO versus road haulage) 
is twelve trailers per route in the ex
haustion of C02 and No •• : Significant 
reductions of noise can be reached 
If the vessel carries more than eight 
trailers. 

ln the current market circumstances 
(financial crisis) the RORO concept is 
not expected to be financially feasible 
because of the competition with road 
haulage. The market prices in road 
haulage have decreased dramatically. 
The public authorities could consider 
compensating potential exploitation 
lasses. An interesting opportunity to 
use the RORO concept lies in the 
upcoming reconstruction of the mo
torway A 15 between Rotterdam and 
Germany. This can be combined with 
the supply of construction materials 
to the port expansion project Maas
vlakte Il. The RORO concept could 
serve as a kind of public transport and 
safeguard transport companies from 
severe delays during the reconstruc
tion of motorway A 15. 

Arne Baruch 
Senior Advisor, Ministry of Transport 

and Public Works in the Netherlands 

Hans Vermij 
Strategic Advisor, DHV, 

the Netherlands 

Ms Vera docking in Rotterdam 

-- --------- - ---- -- --------------. 

RORO vesse/ ms Vera with trai/ers 

------ -·-----·--------------~ 
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EUROPE 

Barges way ahead 
of Copenhagen 

European inland navigation can al
ready meet the 30% reduction target 
- and companies and governments 
who support inland navigation will 
get a short eut in reducing their own 
carbon emissions. 

Notwithstanding the Copenhagen 
summit results, we all agree that 
achieving significant carbon reduc
tion aims is vital. Only we can make 
this world a better living place for the 
present and future generations. And 
European inland navigation is ready 
to make a substantial commitment to 
helping the world to work together to 
achieve those aims. ln land navigation 
is already the most environmentally 
friendly form of transport (3,5 times 
less C02 per ton-km, in comparison 
to road), but that's not enough. lt has 
reduced its fuel consumption since 
1990 by 15 %. Today, the sector is 
actively working to make even more 
of a contribution to cutting down on 
global warming and the European 
Barge Union (EBU), European Skip
pers Organisation (ESO) and lnland 
Navigation Europe (INE) are confi
dent that the challenge will be met. 

The technology and techniques ex
ist to allow inland navigation to say 
that we can achieve a 30% reduc
tion in carbon emissions today. A fuel 
performance contest project in the 
Netherlands has already achieved 
these savings thanks to fuel-saving 
on-board equipment and this can be 
applied across the entire European 
fleet. This, in combination with RIS 
(River Information Services-an intel
ligent transport system that connects 
ship to shore) means ship operators 
can use optimal cruising speeds and 
optimal vessel operation, respond
ing to the conditions on the river, to 
achieve even further reduction in car
bon emissions as long as navigable 
waterways are well maintained. 

-----------------~-~ 

This makes transport by water the 
obvious choice for companies want
ing to make their own contribution 
towards reducing carbon emissions 
and global warming. lncluding water
ways and transport by barge in the 
supply chain is an intelligent business 
choice - not only does this reduce 
carbon emissions, it also avoids road 
congestion. And encouraging modal 
shift to increase use of water trans
port is an intelligent politic;3I choice 
for governments wanting to keep the 
promises they have made over the 
last fortnight. 

With the rest of the world looking for 
reductions by 2030, inland navigation 
will look towards carbon neutrality by 
2030. We do not have to wait - and 
we will not wait. As the oldest form 
of transport, we are committed to use 
the newest forms of technologies. 
With the support of government and 
business, projects already in exis
tence, such as electric ships, clean 
fuel cells and using liquefied biogas 
can be accelerated and we can and 
should not just reduce the harm we 
do to the environment but eliminate it. 

Caroline Smith 
lnlanq Navigation Europe (/NE) 

UNITED STATES 

PIANC 'Navigates the 
Environment' - Highlights 

from Recent Environmental 
Meetings in New Orleans 

On October 28, 2009, in New Orleans, 
Louisiana, the US Section of PIANC 
held a one-day technical seminar on 
'Navigating the Environment - Man
aging Risks and Sustaining Benefits'. 
The seminar was organised by PI
ANC's international Environmental 
Commission (EnviCom) and PIANC 
USA. Over seventy people partici
pated in the technical seminar which 
focused on tapies such as Climate 
Change, Ecosystems and Dredg
ing, Comprehensive and Sustainable 
Sediment Management, and Coastal 
Flood Risk Management. There were 
presentations from more than twenty 
experts from the United States, Ger
many, United Kingdom, and The 
Netherlands, who represented gov
ernment agencies, ports, universities 
and other non-profit organisations. 

An informai 'Young Professionals' 
Happy Hour was held in the hotel 
lobby bar immediately following the 

The USAGE New Orleans District organised a technica/ tour for the 
EnviCom members where they sailed a/ong the Gulf lntracoastal Waterway 

to see the ongoing construction of the navigable hurricane storm surge 
barrier in the vicinity of the Bayou Bienvenue Wetlands Camp/ex. 
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seminar, which gave the YPs an op
portunity to meet and mingle. The 
evening networking reception was 
held at the Plimsoll Club, with its ex
clusive location atop the World Trade 
Center and a spectacular panoramic 
view of the Crescent City and Missis
sippi River. 

EnviCom and the PIANC USA Com
missioners held committee meetings 
in New Orleans in conjunction with 
the seminar. ln addition, the USACE 
New Orleans District organised a 
boat tour for the EnviCom members, 
where they sailed along the Gulf ln
tracoastal Waterway to see the on
going construction of the navigable 
hurricane storm surge barrier in the 
vicinity of the Bayou Bienvenue Wet
lands Complex. The presentations 
from the seminar have been posted 
on the PIANC USA website (www. 
pianc.us), along with the seminar at
tendance list and photos. 

- Technical presentations link: http:// 
www. pianc. iwr. u sace. army. mil/ 
con2009nav.cfm 

- Photo gallery link: http://www. 
pianc. iwr. usace.army. mil/negal
lery2009NTE.cfm 

Kelly Barnes 
PIANC USA 

BRAZ IL 

Offshore Salt Terminal -
Areia Branca 

Codern - Cia Docas do Estado do 
Rio Grande do Norte, a govern
mental company responsible by the 
Areia Branca Offshore Salt Terminal 
operation since 1972, has decided 
to expand the island to increase its 
storage capacity. The joint venture 
CCQ (Constremac/Carioca/Queiroz 
Galvao) started in November 2009 
the construction of the island expan
sion. The terminal is located at 14 km 
offshore Areia Branca, Rio Grande 
do Norte, Brazil, and the project corn-

prisés an extension of approximately 
100 m using steel sheet piles cells. 
The project of the barge's wharf was 
conceived using a deck on pile steel 
structure and steel jackets. Detailed 
design and construction methods are 

being developed by EXE Engenha
ria, Curitiba, Brazil. 

Leandro Sabino 
EXE Engenharia 

- ------.,.---~-~-~--------~ 
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Areia Branca Offshore Salt Terminal -
Existing structures and expansion layout - Aerial View 

PANAMA 

Multipurpose Pier, 
Cinta Costera, 
Panama City 

The government of Panama is widen
ing, in about 24 m, the Avenida Pablo 

. ~ 

Arosemena, next to the Seafood 
Market in Panama City. The existing 
small piers which are used by fisher
men, passengers and coastal ship
ping will be demolished and replaced 
by a new multipurpose pier approxi
mately 135 min length. The project is 
being implemented by the Brazilian 
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Cinta Castera currently 

Widening of the Cinta Castera and multipurpose pier 

Contractor Norberto Odebrecht SA 
and detailed design is being devel
oped by EXE Engenharia, Curitiba, 
Brazil. 

Leandro Sabino/ 
Edersonlucas Garrett 

EXE Engenharia 

IAPH 

As of December 1, 2009 Mr. Susumu 
Naruse has taken office as IAPH 
Secretary-General, succeeding Dr. 
Satoshi lnoue, as so appointed at 
the IAPH Board of Directors meeting 
in Genoa, ltaly, May 2010. Mr. Nar
use is not new to IAPH. Since 1999, 

-

he has played an active part in the 
Association, serving on the Execu
tive Committee (2001-2006) and 
on the IAPH Port Planning & Devel
opment Committee (PPDC) firstly 
as a member, Vice-Chairman and 
then Chairman. As Chairman of the 
PPDC, he took the leading raie in 
preparing very stimulating reports 
entitled 'Forecasts of the World Con
tainer Throughput', 'Cruise Terminal 
Planning' in 2007 and 'Introduction 
to Port Preparedness for Tsunami' 
in 2009. As entrusted by the Board, 
Mr. Naruse is determined to do what 
he can do for further development of 
this global association in the years 
ahead. 
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Bahia Mar Yachting Center, 
a truly unique facility and 
winner of the 201 O PIANC 
Marina Excellence Design 

Jack Nichai Award 

The Recreational Navigation Com
mission is excited to announce that 
the Bahia Mar Yachting Center has 
won the 2010 PIANC Marina Excel
lence Design Jack Nichai Award. 
The selection committee deter
mined the Bahia Mar Yachting Cen
ter best represents the functional, 
aesthetic, and environmental evalu
ation criteria. 

Located in Fort Lauderdale, Flori
da, Bahia Mar Yachting Center is a 
start-of-the-art, dual function facility 
serving as bath a public yacht cen
ter that offers world class facilities 
to some of the world's most luxuri
ous yachts and a boat show venue 
- home of the Fort Lauderdale Inter
national Boat Show. 

The marina's principle features in
clude large full-service slips with 
corresponding clear water widths 
to accommodate today's longer 
and wider boats, Bellingham Ma
rine's Unifloat® concrete floating 
dock system with extra wide walk
ways and high dock freeboard, a 
functional slip layout that meets 
the needs of the marina as well as 
the boat show, and a site electrical 
transformer and distribution system 
that provides ample power to ac
count for the high utility demands 
imposed by the boats on a daily 
basis as well as the massive utility 
demands of the boat show. 

.., 
1 
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Bahia Mar Yachting Center is a 
state-of-the-art, dual function facility 
serving as bath a public yacht center 

and a boat show venue 

The elegance of Bahia Mar reflects the beauty 
of the boats moored along her docks 

The marina's full-service slips of
fer the latest in modern amenities 
including multiple telephone lines, 
high speed digital lines for comput
er equipment, high speed internet 
access, direct access ta sewage 
pumpouts, and an option of single
or three-phase electrical service for 
slips over 80 feet. Floating walk
ways and finger piers are extra 
wide and stable designed ta cater 
to large vessais and to handle golf 
carts, small forklifts, large crowds, 
and the extra boats that corne for 
the annual Fort Lauderdale Inter
national Boat Show. Bahia Mar also 
includes a number of innovative de
sign features that enables the facil-

ity ta make an easy transition from 
marina ta boat show venue. Utility 
and structural connection points for 
temporary docks, storage cabinets, 
and extra utility outlets are just a 
few of the items incorporated into 
the design of the marina ta accom
modate the boat show. 

ln addition ta its highly functional 
design centered on comfort and 
convenience, the marina is a cer
tified Clean Marina by the state of 
Florida. Also, a number of design 
features and operational programs 
have been incorporated ta promote 
water quality and reduce the ma
rina's impact on the surrounding 

environ ment. 

Operating as a dual purpose facil
ity, ease, convenience, and acces
sibility are at the very core of Ba
hia Mar's design. The elegance of 
Bahia Mar reflects the beauty of 
the boats moored along her docks. 
A truly unique facility, Bahia Mar 
seamlessly combines innovation, 
functionality, and beauty ta create a 
marina that promotes public access 
and the boating lifestyle. 

Bob Nathan, Lars Odhe, 
Jessica Mclntyre 

& Fabiana Maccarini 
PIANC RecCom Editing Committee 
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ON THE CALENDAR 

Smart Rivers 2011 Confer
ence - Save the date!!! 

Mark your calendar for the next in
stalment of the outstanding Smart 
Rivers Conference series, a bien
niai forum bringing together an in
ternational group of'professionals in
volved in inland / river transport from 
around the world. ··· 

This three-day technical specialty 
conference is organised by PIANC 
USA, along with more than twenty 
partnering organisations. The con
cept of 'Smart Rivers' sprang from a 
group started in 2004 called 'Smart
Rivers21 ', an interi:1ational .coalition 
intent on realising 'Strategic Mari
time Asset Research and Transfor
mation for 21st Century River Sys
tems'. lt began with a co-operation 
agreement between American and 
European partners, and was fol
lowed by the organisation of Smart 
Rivers 2005 Conference in Pitts
burgh, Pennsylvania. The .Smart 
Rivers 2006 Conference was held 

· in Brussels, Belgiu~, and the 2007 
conference was held in Louisville, 
Kentucky. The organisers decided 
to move to a biennial schedule and 
Smart Rivers 2009 was held last 
September in Vienna, Austria . . 
Themes for the 2011 conference in . 
New Orleans will include tapies such 
as 'Smart' Service Design and In
novation, System/Technology, Pub
lic Policy/Finance, Environmental 
Management, Flood Protection/Miti
gation, Port & Landside Economie 

Development, etc., with a particulàr 
emphasis on making this a global 
conference. A Gall for Abstracts 
will, be issued this summer (2010). 
Two full days of technical sessions 
are planned for September 14 & 15, 
2011," along with industry exhibits, 
networking functions, workshops 
and technical tours. 

20.11 Conference Hotel: 
Westin New Orleans Canal Place 
100 Rue lberville, New Orleans, LA 

••70130 USA 
For lnquiries: 1-(504) 566-7006 
http://www.starwoodhotels.com/ 
westi n/p rope rty/ ove rvi ew li ndex. 
html?propertylD=1763 

Presentations from Smart Rivers 
2009 are posted at 
www.smartrivers.org. 

Kelly Barnes 
PIANCUSA 

7th Annual Conference 
ESPO. 

On May 27-28, 2010, ESPO is orga
nising its 7th Annual Conference in 
Helsinki, Finland, in partnership with 
the Port of Helsinki and the Finnish 
Port Association. The central theme 
of the Conference will be 'Living and 
Working with Ports', a theme whic.h .. 
puts the human face of our global in
dûstry centre-stage. 

Sorne highlights of the programme: 

• Dr. Jean-Paul Rodrigue of Hofstr~· 
University New York will discuss 
with industry leaders the implica-

. tians of the crisis in terms of mar- ' 
ket structures and organisation in 
the port and shipping sector 

• The ports of Gij6n (winner of the 
first ESPO Award) and Helsinki 

- "'I Jjl ,v'/i 'f!!ft!' --"---•------ -r-,-- - " -
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Will present creative ways in Which '. 
ports can function in harmony with 
surrounding communities. 

• A series of parallel workshops 
will compare practical solutions 
to promote the port as a place to 
work, live and experience. 

• ESPO will introduce its new ESPO 
Code of Practice on Societal lnte
gration of Ports. 

• Prof. Theo Notteboom of the ln
stitute of Transport and Maritime 
Management Antwerp will present 
a state-of-the-art report on port 
labour and port-related employ
ment in Europe and ~iscuss . his 
findings with policy-makers, port 
authorities, service providers and 
trade unions .. 

, • Lloyd's List Brussels' correspon
dent Justin Stares will moderate a 
thought-provoking political debate 
with Members of the European 
Parliament on the future direction' 
of European port and transport 
policies. 

Preceding the actual conference, a 1 
special interest seminar is scheduled 
on the development of Russian and 
Baltic Ports, which is organised in 
co-operation with the Russian State 
Port Agency 'Rosmorport' and the 
Baltic Ports Organisation. To round 
off these two intensive days of de
bate, we are offering a technical visit · 
to Vuosaari Harbour, the brand-new 
outer harbour of Helsinki, as well as 
a relaxing post-conference tour on 
Saturday to the beautiful neighbour
ing port-city of :rat.linn. 

You will find the full programme en
closed. Registration can be done 
online via the conference website · 
(www.espo-conference.com) where 
all practical information can be found 
aswell. 

Tu ' 

Patrick Verhoeven 
Secretary-General of ESPO 
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The 5th International 
Conference and Exhibition 

Danube Summit 2010 

The 51h International Conference 
and Exhibition Danube Summit 
2010 will take place on May 31-
June 2, 2010 in Linz and Enns. The 
event will be organised by EWP 
Communication and via donau. 
Host of the event this time is Chris
tian Steindl, Managing Director of 
the Port of Ennshafen. 

Under the motte 'Green Dan'ube: 
putting companies back into the 
black', all members of the Danube 
Community are invited to attend 
the 5th Danube Summit. ln the clas
sical tradition, this event will bring 
together key actors and high-rank
ing officiais of the Danube riparian 
countries who will together seek so
lutions for the future development 
of a sustainable and ecologically 
sound transport on the Danube 
River. The event will also include . 
exhibitions, technical visits as well 
as networking and social events. 
Ali the ingredients are gathered to 
make it a must-attend Danube ex
perience. 

The Danube Summit is not restrict
ed to members of the Danube Com
munity. Any person with a profes
sional interest in inland waterway . 
transport, transport and logistics or 
telematics is most welcome to at
tend as a delegate. 

A preliminary programme will be 
available shortly on the Danube 
Summit website at 
www.danubesummit.com. 

For more information about the exhi..: 
bition, please contact Borka Mikulic 
(borka.m@danubesummit.com 
- +44 (0) 1275 540 582). To reg
ister as a delegate, please contact 
Julian King 
(Julian.king@ewpcommunications. 
corn - +44 (0) 1737 226153). 

13th International 
Riversymposium 

For the first time in its history, Riv
ersymposium will be held in Perth 
Western Australia and at a late~ 
time in the year, on October 11-14, 
201 O. The 131h International River
symposium will bring together à di
verse audience for interactive and 
vibrant discussion. 

Managing our rivers has revolved 
around altering the movement of 
water - obviously through dams, 
extraction for irrigation, mining, 
water supplies, industry and water 
transfers and more cryptically when · 
we consider groundwater use, vir
tual water, water sensitive urban 
design, water recycling and adjust
ments to environmental flows. The 
critical issues that will be discussed 
at the 13th International include: 

Water for industry 
- Rivers and Catchments 
- Community 
- Policy and Regulation 

Water Sources 
- Climate Change 

For more information, please visit 
the website 
www.riversymposium.com. 

3rd International Confer- · 
ence on the Management 
of Coastal Recreational 

Resources 

The 3ro International Conference ori 
the Management of Coastal Rec
reational Resources Will be held in 
the historie city of Grosseto, situ.: 
ated in the magnificent region of 
Tuscany in Central ltaly, on October 
27-30, 2010. This conference is the 
third in the biennial series on Man
agement of . Coastal Recreational 
Resources (MCRR) organised by 
the Euro-Mediterranean Centre on 
lnsular Coastal Dynamics {ICoD) 
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within the International Environ
ment lnstitute at the University of 
Malta. This international event is 
characterised by its focus on se
lected coastal management issues 
relating to beaches, yacht marinas, 
ecotourism and conservation, and 
the impact of coastal .hazards on 
such resources. 

The conference is aimed at aca
demics in the natural and social 
sciences, researchers dealing with 
coastal hazards reflected by ongo
ing climate change, project manag
ers, tourism professionals, infra
structure investors and staff from 
the private sector and government 
agencies whose work involves in
tegrated coastal area management 
practices and the development 
and management of coast-related 
recreational amenities. The con-

.. ference will also be of interest to 
managers of natural resources and 
environmental agencies, urban and 
coastal planners, non-governmen
tal organisations (NGOs), environ
mental economists and coastal mu
nicipalities. 

Conference topics include: 

- Beach Management 
Yacht Marinas and Yachting-Re
lated Activities 

- Coastal Écotourism 
- Coastal Hazards 

For further information about the 
3rd International Conference on the 
Management of Coastal Recre
ational Resources (MCRR3), kindly 
contact the Conference Secretariat 
at mcrr3-201 O@um.edu.mt or visit 
our website. at http://www,um.edu. 
mt/iei/mcrr3-201 o. 
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Organiser of the lce Day Confer
ence is the Centre for Maritime 
Studies of the University of Turku in 
Finland. 

For further information on this con
ference, please contact Mrs. Marja 
Luomanen or Mrs. Kirsi Laitio 
(tel. +358 (0)40 779 9485 and tel. 
+358 (0)40 779 9483 or e-mails: 
marja.luomanen@utu.fi / 
kirsi.laitio@utu.fi) or visit 
h tt p: Il m k k. ut u. fi/do k/ k 2 O 1 o I 
lceday.pdf. 

Offshore Arabi a 2010 
conference 

The Offshore Arabia 2010 confer
ence and exhibition will be held at 
the Dubai International Convention 
Centre, Dubai, UAE on March 29-
31, 2010. 

The event is held under the patron
age of H.H Sheikh Mohammed 
Bin Rashid Al Maktoum, Vice
President and Prime Minister of 
UAE and Ruler of Dubai. Offshore 
Arabia 2009 cornes at a time when 
global co-operation is most needed 
to facilitate the global dialogue in 
managing energy for sustainable 
growth and climate change. The 
event has evolved over the years 
and provides an excellent overview 
of a cross section of the key issues 
in the energy industry and the envi
ronment. Corporate Social Respon
sibility (CSR) will be integrated and 
highlighted as part of the oil indus
try's role in society. We intend to 
bring forth key issues and concerns 
and our aim is to have highly knowl
edgeable and skilled professionals 
provide a wider range of solutions 
by sharing their thoughts. 

Energy and environment are es
sential to sustainable development, 

-~~-y----·----------~- --~-~..---- -......... --

therefore we remain focused and 
committed to energy, environment, 
advanced technologies, renewables 
and sustainable development. We 
will continue to encourage growth 
as a basis for ail human betterment. 
lncorporating within our mission, 
the UN Millennium Development 
goal, which calls for the implemen
tation of sustainable development 
and its three pillars - economic de
velopment, social development and 
environmental protection. 

More information about this event 
can be found at 
http://www.offshorearabia.ae. 

Student and Young 
Professional Events 

at ASCE Ports 
2010 Conference 

The ASCE Ports 2010 Conference 
will take place in Jacksonville, Flor
ida on April 25 - 28, 201 O. During 
this conference, several Student 
and Young Professional Events will 
be organised: 

• Young Professionals' Happy 
Hour: 5:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m., 
April 25 (Sunday) 

• Student Paper Competition 
Awards: 1 :30 p.m. - 4:30 p.m., 
April 25 (Sunday) 

• Student Poster Session: 
10:00 a.m. -12:00 p.m., 
April 27 (Tuesday) 

• Job Fair: 1 :00 p.m. - 4 p.m., 
April 27 (Tuesday) 

More information about this event 
can be found at http://content.asce. 
org/conferences/ports2010. 

Kelly Barnes 
PIANC USA 
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Port Infrastructure 
Seminar Delft 
University of 
Technology 

-- . -'t--"IIJ: 

Delft University of Technology is 
pleased to invite you to the Port In
frastructure Seminar on 22 and 23 
June 2010. 

This seminar is organised by the 
Faculty of Civil Engineering and 
Geosciences in association with the 
Port of Rotterdam Authority, Port 
of Amsterdam Authority and Dutch 
Ministry of Public Works, Transport 
and Water Management. lt aims to , , 
stimulate innovation in port infra
structure design, operations and 
maintenance through the presenta
tion and exchange of results of ap
plied research and technologies. 

ln conjunction with the Seminar 
there will be a display of recent 
R&D . and technological results, 
systems and services for the port 
industry. Prior to the Semina1·, on 
June 21, there is the opportunity to 
visit Futureland, the visitor c,entre 
for the new port development Maas
vlakte 2, and the ongoing works 
(www.futureland.nl). 

ln the beginning of 2010 a Second 
Announcement will present more 
information on the Program. Up-to
date information on the Seminar can 
be found on the website www.ports
eminar2010.tudelft.nl. 

If you want to participate in this Sem
inar and present a , paper, please 
send your abstract of maximum 300 
words to portseminar201 O@tudelft. 
ni before February 1, 201 O. A.uthors 
will be notified by the seminar sec
retariat by March 1, 2010 on the ac
ceptance of the papers and the fur
ther details of the paper submission. 
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